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Conclusions and recommendations 
Education spending trends 
1. The Government sets great store by stability of funding; it needs to ensure that 
budget holders across the education sector are aware that funding will not rise at a 
significant rate over the next spending review period and beyond. (Paragraph 8) 
Education expenditure, by sector, in real terms 
2. The lower level of growth in investment  in higher education compared to schools 
and further education is a concern if the intention is to maintain world class higher 
education in this country, including the recruitment and retention of high quality 
staff. (Paragraph 10) 
3. The Government has already accepted that spending increases will be more modest 
in the years ahead. The DfES needs to be explicit in stating that growth in 
expenditure on education and skills will slow down significantly in the coming 
period. For schools that may mean growth of 2–3% a year in cash terms compared to 
5–7% growth in recent years. (Paragraph 15) 
4. As the school population falls over the next few years while the post-16 population 
rises the case for the 16–19 phase becoming the main priority will become 
increasingly hard to ignore. (Paragraph 16) 
Schools’ funding: new proposals 
5. We would welcome far greater clarity from the Government about the precise 
objectives of the schools’ funding arrangements for 2006–07 and, more particularly, 
when a new system comes into operation from 2008–09. (Paragraph 22) 
6. We expect to be consulted at an early stage on the Government’s plans for the new 
schools funding system. (Paragraph 24) 
7. We expect the Government to take both transience and the provision of extra 
funding for individual pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds into account in 
developing the new formula. (Paragraph 25) 
Efficiency savings 
8. The two main ways in which the DfES is aiming to secure these efficiency savings, 
which will come largely from schools, is through more productive use of teachers’ 
time and through more co-ordinated procurement of goods and services. Despite 
reassurances from Sir David Normington and the Secretary of State, we are sceptical 
about whether it will in fact be possible for £4.3 billion to be found in this way. 
(Paragraph 29) 
9. The Committee believes it is imperative that the Department can provide concrete 
examples of where schools (and other institutions) have achieved efficiencies that 
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have produced new resources to be used for productive purposes.  We will expect to 
see examples of such outcomes in the next two years. (Paragraph 30) 
10. Given that the increase in expenditure on education is declining, we are concerned 
that too much reliance is being placed on future savings which may be difficult to 
achieve. The extent to which these savings are transparent will be crucial. Unless the 
savings that the Department is saying that it will be able to make are real savings 
which will fund activity it may find itself struggling to maintain its funding across the 
sector. (Paragraph 33) 
11. We consider that there is a real danger that efficiency savings will be claimed but that 
evidence to verify those savings will not be available. (Paragraph 34) 
12. When the process is complete, we ask the  DfES to provide us with comparisons of 
staff numbers and functions pre- and post-restructuring, including any outsourcing 
from the Department to other agencies and expenditure on consultants. This should 
provide evidence of the Department’s move to a smaller, more strategically focused 
role. (Paragraph 35) 
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Preface 
1. This report arises from the Committee’s annual examination of DfES expenditure and 
management of resources. It is based principally on the Department’s Annual Report,1 and 
meetings with the Rt Hon Ruth Kelly MP, Secretary of State for Education and Skills, and 
with Sir David Normington, then Permanent Secretary, Mr Stephen Crowne, Director, 
School Resources Group, and Mr Stephen Kershaw, Director of Finance, of the 
Department for Education and Skills. We also draw on answers to written questions we 
posed to the DfES. 
2. In this first report on expenditure in this Parliament we comment on a number of the  
issues that our predecessors examined. In particular, we look at the overall pattern of 
spending on education and skills, the further changes to the schools’ funding system and 
the Department’s plans for efficiency savings under the Gershon process.  
3. We are grateful for assistance with this inquiry from Tony Travers, Director of the 
Greater London Group at the London School of Economics. 
 
1  Departmental Report 2005, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6522, June 2005. 
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1 Education spending trends 
4. Education spending has increased as a share of the economy during a period of 
economic expansion, especially in the years since 2000–01, so the resources made available 
have increased significantly in real terms.  However, there is now evidence that the increase 
in public expenditure on education (as a percentage of GDP) is levelling off.  Health 
expenditure, on the other hand, continues to rise as a proportion of the economy. 
Table 1:  Public expenditure on education and health as a % of GDP, 1992–93 to 2004–05, United 
Kingdom 
 1992–93 1993–94 1994–95 1995–96 1996–97 1997–98 
Education as % of GDP 5.4 5.3 5.2 5.1 4.9 4.7 
Health as % of GDP 5.6 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.5 5.4 
              
 1998–99 1999–00 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 
Education as % 
of GDP 
4.6 4.6 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.5 5.6 
Health as % of 
GDP 
5.4 5.4 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.7 7.0 
Source:  Public Expenditure  Statistical Analyses 2005, Cm 6521, London: TSO    Table 3.4 
 
Table 1a:  Public expenditure on education and health, £bn, cash, 1992–93 to 2004–05, United 
Kingdom 
 1992–93 1993–94 1994–95 1995–96 1996–97 1997–98 
Education 33.1 34.6 36.2 37.0 37.8 38.6 
Health 34.4 36.8 39.6 41.6 42.8 44.7 
 
 1998–99 1999–00 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 
Education 40.1 42.3 45.9 51.1 54.9 61.0 65.8 
Health 47.1 49.6 54.3 59.9 66.3 74.9 82.6 
Source:  Public Expenditure  Statistical Analyses 2005, Cm 6521, London: TSO    Table 3.2 
Table 1b:  Public expenditure on education and health, £bn, real terms, 1992–93 to 2004–05, United 
Kingdom 
(2003–04 prices) 
 1992–93 1993–94 1994–95 1995–96 1996–97 1997–98 
Education 43.6 44.5 45.8 45.5 44.9 44.8 
Health 45.3 47.2 50.1 51.1 50.9 51.9 
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 1998–99 1999–00 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 
Education 45.2 46.7 50.0 54.4 56.5 61.0 64.5 
Health 53.1 54.7 59.3 63.7 68.2 74.9 81.0 
Source:  Public Expenditure  Statistical Analyses 2005, Cm 6521, London: TSO    Table 3.3 
5. As the previous Committee discussed in its report last year,2 measuring productivity in 
education remains problematic, as does establishing a direct link between increased 
expenditure and increased attainment by pupils and students.3 We intend to return to this 
issue in our next review of DfES expenditure this summer. 
6. During our evidence sessions with DfES ministers and officials, we raised the issue of the 
apparently different treatment of education and health spending, with it appearing that 
health not education was the priority.  Sir David Normington, then Permanent Secretary at 
the Department told us: 
“…we have had this conversation before and it is not all about money; it is about 
how it is spent and there have been very substantial increases in education 
expenditure, but it is also about, as we will no doubt get on to, what you do with it.  
Obviously it has been spent differentially as well.  There have been very large 
increases on schools within those overall sums and lesser increases in other areas.”4 
7. While accepting there have been real increases in education expenditure as a proportion 
of GDP, we remain uncertain as to why education and health have been relatively 
differently treated by recent public expenditure settlements.  This pattern is likely to 
continue at least until the end of the present Spending Review period.  There is a risk that 
health service expenditure will begin to pre-empt education resources as public 
expenditure settlements become tighter.  
8. It is clearly for the Government to decide its spending priorities, although we consider 
that spending on education is fundamental, as it makes a contribution to the life of the 
country that goes far beyond the boundaries of school, college or university. Indeed, in a 
society which is increasingly pluralistic, and when other social and cultural ties have been 
weakened, the importance of education as a cohesive force has increased. As Sir David 
noted, within general spending increases on education and skills some areas, above all 
schools, have benefited more than others. The same is true of the Government’s overall 
planning of expenditure; inevitably, some departments will benefit more than others. 
However, given that it is the case that spending on education is going to rise much less 
rapidly than expenditure on health, and much less rapidly than over the last five years, the 
DfES needs to be as explicit as possible about the situation. The Government sets great 
store by stability of funding; it needs to ensure that budget holders across the education 
 
2 Education and Skills Committee, First Report, Session 2004–05, Public Expenditure on Education and Skills, HC 168, 
paras 4–17. 
3 See Public Service Productivity Education, UK Centre for the Measurement of Government Activity, Office for 
National Statistics, October 2005, and Measurement of Government Output and Productivity for the National 
Accounts, Final Report of the Atkinson Review, Office for National Statistics, January 2005. 
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sector are aware that funding will not rise at a significant rate over the next spending 
review period and beyond. 
Education expenditure, by sector, in real terms 
9. Spending on each phase of education (apart from student support) has increased in real 
terms in the years since 1998–99. Overall, schools’ current spending increased by 50%, 
compared with 56% in further education and an increase of only 18% in government 
funding to higher education.   
10. Table 2 summarises spending per pupil/student data for the schools, FE and HE sectors 
in each year since 1998–99. Spending per pupil/student has increased fastest in schools, 
followed by further education. By contrast, real terms higher education spending per 
student has remained little changed, suggesting a continuing major relative shift of public 
resources away from universities towards other phases of education. Other university 
resources, of course, may have increased, such as research funding. The lower level of 
growth in investment  in higher education compared to schools and further education 
is a concern if the intention is to maintain world class higher education in this country, 
including the recruitment and retention of high quality staff. 
Table 2:  Real terms funding per student/pupil, 1998–99 to 2003–04 (1999–2000 = 100) 




Schools 96 100 107 111 115 119 124 130 
FE 93 100 104 112 113 120 122 127 
HE 101 100 100 100 101 104 105 105 
Source: Departmental Report 2005, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6522, London: TSO, Tables 12.5 
(derived from figures given), 12.6 and 12.7.  Figures for 1998–99 derived from Departmental Report 2004, Tables 
2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 
11. Sir David Normington said in evidence that he believed these expenditure priorities  
had fed through into improvements in schools’ performance in recent years. It is 
interesting to contrast what he said with his comments in last year’s inquiry, when he was 
rather more circumspect about the relationship between investment and performance, 
saying, “I am confident that this money is worth investing, but I cannot prove to you…that 
a given level of investment produces a given level of output”.5 As we said  earlier, we shall 
be returning to this subject again in our next expenditure inquiry. 
12. In what proved to be his final appearance before the Committee, Sir David explained 
what he was most satisfied with within his Department’s achievements: 
“If you ask me what I am proudest of in terms of performance, I think that, despite 
all the qualifications we might want to make, school performance, both primary and 
secondary, is dramatically up over this period and I think that has been money well 
spent because that is the investment in the future.  I think that where we have not yet 
 
5 Education and Skills Committee, First Report, Session 2004–05, Public Expenditure on Education and Skills, HC 168, 
para10. 
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made significant impact is in the performance of young people who do not go to 
university beyond 16.  If you look at our performance there, those statistics have 
remained.  The more people are staying on, those statistics in terms of what people 
are achieving have not gone up very much and that is why the Government is 
putting a lot of emphasis on the 14–19 age group in this period because we still have 
to convert the school performance into success in further education and training”.6 
13. The implication of Sir David’s view is that there remains much to be achieved among 
those in the post-school age group who do not go to university.  We strongly concur with 
this view.  We would also point to the longer-term decline in the share of government 
funding allocated to higher education.  The Government has given significant additional 
resources to push up schools’ performance while universities have received comparatively 
much smaller increases.  We believe it is important that, as a society, we understand more 
about the impact on Britain’s higher education of the long term trend to shift resources 
towards schools.  The Government should commission research to investigate the likely 
consequences of a continuing shift of support of the kind that has been achieved in recent 
years.   
14. The Government would no doubt argue that the reason for introducing variable fees as 
from autumn this year is to help address this situation. It remains to be seen to what extent 
that will bring growth in university resources more in line with that for other sectors, and 
this is an issue we will no doubt wish to look at in more detail once the system is up and 
running.  
15. We also point to the likely difficulties that schools may face in future years as and when 
their annual resource increases fall to levels below those enjoyed in recent years.  The 
Government has already accepted that spending increases will be more modest in the 
years ahead. The DfES needs to be explicit in stating that growth in expenditure on 
education and skills will slow down significantly in the coming period. For schools that 
may mean growth of 2–3% a year in cash terms compared to 5–7% growth in recent 
years. 
16. Given the slowdown in growth of education expenditure, the Government’s priorities 
within the overall budget will be more important than ever. Sir David commented on the 
failure of the Government to make ‘significant impact’ on the attainment of those aged 
over 16 who do not go to university.  The Government is attempting to address some of 
these issues through its proposals in the Youth Green Paper.7 As the school population 
falls over the next few years while the post-16 population rises the case for the 16–19 
phase becoming the main priority will become increasingly hard to ignore. 
 
6 Q 7 
7 Youth Matters, DfES, July 2005, Cm 6629. 
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2 Schools’ funding: new proposals 
17. The Government has announced that, from 2006–07, each local authority’s 
expenditure on schools will be set by the Department and fully funded from central grant.8  
This so-called ‘Dedicated Schools Grant’ (DSG) will then become the basis for local 
authorities to use their local funding formulae to allocate the overall total to individual 
schools.  In 2006–07, the DSG will be determined for each authority as an uplift of 5% from 
the aggregate of 2005–06 spending by schools within the authority,9 though taking account 
of changing pupil numbers. There will also be a 5% increase in 2007–08. A small margin of 
resources that the Government will not have allocated in this way—roughly 1% of the 
total—will then potentially be available for distribution to authorities, partly on the basis of 
changes in the Formula Spending Share.  
18. There will continue to be a Minimum Funding Guarantee for schools that will over-
ride all other arrangements and formulae.  For the years from 2008–09, the Government 
has stated that a new funding method will be developed, one of the main characteristics of 
which will be that schools are given three year budgets. The impact of the funding 
guarantee has been to move towards a national funding arrangement, if not to a full DfES 
takeover of schools’ resource allocations. 
19. In her oral evidence to the Committee, the Secretary of State made it clear that stability 
was a key objective of schools funding from now on: 
“There will be two minimum funding guarantees.  There will be a minimum funding 
guarantee at the level of the school, because you rightly point out that this is an issue 
but that schools have asked us for stability and security of funding as an absolute 
priority at the moment, but there will be clear priorities that the local authority has 
because we are also saying that local authority funding will increase by a specific 
amount over the spend that it had in the previous year; so it will be able both to meet 
the minimum funding guarantee and have some headroom to distribute according 
to local priorities and local need.”10 
20. We accept that individual schools want reasonable stability and predictability in their 
funding. However, we also see the need for fairness between schools in different 
circumstances. These circumstances may change over time, demanding some re-
distribution of resources between areas and/or institutions. It is not clear whether such 
equity can any longer be easily achieved by a heavily damped schools funding 
arrangement. 
21. We raised the issue of whether the system envisaged is compatible with the 
Government’s plans to allow easier school expansion. We put it to the Secretary of State 
that the damping in the system  would prevent a market system operating amongst 
schools. She said: 
 
8 HC Deb, 21 July 2005, col 129WS. 
9 This includes money provided by local authorities above the amount determined by the DfES, some £200 million 
across the country as a whole. 
10 Q 159 
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“We are putting a damper on this, and I think, for absolutely good and sensible 
reasons; very rapid movements in funding can be very disruptive for a local area.”11 
We asked whether this undermined the basis for a market system. The Secretary of State 
said: 
“Not at all.  Indeed, 75% of the money follows the pupil immediately, so there are 
quite strong incentives for the school to expand and so forth.  You would not want 
very rapid changes to hit schools, and indeed they tell us that they want some 
security of funding.  I think local authorities accept that as well.  The minimum 
funding guarantee is on a per pupil basis, so that does help provide some security for 
schools, and the fact that only 75% of the money follows the pupil provides an extra 
element of security for schools as well.”12 
22. Despite the Secretary of State’s remarks we consider that the way the Designated 
Schools Grant is designed does have implications for other policies. The Schools White 
Paper envisages a schools system where successful schools expand and unsuccessful 
schools may eventually close. The funding system, for understandable reasons of 
maintaining stability, seeks to ameliorate the effects of falling rolls and in consequence 
reduces the speed by which an expanding school may increase its funding. The Designated 
Schools Grant, as currently designed, will operate perfectly well provided there is little 
change in the system, but appears less well equipped for a world in which schools may 
expand, new schools are created and schools may close more often than they do at present. 
We would welcome far greater clarity from the Government about the precise 
objectives of the schools’ funding arrangements for 2006–07 and, more particularly, 
when a new system comes into operation from 2008–09. 
23. As we said earlier, the arrangements for 2006–07 and 2007–08 are interim 
arrangements with a new system of three year budgets being put in place  from 2008–09. 
When we questioned Sir David about whether the redistributive element in the current 
formula had been overridden by the system of floors and ceilings imposed upon it, he said 
that: 
“…if you look beyond the next two years there is a major question about what the 
right formula is.  Some of what we are doing immediately needs to be about stability 
as we change the system because we know that these big changes in the system are 
the things that cause all the upset, as they did before, and we have committed 
ourselves to having minimum funding levels in two years, but then saying to 
ourselves in that period, and with others, ‘Have we moved to a longer-term system?’, 
and hopefully not have such a dependence on minimum funding levels because they 
do have the impact you are describing… I think it is an open question as to what the 
distribution formula is at that point.”13 
24. The question of how the system to be introduced in 2008 will operate—to what extent 
there will be minimum funding guarantees and how redistributive it will be, for example—
 
11 Q 160 
12 Q 161 
13 Qq 29–30 
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is of vital importance. We and our predecessors in the last Parliament have tracked the 
problems with and developments in schools funding since 2003, and we expect to be 
consulted at an early stage on the Government’s plans for the new schools funding 
system. 
25. There are many issues which will need to be addressed in that process, and we highlight 
two here.  In evidence, we asked officials about how the funding system coped with 
transience; pupils moving rapidly in and out of schools. Sir David said that there would be 
no more changes until the new system comes in 2008, and added that issues of this kind 
were difficult to allow for in a national system: “that is why there has to be laid over this a 
set of local decisions which take account of particular needs in the area”.14 The second issue 
is how to provide extra funding to pupils from deprived backgrounds. In the Schools 
White Paper the Government announced additional funding  of £335 million by 2007–08 
for those local authorities with the largest numbers of underachieving and deprived 
children.15 We agreed that this was a welcome investment, but argued that it would not 
reach children from similar backgrounds living in other communities, and so 
recommended  that the Government should develop with local authorities a system to 
direct additional funding at individual pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds wherever 
they live, possibly using local funding formulae.16 We expect the Government to take both 
of these issues into account in developing the new formula. 
 
14 Q 64 
15 Higher Standards, Better Schools for All, Cm 6677, DfES 25 October 2005, para 4.13. 
16 Education and Skills Committee, First Report, Session 2005–06, The Schools White Paper: Higher Standards, Better 
Schools for All, HC 633–I, para 102. 
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3 Efficiency savings 
26. The recommendations from the Gershon Review of public sector efficiency have been 
implemented across government in an attempt to achieve radical improvements in 
efficiency within Whitehall and the public services.17  Efficiency programmes started at the 
beginning of 2005–06 and run for three years.  The DfES’s target savings and progress so 
far are outlined in the Department’s answers to written questions.18 In evidence to the 
Committee, the Secretary of State outlined the kinds of efficiency savings she expected to 
see achieved within education: 
 “I think we are completely capable of meeting the £4.3 billion within the timescale 
that we have been set to achieve it, and…we have been very transparent about how 
we are going to do that.  We will achieve it, for example, through better use of teacher 
time—more productive time.  Our workforce reforms are all about enabling teachers 
to spend more time preparing their lessons and delivering high quality lessons to 
pupils and less time carrying out administrative functions that can easily be done by 
support staff in the school”.19 
27. She went on to explain how devolution of funding to schools would, in her view, 
provide incentives for efficiency: 
“A lot of it [money in schools] will be saved in schools because most of our money is 
now devolved to the front-line. There will also be savings through better 
procurement practices, working with schools and others to achieve savings in 
procurement and cash savings in schools through that as well which they will then 
redirect.  They have a real incentive to go down this route because they will be able to 
redirect that money towards the front-line.”20 
28. However, it appears to us that at present the Department is seeking to achieve the 
improved use of resources within schools without individual institutions being expected to 
respond directly to Gershon.  Indeed, there seems to have been no direct communication 
with schools about Gershon efficiencies. When asked how a head teacher would respond if 
asked ‘how much have you saved under Gershon’, the Secretary of State said: 
“I think it is the sort of thing that school improvement partnerships in their training 
learn about and then can question the head teacher about how they are procuring 
efficiency savings at the level of the individual school.”21 
29. The two main ways in which the DfES is aiming to secure these efficiency savings, 
which will come largely from schools, is through more productive use of teachers’ time and 
through more co-ordinated procurement of goods and services.22 Despite reassurances 
 
17 Releasing resources to the front line: Independent Review of Public Sector Efficiency, Sir Peter Gershon, July 2004. 
18 Written Questions 2.1–2.3. 
19 Q 149 
20 Q 150 
21 Q 185 
22 Q 81 
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from Sir David and the Secretary of State, we are sceptical about whether it will in fact 
be possible for £4.3 billion to be found in this way.  
30. The most important issue for schools, colleges and universities is the way in which 
efficiencies liberate resources that can then be used for productive purposes. The DfES 
cannot yet point to such a redeployment of money, though this is an issue that we will wish 
to return to.  The Committee believes it is imperative that the Department can provide 
concrete examples of where schools (and other institutions) have achieved efficiencies 
that have produced new resources to be used for productive purposes.  We will expect 
to see examples of such outcomes in the next two years. 
31. It is interesting to contrast the way in which the DfES proposes to make its savings with 
Ofsted’s plans. Ofsted has to make savings of £42 million out of a budget of £220 million. 
David Bell, then Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Schools for England, told us precisely 
where those saving were being made: 
“By April 2006, our new regional structure will be fully operational. We will have 
reduced the number of offices that we operate from 12 to 4 and the opening of our 
new national business unit in Manchester will combine to save nearly £18 million in 
our annual running costs. On top of that, the new system of school inspection has 
generated a further £15 million worth of savings. I think we are well on the way to 
the £42 million savings target that was set for us under the efficiency review.”23 
Mr Bell has of course since become Permanent Secretary at the DfES following Sir David’s 
move to the Home Office. 
32. The DfES is responsible for a much larger budget than Ofsted, but the transparent and 
verifiable nature of Ofsted’s process is in stark contrast to the vague and opaque efficiency 
savings promised by the Department. Nor is this a matter of points scoring. It really 
matters whether the DfES is going to make genuine savings which can be reinvested in its 
programme. 
33. We are about  to enter the final year of the current spending review cycle, and as yet we 
do not know what the settlement will be for 2007–08 and beyond. We can be sure, 
however, that in negotiating the funding for the next period, the Treasury will take into 
account, as it should, the efficiency savings that each department vouches for. In crude 
terms this may well mean that the starting point for the new spending round for the DfES 
will be the planned total for 2007–08, less £4.3 billion in efficiency savings. Given that the 
increase in expenditure on education is declining, we are concerned that too much 
reliance is being placed on future savings which may be difficult to achieve. The extent 
to which these savings are transparent will be crucial. Unless the savings that the 
Department is saying that it will be able to make are real savings which will fund 
activity it may find itself struggling to maintain its funding across the sector. 
34. The Department said that the NAO would provide external verification of the savings 
made,24 but it is not clear how it will be able to certify that the savings have been made if 
 
23 Q 2, 9 November 2005 
24 Q 110 
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they are to come from 23,000 schools across the country. We consider that there is a real 
danger that efficiency savings will be claimed but that evidence to verify those savings 
will not be available. 
35. As our predecessors discussed last year,25 the DfES is itself reducing its staff 
complement and redesigning itself to have a more strategic role. Sir David told us that the 
DfES had 760 fewer staff than in the previous year, well on the way to its target reductions 
of 1,460 by April 2008.26 We will be very interested to see how the Department progresses 
towards its new size and function. When the process is complete, we ask the DfES to 
provide us with comparisons of staff numbers and functions pre- and post- 
restructuring, including any outsourcing from the Department to other agencies and 
expenditure on consultants. This should provide evidence of the Department’s move to 
a smaller, more strategically focused role. 
 
25 Education and Skills Committee, First Report, Session 2004–05, Public Expenditure on Education and Skills, HC 168, 
paras 35–47. 
26 Q 95 
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Taken before the Education and Skills Committee
on Wednesday 12 October 2005
Members present:
Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair
Mr David Chaytor Tim Farron
Mrs Nadine Dorries Mr Gordon Marsden
JeV Ennis Stephen Williams
Mr David Evennett Mr Rob Wilson
Replies to questions sent by the Committee to the Department for Education and Skills
1. New School Funding Arrangements from 2006–07
Question 1.1 The consultation documents issued by the DfES indicate a new funding arrangement in which the
Department and Schools Forums will have an enhanced role with regard to schools’ funding. The local authority
role will be reduced and made subject to signiﬁcantly greater oversight and control by the other two players. Is
this a correct reading of the consultation papers?
At present the majority of funding for schools is provided through the Local Government Finance
System: each local authority sets a Schools Budget, which is funded through a mixture of Revenue Support
Grant, Business Rates andCouncil Tax. The local authority decides, in consultationwith its Schools Forum,
how its Schools Budget is to be divided between the budget for central spending on school provision and
individual school budgets; and how individual school budgets should be calculated.
Under the new arrangements, local authorities will receive funding for their schools through the
Dedicated Schools Grant, allocations of which will be determined by the Department. While the Dedicated
Schools Grant will have to be spent on schools, local authorities will be free to add to it from their own
locally raised resources, should they choose to do so. In addition, local authorities will have the scope, with
the agreement of their Schools’ Forums, to combine elements of their school budgets, ﬁnanced through the
Dedicated Schools Grant, with other budgets, to continue to support multi agency arrangements in support
of the Children’s agenda as set out in “Every Child Matters”.
The Department will therefore be largely responsible for setting the level of spending on schools in each
local authority area from 2006–07 onwards. However, under the existing policy of passporting, almost all
authorities passed on the increases in school funding that were set by the Department each year: so the
introduction of the Dedicated Schools Grant marks only a marginal increase in the control exercised by the
Department. Nonetheless, what the creation of the Dedicated Schools Grant does achieve is a welcome
clariﬁcation of the role of central government and local authorities in setting the overall level of schools’
funding for each authority.
Local authorities will continue to be responsible for allocating funding between their schools, consulting
their Schools Forums, as they do now. The new arrangements will see a number of decisions that are
currently taken by the Secretary of State left to local discretion: the mechanisms for local decision making
are discussed in the answer to question 1.3, and will only involve the Secretary of State in future where it is
not possible to reach local agreement. In the future, therefore, we expect there to be less central decision
making over the detailed operation of local formulae than there is now.
Question 1.2 What aspects of the existing Formula Spending Share method are thought to be least robust,
given the Department’s acceptance that it will need to consider a possible reform of the existing allocation
system?
The consultation document on the modiﬁed method of allocating the new Dedicated Schools Grant,
published on 5 August 2005, recognises that the current level of spend on schools in each authority is not
purely determined by the Schools Formula Spending Share. In the current system, authorities choose the
level of resources to spend on schools and thus both historical and more recent decisions are factors in
determining the level of spend in any authority. The proposed modiﬁed method of distribution recognises
that current spend does not fully reﬂect any formula, and it is important to allocate future increases in a way
that reﬂects pressures and the Government’s commitment to ensuring year on year increases in funding per
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pupil for all authorities. We think that aspects of the current formula are robust, but we recognise that the
current position does not match any formula. We will be consulting with our partners during 2006–07 and
2007–08 on what implications this has for funding in the longer term.
Question 1.3 What formal status will Schools Forums be given within the new arrangements for determining
school funding and will they receive any funding to support their work? Will Schools Forums be able to over-
ride or veto the decisions of a local authority about any aspect of school funding? Or will the local authority
make all ﬁnal decisions?
Schools Forums will be given new powers under the new arrangements to approve certain proposals put
forward by their local authority. Speciﬁcally, their new powers will be:
(a) to agree minor changes to the operation of the minimum funding guarantee, where the outcome
would otherwise be anomalous, and where not more than 20% of the authority’s schools are
aVected;
(b) to agree to the level of school speciﬁc contingency at the beginning of each year;
(c) to agree arrangements for combining elements of the centrally retained Schools Budget with
elements of other local authority and other agencies’ budgets to create a combined children’s
services budget in circumstances where there is a clear beneﬁt for schools and pupils in doing so;
and
(d) in exceptional circumstances only:
(i) to agree an increase in the amount of expenditure a local authority can retain from its Schools
Budget above that allowed for in the regulations;
(ii) to agree an increase in centrally retained expenditure within the Schools Budget once a multi-
year funding period has begun; and
(iii) to agree changes to an authority’s funding formula once it has been announced prior to the
start of a multi-year funding period.
These powers relate to areas where we are providing some ﬂexibility for authorities to move away from
the requirements of the school funding regulations in order to take account of speciﬁc local circumstances:
in the past it has only been possible to exercise such ﬂexibilities with the approval of the Secretary of State.
The Government believes it is right that it should be possible to agree to the exercise of these ﬂexibilities
locally if a consensus can be reached. Where that is not the case, the authority will retain the right to apply
to the Secretary of State for a decision: Schools Forums will not have the right to over-ride or veto local
authority decisions.
Funding for Schools Forums is a legitimate charge against a local authority’s Schools Budget. The
Department is currently working on good practice guidance on Schools Forums which will encourage
authorities to provide an appropriate budget for their Forums. If the provision of additional funding for
the Schools Forum would cause the authority to breach its central expenditure limit, it will be possible for
the Forum to agree to a higher limit, as set out above.
Question 1.4 Is it correct to see the funding arrangements for 2006–07 and 2007–08 as, in eVect, using the
previous year’s schools spending total (ie spending in 2005–06 and 2006–07) within each authority as the
starting-point for the next year’s schools funding allocation?
This is correct with respect to 2006–07: the base will be the 2005–06 spending total. However, funding for
2007–08 will use the 2006–07 Dedicated Schools Grant as the starting point. If authorities decide to put in
additional funds in 2006–07 from their own resources, that will not aVect the 2007–08 allocation.
Question 1.5 Will the review of Dedicated Schools Grant, to report by summer 2007, be undertaken wholly
within central government, or will it be an independent review?
The review will be managed and mainly carried out by the Department, but we will work closely with
external partners throughout, and they will be welcome to submit papers on issues of concern to them. There
will therefore be scope for independent views to be considered during the review. The review will consider
what lessons can be learnt from the ﬁrst two years of the operation of the Dedicated Schools Grant, and
will also work up proposals for the long term, for a robust distribution system that is appropriate for a grant
which determines the funding level of schools to a much greater extent than the current system of Schools
Formula Spending Shares.
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2. Gershon
Question 2.1 What is the total of Gershon-related eYciency savings that the full DfES expenditure programme
is expected to achieve during 2005–06 and subsequent years? How much of this overall total is attributable to
(a) the DfES’s own expenditure, (b) to its sponsored bodies, (c) to local government, (d) to schools and (e)
to other institutions?
Along with otherGovernmentDepartments, DfESwas set a target tomake eYciency gains totalling 2.5%
of its baseline in 2005–06, 5% in 2006–07 and 7.5% in 2007–08. Our baseline for this was the 2003–04
expenditure ﬁgure of £58 billion, so our target for 2007–08 annual savings is £4.3 billion.




In order to meet the target the Department sought to identify savings in its own administrative costs and
those of its NDPBs that can be reallocated to front line services, and to identify eYciency gains in the use
of wider funding in the system as a whole.
We expect over a third of our total gains to be realised through improvements in productive time at the
front line, and roughly a further third to be achieved through more eYcient procurement practices. As the
bulk of Departmental expenditure takes place in the schools sector, the majority, some two-thirds, of our
eYciency gains are expected to come from within that sector.
It should be emphasised that our eYciencies are, in the main, eYciency gains (that involve enabling
organisations at the front line to use their resourcesmore eYciently) rather than cash savings (although there
are some of those also). Many are productive time gains where, for example, teachers will be relieved of
administrative duties and thus gain time to concentrate on teaching. Our eYciency gains will have the eVect
of making the increased resources the Government is committed to putting into front-line delivery go
further.
The gains will be made in all the areas described in the question, including local authorities, (covering
children’s services and school administration), and other institutions, such as universities.
Question 2.2 What proportion of the Gershon eYciencies have already been achieved and how does the
department monitor savings?
The EYciency Programme runs fromApril 2005 though toMarch 2008 and is therefore in its early stages.
We have done a great deal to ensure we are in the best possible position to realise our eYciency target over
the next three years, but the programme is at too early a stage to quantify savings in 2005–06 and beyond.
We have established a Centre for Procurement Performance to promote better procurement across the
education, skills, children and families system.
The NewRelationship with Schools (NRWS) removes planning, reporting and monitoring requirements
imposed by existing DfES programmes. There are fewer policy initiatives with funding attached, and
therefore fewer planning operations to run and less detailed monitoring to be conducted.
We have made great strides engaging schools to deliver workforce reform where progress on
implementation of the third and ﬁnal phase of theNational Agreement onworkforce reform is very positive.
At the start of the new school term virtually all schools reported that they had completed this ﬁnal phase
or had a plan to do so.
In keeping with our eVorts to free-up the frontline from unnecessary bureaucracy, we have largely used
existing data sources to provide information to inform progress towards targets.Most gains will be reported
on an annual basis and the data will be collected centrally.
Delivery of all our gains will be achieved through some 10 diVerent policy programmes across the
Department. Each has measurement processes in place and reports progress to an EYciency Board that in
turn reports to the main DfES Board. The Minister responsible for eYciency receives regular monthly
reports. The Department’s EYciency Technical Note, available on the Department’s website at http://
www.dfes.gov.uk/publications/otherdocs.shtml describes how each of the 40 stands are being measured.
Question 2.3 What new expenditure has been possible as a result of the Gershon savings? Please give examples
of what has been purchased or achieved.
The great majority of the Department’s expenditure is already devolved to the frontline. Schools and
other institutions are in the best position to make decisions on how to spend their money in the best way
possible to improve the attainment and life chances of pupils and other learners. Therefore, most of our
eYciencies are being realised by front line institutions themselves; and the eVect of our eYciency initiatives
is to enable those organisations to make the most of the resources they have.
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3. Spending Review 2007
Question 3.1 Because of the Chancellor’s decision to hold the next Spending Review in 2007 (rather than 2006,
as previously expected) are there any implications for the education programme of having to use the spending
ﬁgures published for third year of the 2004 Review?
As set out in the Chief Secretary to the Treasury’s written statement to Parliament on 19 July 2005, the
Government will report on the next three-year Spending Review covering 2008–09, 2009–10 and 2010–11
in 2007 and will hold Departmental allocations to the agreed ﬁgure already announced for 2007–08.
In practice, this situation is not particularly diVerent from the situation in previous spending reviews. The
spending ﬁgures for the third year of the 2002 Review (2005–06) did not change as part of 2004 Spending
Review and we would not have expected radical adjustments to spending ﬁgures for 2007–08 as part of a
2006 Spending Review. It is open to Ministers to adjust spending plans within those budgets to respond to
new or emerging priorities.
Question 3.2 What are the percentage spending increases now expected for the DfES programme for 2006–07
and 2007–08 and how do these ﬁgures compare with the equivalent run of percentage increases in each year
since 1997–98?
The table below shows total DfES programme expenditure between 1997–08 and 2007–08 and
expenditure on education and children’s services delivered through the OYce of the Deputy PrimeMinister
(ODPM):
SPENDING ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND CHILDREN’S SERVICES
BETWEEN 1997–98 AND 2007–08 (£ MILLIONS)1, 2
1997–98 1998–944 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03
Departmental Expenditure3 12,644 12,536 13,695 16,336 18,934 23,208
Local Education Formula
Spending (via ODPM)
Education 18,367 19,384 20,414 21,479 22,513 22,502
Children’s Social Services 1,755 1,829 1,900 1,988 1,833 1,910
Total expenditure 32,766 33,749 36,009 36,813 43,280 47,620
Year-on-Year change NA 984 2,260 3,804 3,467 4,340
% Change NA 3 7 11 9 10
2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08
2003–04 (Estimated) (Planned) (Planned) (Planned)
Departmental Expenditure3 26,068 27,739 30,688 32,944 35,230
Local Education Formula
Spending (via ODPM)
Education 25,018 26,341 27,888 29,788 31,588
Children’s Social Services 3,038 3,737 4,015 4,315 4,515
Total expenditure 54,124 57,817 62,591 67,047 71,333
Year-on-Year change 6,505 3,693 4,774 4,456 4,286
% Change 14 7 8 7 6
1. Figures exclude central administrative expenditure.
2. Source: Departmental Expenditure Reports.
3. Sum shown are the Total Managed Expenditure.
4. £528 million moved from DfES to the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister for Nursery Vouchers.
In 2005–06 £62,591 million will be spent on education, training and children’s services including £31,903
million delivered direct to Local Authorities by ODPM. This represents an increase of £29,826 million or
an annual average increase of 8% since 1997. Total expenditure will increase on average by 7% per annum
between 2005–06 and 2007–08.
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4. Private Involvement in Public Provision
Question 4.1 The DfES, in common with the rest of government, has increasingly used private contractors to
deliver aspects of public service provision. In education, this has meant initiatives such as PFI schools,
contracted out learning accounts, privately-ﬁnanced student residences, co-ordinated purchasing schemes and
AcademySchools.Howwould theDepartment now describe theGovernment’s approach to the use of the private
sector within education?
The Department considers the range of delivery options for each of our policies. As part of our options
appraisal we seek best value for money, informed by what will secure successful delivery both at the present
and over time. This may involve public sector delivery, Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) delivery
or private sector delivery as appropriate to the circumstances.
Involvement of partners from a range of sectors increases contestability, allows for the introduction of
specialist skills and knowledge, and allows the Department to share risk. And an additional gain ﬂows from
the transfer of skills and experience back to the Department.
Question 4.2 What assessment has the Department made of the eVectiveness of private sector involvement in
education? In particular, has there been any assessment of whether, and if so how, private contractors or
investment have increased capacity or improved provision more eVectively than would have been the case if the
Department had used public provision alone?
Most of the Department’s programmes are delivered in partnership with others from the public, private
or voluntary and community sectors, and our major programmes and contracts are subject to performance
review and evaluation. Given the wide range of forms of involvement, it would be diYcult to make an
informed assessment of the general impact of the private sector on the basis suggested.
However, the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) provides one important example of the contribution the
private sector can make. Many local authorities have partnering arrangements with the private sector to
invest in school building projects. There are now 63 PFI contracts in operation covering 435 schools; 29
signed contracts covering 292 schools where building works are in progress; and 16 more projects in
development, covering 135 schools. Much of this work would not have been possible without private sector
involvement through PFI. HMTreasury’s 2003 report, “PFI:Meeting the investment challenge” found that
about 85% of the school PFI projects it examined had been delivered on time or early, compared with an
average of only 30% of previous non-PFI projects.
Question 4.3 What lessons have been learned by the Department about the use of the private sector within
education during recent years?
There is good and bad practice in working with partners in all sectors. Whether delivery is through the
public sector, VCS or private sector, good practice from the Department’s experiences and others, including
the OYce of Government Commerce, suggests a good understanding of what we want, realistic timescales,
eVective risk management, clear agreements and eVective and appropriate delivery monitoring and
performance management are important.
Question 4.4 Are there any aspects or parts of education that could never, in any circumstances, be privately
provided in this country (even if still free at the point of delivery)?
The Government is committed to a high quality and responsive state education system which is publicly
funded and free at the point of delivery. The Secretary of State has made it clear that she is looking to widen
the range of providers in the school system in order to turn round schools that have failed, push those that
have been coasting and extend parental choice. She is interested in seeing how the Department can work
with a variety of potential not-for-proﬁt organisations to drive the next phase of reform and root it ﬁrmly
in civil society. More broadly, the Government sees beneﬁts in working with private sector bodies of all
kinds—as well as with the voluntary sector—in speciﬁc cases where they can help to provide high quality
goods and services, bring fresh ideas and expertise into the system or support the eVorts of those who work
in the public sector to raise standards and secure value for money. This has included for instance use in LEA
interventions. It will continue to consider such opportunities on their merits.
More broadly, the Government welcomes opportunities for partnership with private sector bodies,
whether not-for-proﬁt or commercial, as well as with the voluntary sector and individuals, where these will
help to provide high quality goods and services, bring fresh ideas and expertise into the system, and support
the eVorts of those who work in the public sector to raise standards and secure value for money. It will
continue to consider such opportunities on their merits.
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5. Targets
Question 5.1 Has there been any change to the Government’s philosophy towards the use of targets between
the publication of the 2004 and 2005 departmental annual reports?
There has been no change in philosophy, although theGovernment continually assesses themost eVective
use of target-setting approaches in the context of its wider agenda for public sector accountability and
reform.
The Government introduced Public Service Agreements (PSAs) in 1998. Since then, the framework has
evolved across government so that targets have reduced in number, become more focused, are better
supported by performance information and by increased accountability and transparency. PSA targets are
important statements of government priorities and outline what departments plan to deliver in return for
resources allocated as part of the Spending Review process, but they need to be used appropriately at the
local level.
The 2004 Spending Review took forward the Government’s objective of a strong economy and a fair
society with stability, security and opportunity for all. Increased resources are being focused on the front-
line and will deliver improvements in the services that matter to the public. The 2004 Spending Review also
set stretching eYciency targets for all departments to release additional resources to front-line services such
as hospitals and schools.
The 2005 DfES Departmental Report sets out the Government’s expenditure plans based on resources
allocated in the 2004 Spending Review. It also reports progress against PSA targets and a summary of
signiﬁcant developments including progress towards the achievement of the commitments for 2008 set out
in the Department’s Five Year Strategy published in July 2004. The Five Year Strategy sets out a major
programme of reform radically to reshape the systems for delivering education, training and children’s
services. DfES remains committed to achieving its PSA targets through its strategic leadership of the system
and eVective delivery programmes. DfES is working with HM Treasury and the National Audit OYce to
ensure that the data systems which underlie PSA targets enable the Department to monitor and report
performance in the most timely and accurate manner possible.
Question 5.2 How many targets have been set by the DfES and its predecessor departments in each year since
1997–98?
Including Sure Start and targets transferred from and to other departments following Machinery of
Government changes, the numbers of headline PSA targets are:
DfEE DfES
Headline Headline Sure Start Shared
Targets Targets Targets2 Targets Total
1998 Comprehensive Spending Review 11 (incl 3
(1999–2000 to 2001–02) ES targets)1 12 23
Spending Review 2000 13 (incl 4
(2001–02 to 2003–04) ES targets)1 4 17
Spending Review 2002
(2003–04 to 2005–06) 123 4 1 17
Spending Review 2004
(2005–06 to 2007–08) 94 5 14
1. Responsibility for Employment Service (ES) targets transferred to DWP in 2002.
2. All Sure Start Unit targets joint with DWP.
3. Includes two SR2002 targets transferred from DH.
4. Includes Sure Start targets.
Question 5.3 What has been learned by the Department about the beneﬁts and dis-beneﬁts of targets?
The Government’s overall ambition, set out most recently in the 2004 Spending Review, is that the PSA
target framework should articulate and drive forward the Government’s highest priorities and ambitions
for delivery. PSA targets are an integral part of the Government’s public expenditure framework, helping
to ensure value for money from public services and that outcomes are delivered in return for resources.
Broad lessons have been learnt about PSA targets. They are a key element of the Department’s Five Year
Strategy and bring beneﬁts by setting out what it aims to deliver for children, learners and the citizen in
return for investment at the front line. They connect the Department directly to outcomes for citizens and
provide a powerful encouragement for us to press forward and make sustained progress in a range of
important areas. PSA targets need to be ambitious and stretching, but also realistic, achievable and backed
by appropriate data andmeasurement systems. The PSA targets suite wasmademore “SMART”—Speciﬁc,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time speciﬁc—in the 2004 Spending Review. At the local level
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targets need to be designed in a manner so that local communities determine the areas where improvement
is required, take ownership of reform and improvement, and link the targets successfully to local
accountability and inspection frameworks. It is not necessarily the case that national targets should always
be converted automatically to a comprehensive suite of targets at local level.
Question 5.4 Have there been any changes to the performance indicators published by the DfES between the
publication of the 2004 and 2005 departmental annual reports?
Performance indicators underpin the Department’s PSA targets and are published as part of the PSA
Technical Notes, which set out how performance against each of the PSA targets will be measured.
Technical Notes for the 2002 Spending Review and 2004 Spending Review PSA targets are available on the
Treasury website: www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/performance/index.cfm.
The Department’s performance indicators reﬂect the evolution of the Department’s PSA targets.
Fourteen PSA targets, outlined in the 2005Departmental Annual Report, were agreed in the 2004 Spending
Review, including targets for Sure Start and Children, Young People and Families. The PSA targets aim to
continue to raise standards in many of the areas covered by the 2002 Spending Review PSA targets and the
Department’s new or revised objectives build on these as well as setting out objectives for the Department’s
new responsibilities for children, young people and families. Individual DfES programmes also use a range
of performance indicators, which provide information on various policies and measures.
6. Government Reply to Committee’s 2004 Report (HC 492)
Question 6.1 In its response to the Committee’s 2004 Report on Public Expenditure, the DfES stated: “The
Government’s proposal to introduce a new Dedicated Schools Grant to local authorities and three-year budgets
for schools from April 2006 will not centralise school funding. Local authorities will continue to be responsible
for the distribution of funding between schools in their area”. Is this really true? How much freedom will
authorities have to distribute funding outside the DfES’s own rules?
As the answers to questions 1.1–1.5 make clear, local authorities will continue to be responsible for the
distribution of funding between schools in their area.As now, local authority distribution formulae will have
to comply with the school funding regulations, but these will continue to leave a wide range of issues to local
authorities’ discretion. The regulations will also continue to allow authorities to use an alternative method
where application of the regulations would result in a school or a group of schools receiving anomalous
budgets. At present, any alternative method has to be approved by the Secretary of State: under the new
arrangements, certain types of alternative method can be approved locally by the Schools Forum if there is
a local consensus.
7. Departmental Staffing
Question 7.1 How have DfES staV numbers changed in the full period since the Lyons Review, Gershon and
other eVorts to reform the civil service? What functions (if any) that used to be undertaken by the Department
are no longer undertaken? What are the planned DfES staYng numbers for 31.3.06 and 31.3.07?
StaV numbers
The Department plans staV reductions from its October 2003 baseline of 850 FTE (full time equivalents)
by April 2006 and in total 1,460 byApril 2008 as the result of the Departmental reform programme. StaYng





April 2006 (planned) 3,810
April 2007 (planned) 3,680
April 2008 (planned) 3,200
Changing the nature of the Department’s work
When the reforms are complete the Department will be more strategic, providing strategic leadership to
the system; smaller, doing less direct delivery and working with simpler systems and processes; professional
and expert, providing quality analysis and with real knowledge of how the system works; and strong in our
partnerships.
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Examples of changes underway include:
— New Relationship with Schools (NRWS) is an example of how DfES is simplifying arrangements
across the system. It reduces the requirements that large numbers of schools have to comply with.
Instead it focuses each school on the key areas in which it needs to improve. In the process, it
reduces demands that Government and local authorities make on schools. For DfES there are
fewer policy initiatives with funding attached, and therefore fewer planning operations to run and
less detailed monitoring to be conducted.
— Our new approach to Children’s Services has won support for the Every Child Matters: Change
for Children programme from key stakeholders and children and young people themselves. Over
the next few years the Department will increasingly move away from detailed direct delivery, of
Sure Start and the Connexions Service, to a more strategic enabling role with delivery through
children’s trusts. We will be simplifying funding streams and inspection arrangements requiring
less resource at the centre and on the ground.
Lyons review
The Department made a commitment in the 2004 Spending Review to relocate out of London and the
South East around 800 posts from the Department and its partner organisations by 2010. Good progress
in securing commitments to relocate and delivering relocated posts has beenmade and we are conﬁdent that
we will meet the commitment. Around 400 posts are committed to relocate by April 2006, of which around
60 have been already achieved. These include around 230 posts fromOfsted being moved from London and
the South East to their three regional oYces, posts in the Department, the Quality Improvement Agency
(being established in place of the Learning and Skills Development Agency) and the Children and Family
Court Advisory and Support Service—CAFCASS. Beyond April 2006, relocations will involve further
Departmental posts as well as posts in the Qualiﬁcations and Curriculum Authority, the Training and
Development Agency for Schools (formerly the Teacher Training Agency) and other Non-Departmental
Public Bodies.
October 2005
Witnesses: Sir David Normington, Permanent Secretary, Mr Stephen Kershaw, Director of Finance, and
Mr Stephen Crowne, Director, School Resources Group, Department for Education and Skills, examined.
Q1 Chairman: Sir David, can I welcome you again. Minister talked about education three times, we can
see the run from 1998–99 starting at 4.6, 4.6, 4.8, 4.9,It is really nice to see you and we hope you have had
a good summer. 5.3 and 5.6, a steady increase and if you track it with
health, you see of course the increase from 5.4, 5.4,Sir David Normington: Not bad, thank you.
5.36, 6.2, 6.77 through to 2004–05. Then all the
predictions change and health expenditure carriesQ2Chairman:You are the link in terms of continuity
on increasing year by year and education is tailingin theDepartment.We have seen Secretaries of State
oV and plateauing and indeed some fear there will beand Ministers move on on a regular basis. How
a decline. Is that something that you feel happymany Secretaries of State have you seen in your
about?time now?
Sir David Normington: Well, it is continuing toSir David Normington: It depends how you count
increase, but it is just not increasing as fast, is it. Overthem. Since I have been Permanent Secretary or
this spending period there continued to be increasesSecretary, I am on my fourth, but David Blunkett
and they are real terms increases, ie, they are on topand I only overlapped by three weeks.
of inﬂation, so the investment goes on and the
commitment is to get ahead of the proportion ofQ3 Chairman: You have been in post how long—
GDP spent, the average on education, so thefour and a half years?
expenditure goes on. It is not increasing as fast asSir David Normington: Four and a half years, yes.
health, but that has been true actually all through
this period.Q4 Chairman: So you are the continuity, whereas
Ministers come and go.
Sir David Normington: Yes, well, they have done. Q6 Chairman: It is interesting, is it not, that in three
elections the Prime Minister says the priority is
education, but when we look at these ﬁgures theQ5 Chairman: So it is a heavy responsibility on your
shoulders. As you know, this is a wide-ranging priority in terms of taxpayers’ money is health, not
education?session where we really ask you about the value for
money that our taxpayers are getting out of this Sir David Normington: Well, we have had this
conversation before and it is not all about money; itincreased amount of money that the Government
has been putting into education generally, into is about how it is spent and there have been very
substantial increases in education expenditure, but iteducation and skills, and we were looking at the run
of expenditure on education. There is no doubt that is also about, as we will no doubt get on to, what you
do with it. Obviously it has been spent diVerentiallyif you look at the run over this period since the Prime
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as well. There have been very large increases on where you take your stance really as to whether you
write that as a half-empty story or half full. It seemsschools within those overall sums and lesser
increases in other areas. that the half-empty stories are always the ones that
catch the headlines and it is frustrating. It is very
frustrating tome andmy colleagues because actuallyQ7 Chairman:Which bits of the spend are you more
we are really proud of what has happened.concerned about? What do you think have been the
successes and which have been the ones that still
worry you in terms of value for money out of the Q10 Chairman: Is it not the case though that there is
a view out there, so do you just have poorincreased investment?
Sir David Normington: Well, in terms of communications in the Department? Do you work
hard on communicating with the media in terms ofperformance, I think it will always be the case that
the performance will lag the investment, and getting your message across or has Gershon been
cutting your staV so badly you cannot communicateparticularly in the ﬁrst few years there was a lot of
investment to catch up. If you ask me what I am so much?
Sir David Normington: No, we work very hard onproudest of in terms of performance, I think that,
despite all the qualiﬁcations wemight want to make, our communications. We have reduced our
communications function a bit, but not to the extentschool performance, both primary and secondary, is
dramatically up over this period and I think that has that we cannot communicate. I think the most
powerful communicators are going to be the peoplebeenmoneywell spent because that is the investment
in the future. I think that where we have not yet who are actually doing it and the people who are
beneﬁting. We need to get the parents to be noticingmade signiﬁcant impact is in the performance of
young people who do not go to university beyond it and we need to get the teachers to be conﬁdent
about their achievements, and what we have,16. If you look at our performance there, those
statistics have remained. The more people are particularly in schools, is quite a lot of conﬁdence
that individual schools are improving, but nobodystaying on, those statistics in terms of what people
are achieving have not gone up very much and that believes that that is system-wide, so we have this
huge gap between what parents and teachers thinkis why the Government is putting a lot of emphasis
on the 14–19 age group in this period because we still of their own school and what they think of the
system as a whole. We have the greatest diYcultyhave to convert the school performance into success
in further education and training. convincing people that there is a national
improvement here. We go on trying.
Q8 Chairman: So you are saying that there is a
relative success of improving the education system Q11 Chairman: You have my sympathy. I
understand I have been blacklisted by the Todaythrough pre-school through to 16, but you are still
unhappy about staying-on rates in that 16–19 area? programme because I will not go reliably enough
and castigate the Government on all occasions, so ISir David Normington: I am saying that at last we are
beginning to see improvements in staying-on rates. have some sympathy there. Can I just push you a
little bit though on higher education. If you look atWhat we have not yet seen is very signiﬁcant
improvements in the attainment of 16–19-year-olds. the run of ﬁgures, the expenditure is very impressive
in pre-school, it is impressive in school through to 16We have seen improvements in A-levels, but not in
vocational qualiﬁcations. We have seen some, but and even in the FE sector it is better than one expects
when one listens to some of the voices in thethat is not yet matching international comparisons.
education sector. Higher education is still the
smallest increase across the piece.Q9Chairman: I happen to agree with you in terms of
Sir David Normington: I think that is true, yes.the relative success of the investment, but why is it,
do you think, that people outside do not seem to
share that? If you listen to the Today programme Q12 Chairman: Now, some of our colleagues in
Parliament have recently been to India and China,and the presenters, the package, you get the
impression that nothing is going right in education and indeed the Higher Education Minister has
recently been to India, and were absolutely terriﬁedand then you pick up a copy of The Times and
nothing is going right, there have been no successes by the amount of investment they are putting in over
there. Is it good enough that HE is still not getting aand this investment is not working. What is it? Is
there a conspiracy in the BBC that does not like you fair share of the investment?
Sir David Normington: Well, I think you have toor something?
Sir David Normington: I would not dream of saying decide where your priorities are. After all, there are
some parts of the HE sector which have donethere is a conspiracy. I do not know. It is very
disappointing. If you just take one of these ﬁgures exceptionally well. There is a huge investment in
science and in fact that is perhaps the greatestwhich is literacy at 11, there has been, I think it is,
a 17 percentage point improvement over the period investment in science facilities and science research.
We are now maintaining the unit costs per studentsince 1997. We are 6% short of the target that we
have set. Now, you can write that story in two ways and are committed to doing so over the period to
2010, but of course the real answer to you, Mrreally. You can say, “What a disaster. They have
missed the target”, or you could write it as a 17% Chairman, is that this is why we are looking for
alternative sources of funding and why theimprovement. I think all the time we have a half-full/
half-empty issue here and I think it depends on Government is in quite controversial circumstances
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introducing tuition fees because that will raise extra much less control, much more security over school
budgets with much more freedom for them to spendmoney for the universities. In fact it looks as if it is
going to raise about £1 billion, £300 million or so of that money on the things that they think are
necessary.which will be recirculated into support for poorer
students which is a terriﬁc outcome actually, but
£700 million or so, and these are very broad ﬁgures,
Q16 Chairman: If you are in charge of the schoolwill be increased investment in universities. I think
fund and it comes directly from theDepartmentwithall across the education system, in fact all across the
no real intermediary, that is a central government/public services, you have to be looking at how much
local school relationship with no intermediary, is itthe State can do and who else should be contributing
not?if they are beneﬁting. That is a particular issue in
Sir David Normington:No, the local authorities willhigher education where there are lots of returns to
continue to set the local formula and will decide howthe individual from taking a higher education
the money is to be spent locally within nationalcourse.
guidance. What we are actually doing in this from
2006 is ring-fencing themoney for schools within the
Q13Chairman:What do you think is themain theme local authority settlement and it will become part of
of the Department for this Parliament?What do you mybudget, that is true, it will be called theDedicated
hope to achieve that is diVerent from what has been Schools Grant, but actually the distribution of it will
going on over the last few years? be done locally. The decisions about the distribution
Sir David Normington: Well, you should really put will be done locally.
that to the Secretary of State, I guess.
Q17 Chairman: You and I know that there is aQ14 Chairman: But what is your interpretation
degree of unhappiness about these changes. You andbecause you have a White Paper coming out
I know that in local government people are sayingimminently, in the next couple of weeks?
that amajor service has been taken away from them.Sir David Normington: I think that there are many
That is what they are saying and they are scalingthings that we will be doing to embed things already
down their education staYng dramatically, so comeannounced and let’s be clear about that.We have not
on, there is a real diVerence, a real qualitativetalked about pre-school investment in childcare
change, a dramatic change in how we are deliveringwhich is an enormous programme, but the absolute
education in our country.priority in this period will be in the 11–19 phase. The
Sir David Normington: Well, of course there areSchools White Paper which will come out in a few
some people who are unhappy with it, that is true,weeks will be about schools generally, but it will
and it is certainly the case that local taxation will nothave a lot to say about secondary education. Andwe
contribute in future to the degree it has in the past towill have more to say later about how we are getting
schools and it will be funded centrally, so that is trueon to implement what was said before the Election
and there are people who are unhappy about that.on the 14–19 phase. So actually raising standards of
We would say that there remains lots of discretion atattainment, raising the diversity of choices open to
local authority level and, importantly, we, with thethe students in that phase, trying to put vocational
ODPM, are beginning to redeﬁne the role of theeducation on a par with academic education, those
local authority as a commissioner of services forare things that we will be focusing on. Actually the
children. Actually many local authorities are veryreason for doing that is because that is where the
interested in that and the best ones are activelyhistoric weakness of the UK education system is, as
engaged in discussing that. The Secretary of Statewe were saying at the beginning.
made a speech about this at the beginning of
September, and of course it did not get any publicity,
Q15 Chairman: Are you going to carry on on this but for those whowere really interested, it had a very
path of centralisation of the education system? You warm reaction from local authorities and they were
are getting rid of local education authorities and you really pleased that we were beginning to deﬁne
are driving things. On the one hand, you are saying clearly that we did think the local authorities had a
that all schools are going to be independent and they role. The role is to be champions for children and to
will have this tremendous diVerent status than they be champions for the community, but it is not to
have had in the past, but at the same time this sort run schools.
of diktat is going out centrally from the Department
that really you see a very centralised system.
Sir David Normington:Well, we do not think that is Q18 Chairman: Sir David, you and I know also that
this whole new funding regime came out of chaoswhat we are doing. We do not think we are writing
local authorities out of the picture and the Secretary and it came out of a panic in your Department over
school funding two years ago. Is it a good way toof State has already had something to say about
that. We are on a path to delegate more from the make policy, that you have a crisis, you have got the
Today programme and the press runningwith storiesDepartment to regions and localities, particularly to
front-line institutions. I know people have a view and then suddenly you bring in a new system for
school funding because you are in a panic? It isthat the Department for Education and Skills is a
highly centralising force and we are trying to shed almost as bad as theDangerousDogs Act. You have
been in for ﬁve years. Is this a calm and reﬂectivewaythat image. If you want a parallel trend over this
period, it will be about devolution to the front line, to change policy?
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Sir David Normington: Actually I think it is really are actually beginning to see the investment in
primary schools in English and maths comingbecause what we did after the problems which we
discussed here before was we tried to stabilise the through into GCSE this year. That is really
encouraging. You would expect to see that, but it isposition by ensuring that every school was
guaranteed a minimum increase. That was the not good enough yet, I accept that, and employers
are not seeing enough of it and there is a historicsystemwhichwe put in place immediately after those
problems that you describe.What we thenmoved on problem tomake up as well. I hear employers myself
saying that, I hear it.to was trying to ﬁnd a way of securing the school
budgets. One of the problems about where we have
been is that you announce what the money is for Q22 Mrs Dorries: Last time you were here you were
schools and then it is possible locally for that money asked to prove, if you could, as a given that the level
not to be spent on schools, and that is a problem for of input and investment in education had actually
schools as well as for national governments giving improved. Now, you seem to be saying today that
priority to education. So this system is designed to the reason why the standard is half full is because of
say, “This is the money for schools”, and it actually that investment. Now, before you actually said, “I
is, and then to provide schools with security over a would like to be able to prove a link. I would like to
period and eventually, we hope, over a three-year be able to do that because I cannot”. Actually on
period that they know what their budgets are going August 19, Lord Adonis said that the better results
to be. They have never had that before. This living are the product of the increased level of investment
from pillar to post is very destabilising to the in education, so which way is it? Is it that the results
management of a school and it stops us saying to are better because of the increased investment or
them, “You need tomanage your budgets better and what because you said not and Lord Adonis said it
you need to deliver some bigger outputs for those is.
budgets”, so we are trying to secure stability in the Sir David Normington: No, I did not say not. I said
funding system. You can trace this a bit from those I could not prove a direct link between investment in
problems in 2003, but this decision was one that we one area and an outcome. I am absolutely certain
took in the ﬁve-year strategy context a year or so that the investment we have made in facilities and in
ago. teachers over this period and actually focusing on
those key stages, improving the materials,
Q19 Chairman: After eight years we are getting it improving the quality of the teaching, I am
right, are we? absolutely clear that that is having its impact. What
Sir David Normington: I am sure. I cannot prove, and I still cannot prove, is for a given
level of investment you will get a given level of
output which is the conversation we were having atQ20Mr Evennett: I would like to push Sir David on
the time. I cannot say to you that if we put £100one point whenwe were talking about themedia and
million in there, we will get this amount ofimproving the position of standards and increasing
performance out, but I am absolutely conﬁdent thatfunding, but you did mention in your reply to the
the investment is producing the improvementsChairman how it was not just the media who said
partly because of how you can trace thethat things have not been improving, but it has been
improvements to places where we have put ouremployers and universities. They say that standards
eVort.of new recruits in English and maths have not
improved and in fact in some areas they have gone
down. How do you answer that? Q23 Mr Chaytor: Sir David, you argue that the
Sir David Normington:Well, they do say that and, as theme of the next few years will be decentralisation
an employer myself, I sometimes see that the for schools, that your Department is nationalising
standards of English andmaths are not good enough the funding system. Two weeks ago theGovernment
amongst those coming into my employment. This is took a decision to postpone the re-evaluation of
the half-empty/half-full thing. Things have really council tax on the grounds that it wanted to wait for
improved, but I do not think it is yet good enough. the outcome of Sir Michael Lyons’ wide-ranging
The focus that I was describing on what happens in review into the future of local government. If the
the 11–19 phase includes a continuing and renewed Lyons Review argues for much more
focus on English and maths because the standards decentralisation, including in terms of funding,
are not yet good enough, but they are improved. where does that leave your new nationalised
funding system?
Sir David Normington: Well, of course it is for theQ21 Mr Evennett: But that is the debate, is it not?
Some people say they have not improved, that they Government to decide how it reacts to a message of
that sort. I think it is possible to say that some thingshave gone down. Rather glibly you are saying that
they have improved, but we have evidence that they ought to be ring-fenced and some things ought to be
devolved. One eVect of course of taking schoolhave gone down.
Sir David Normington: No, we have evidence that funding out of local authority and local taxation is
that for the other services, local taxation is a biggerthey have improved and I am absolutely clear that at
every phase, at Key Stage 2, at Key Stage 3, 14-year- share of those other services which in a sense will
mean that in those services there will be moreolds and at GCSE, standards have improved and are
improving. This year we will see some of the best devolution. We can use the term “nationalised”, but
what we have done is ring-fenced the money. It isresults at all those stages that we have ever had. We
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called the Dedicated Schools Grant because we are because any system of ﬂoors and ceilings is going to
cost you some money. In other words, if you have tosaying that this is the money for schools. Yes, it is a
national amount of money, but two things: the local protect the position of those who would lose
relatively, that will consume some resource. There isauthority will set the formula; and, secondly, there
will be much more discretion for schools to spend it no doubt that the minimum funding guarantee, as it
were, deﬁned what our ﬂoor was going to be. Inas they wish with much less prescription from us as
to what they should spend it on because we are other words, you had to ensure that every local
authority had funds to meet the minimum fundingreducing, and it is true, we have had lots of budgets.
On top of the local settlement, we have had lots of guarantee requirements, but I cannot answer the
question of how much that damped the systemother budgets and we are reducing all those. We
hope to reduce them to a very small number, we are because it all depends on what the overall envelope
of resource looked like. I would say to you that whatin the process of doing that, and that will give
schools much more discretion and certainty over the eVect of the MFGwas, was to make the changes
in the formula manageable over time. The judgmenttheir budgets. Now, we can call this a
nationalisation, but we of course think it is more then is at what level you set the minimum funding
guarantee.devolution to the front line within that system.
Q24 Mr Chaytor: Would you have gone down this Q28 Mr Chaytor: But the abolition of ﬂoors and
line had there not been a degree of tabloid hysteria ceilings and the replacement simply by a ﬂoor has
after the introduction of the previous changes in essentially stopped in its tracks the process of
2003? Is this simply a response to pressure brought redistribution which was agreed under the previous
by some schools and some local authorities at that formula.
time? Mr Crowne: I do not think I would go that far. I
Sir David Normington:We did not need to do this in would say it has certainly extended the timescale. If
order to stabilise school funding. What we did in the you have a higher ﬂoor, you are bound to take
years after the problems we had with school funding longer to get to the new formula distribution. That
was to introduce the minimum funding guarantee. would be the case if you had a minimum funding
We did that within the former system, the system guarantee or not if you set the ﬂoor at a given level.
which we are leaving, and that did stabilise funding. I would argue that the purpose of the new minimum
We could have stopped there, so I do not accept that funding guarantee is to give the required degree of
the policy change we are now making was necessary stability at an individual school level; it is not to stop
because of the problems we had. It was thought to the formula change happening.
be, as I have described, an important way of
stabilising and securing certainty about school Q29 Mr Chaytor: So will the principles of the
budgets. formula established in the previous organisation still
be followed through, but over a longer period of
Q25 Mr Chaytor: But the minimum funding time? Are we still going to see a redistribution from
guarantee was necessary as a response to the those local authorities essentially in the south-east
problems that we had. who have beneﬁted enormously for the previous 15
Sir David Normington: Yes, because it meant that years from the funding system to those local
basically every school was guaranteed that they authorities largely in the north who have been
would have an uplift in their funding year on year penalised under the previous system? Are we still
and that is what we introduced immediately going to see this process of redistribution?
afterwards. Mr Crowne: Ministers are currently consulting
about issues in this area. What we have said for the
Q26 Mr Chaytor: Could I just pursue the minimum Dedicated Schools Grant which comes in in 2006–07
funding guarantee and ask what eVect that has had is that every local authority’s grant will be based on
on the changes that were previously agreed to be their actual spend in 2005–06, and, as youwill know,
brought in from 1 April 2003 along with the that varies around the formula position quite
abolition of the earlier system? markedly, and then we will guarantee for every local
Sir David Normington: Inevitably to some extent authority a 5% per pupil uplift in each year and that
they have damped the eVect of the redistribution. is to underpin the minimum funding guarantee. The
question then is what you do with what is left over
and there is a substantial chunk ofmoney, maybe upQ27 Mr Chaytor: Exactly to what extent has it been
to £12 billion in each year, and what we are nowdamped? Has it not been sabotaged rather than
damped? consulting about is how that money should be
distributed. Clearly one of the options would be toSir David Normington: I do not know about
sabotaged. Stephen Crowne is the absolute expert use some or all of that money to make progress
towards the formula distribution, but there are otheron this.
Mr Crowne: When we introduced the new formula options and indeed a number of local authorities are
very interested in other options. We are looking atwhich did redistribute money around the system, we
did that within the system of ﬂoors and ceilings to the responses now and no decisions have beenmade,
but I am sure Ministers will have in mind theensure that the changes we are proposing were
manageable. Basically the pace at which you can go possibility, the option of making progress towards
the formula distribution.depends on how much resource is in the system
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Sir David Normington: If I may just add, if you look to give slightly extra funding to compensate for the
fall in rolls and slightly reduced extra funding forbeyond the next two years there is a major question
aboutwhat the right formula is. Some ofwhat we are those schools that are increasing their rolls.
Sir David Normington: That is right.doing immediately needs to be about stability as we
change the system because we know that these big
changes in the system are the things that cause all the Q35MrChaytor:How does this ﬁt in with the whole
upset, as they did before, and we have committed process of devolution because successive
ourselves to having minimum funding levels in two governments’ thinking has been that as we move to
years, but then saying to ourselves in that period, a more market-based system, more popular schools
and with others, “Have we moved to a longer-term will expand and the less popular schools will go to
system?”, and hopefully not have such a dependence the wall, but what you are doing here is actually
onminimum funding levels because they do have the intervening in that process to limit the eVects of
impact you are describing. parents choosing particular schools?
Sir DavidNormington:Only in the transition. I think
this is about trying to avoid very sharp drops inQ30 Mr Chaytor: So in 2009 there is going to be no
funding because of course if you lose pupilschange in the system?
suddenly, it is not always easy to take those costs outSir David Normington: Well, I do not think there is
just like that, so some of this is about the transitiongoing to be any change in the overall system, but I
really and it is not about stopping the process ofthink it is an open question as to what the
resources following the pupil, which is the basis ofdistribution formula is at that point.
the system, but it will just take a bit longer.
Q31 Mr Chaytor: But you would accept that it
Q36Mr Chaytor:Can you see any ways in which thewould be a gross reversal of policy if the gap in the
local formula could be manipulated by localminimum funding guarantee was to widen the
authorities to take advantage of the particulardiVerentials between per pupil spend whereas the
features you have put in? Are we going to see anpurpose of the previous changes in 2003 was to
army of consultants being recruited by localnarrow the diVerentials?
authorities to teach them how to beat the system?Sir David Normington: Well, the purpose of the
Mr Crowne: It is a diYcult question to answer!previous one was really to ensure that the
distribution formula was based on a number of
factors which included deprivation and so on. There Q37 Chairman:Well, the answer is yes, of course!
are all sorts of things in that formula. It is always the Sir David Normington: Actually the answer is no, I
case, you know, when you make a transition in local think.
authority funding that you put ﬂoors and ceilings in Mr Crowne: In answer to your last question, I
and you damp the eVect over a number of years, certainly hope they are not going to recruit an army
sometimes of a lot of years. I think in police funding of consultants. What we do want to do though is
that was done partly because, otherwise, you have ensure that the framework within which they deﬁne
very sharp cliV edges in funding and also in 2003–04 their detailed formula is clear about the principles,
the introduction of the new formula did bring about and the principles have been established for some
quite a shift. I know about Bury because of course time, that 75% of the budget could be allocated on a
they put in a memorandum to this Committee. pupil numbers basis, but there is plenty of discretion
about the other 25% and that is absolutely right
because diVerent local authorities in diVerentQ32Mr Chaytor: I think it was the third submission
circumstances are facing diVerent challenges. As toreceived by the Committee. The urgency of it is
whether individual local authorities would somehowsigniﬁcant.
manipulate this, I do not really see that. TheSir David Normington: I know about that. The
discretion is there for a purpose. They need toimportant thing just to say about Bury is that in
respond to local circumstances. We have given2003–04 it did, as a result of the new formula, get a
schools forums the ability to scrutinise. We aresigniﬁcant shift in its funding. I know people are not
encouraging local authorities to work very closelyvery happy about the level they have got to, but it
with their schools forums and indeed for the ﬁrstwas a big shift and it has had, therefore, over this
time we are giving schools forums some decision-period one of the biggest increases in funding of all
making powers which have been devolved from thelocal authorities, partly reﬂecting some of the things
Secretary of State, from the centre to local level, sothat you are continuing to say. The Bury spend per
the system will operate with a greater degree ofpupil is just below the national average.
transparency. There will be more opportunity for
those with a local interest to ask why certain
Q33 Mr Chaytor: But we are talking about a whole decisions are taken and we are already beginning to
class of local authorities here, not just this one. see, I am glad to say, a degree of more transparency
SirDavidNormington:Yes, but every local authority in the way the local systems operate. I am very
has their case, as you know. conﬁdent that we are going in the right direction.
Mr Chaytor: If one of the aims of the Department is
to make the system more simple, I have to think ofQ34 Mr Chaytor: The new system will provide for
some compensation in terms of the schools that are the explanation you gave us of the new system for
school funding. We could not understand it and ourlosing pupil numbers, so there will be an adjustment
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specialist adviser found it too complicated, so Government’s policy is also to ensure that where a
heaven help many of the local authorities that have school is weak or failing, there is faster action taken
to ﬁnd their way through it, but we can come back so that schools are not left lingering, which they
to that. sometimes have been in the past. I think that the
conversation we have just had about money
following the pupil, the money will follow the pupil,Q38 Tim Farron: On the theme really there about
but it is just that in reality to take the money awayclarity, I am concerned about public and democratic
from a school just like that is a big problem for aaccountability for the success or other performance
school. The reality of how you manage a school isof the school system. Do you think that the new
that if your numbers fall, you cannot get the costssystem will provide that clarity about where schools
out fast enough, so if you take the budget away fromfunding actually comes from or do you think that
there may continue to be ambiguities about who is them, the school would be in terrible diYculty.
responsible for diVerent roles of local authorities in Therefore, all we are doing is just dealing with that,
the Department? as far as I can see, and it will still be the case that
Sir David Normington: It will be clear. It ought to be money will follow the pupil and that we will be
clear that all the money is coming from central encouraging popular schools to expand and
government, except for the amount that comes from providing capital money for that to happen.
the local authorities, and it ought to be clearer, but
it is nevertheless the case that in our system we share
Q42 Tim Farron: I have a ﬁnal question of particularresponsibility and, therefore, there is scope for one
concern to the constituency I represent. What worklot blaming the other really and sometimes that
has the Department done on the likely outcomeshappens, so I—
with regard to small rural schools, particularly those
with falling rolls, of these changes?Q39 Chairman: It happens all the time!
Mr Crowne: One of the great strengths of the localSir David Normington: Occasionally. The national/
formula system we have is that local authorities withlocal position is there, it remains in place and I think
schools in that position can, with a great deal ofit will be more transparent, as Stephen Crowne was
discretion, design a local system which will be ﬁt forsaying, about what money is coming into the
purpose in those circumstances. We have been veryschools’ budgets andwhy. I think one of the troubles
careful when we have been designing the minimumhas been that there have been somany pots ofmoney
funding guarantee and so on to ensure that thatand it has not been very clear which pot came from
discretion is still there. Indeed quite a lot ofwhere. There will be basically two or three main
authorities with large numbers of very small schoolsstreams of funding coming in in due course, sources
have very distinctive arrangements for funding thoseof revenue funding, and I think that will be a lot
clearer, but I do not promise that this will be schools. That is because such a high proportion of
completely clear to the local taxpayer; I think that their costs are ﬁxed compared with larger schools.
will continue to be an issue. Therefore, I am conﬁdent that the current
architecture, the architecture that we are
introducing certainly does not reduce the ability ofQ40 Tim Farron: So when the A-levels are good,
the local authority to design a locally ﬁt-for-purposeRuth Kelly goes on the radio and when it is a school
system and indeed I think in some respects itwith special measures, it is the LEA that gets the
blame? increases it.
Sir David Normington: No, we take responsibility Sir David Normington:Well, we do have falling rolls
for the successes and failures in the system, but we in some places and they are quite sharp in some parts
always say, which is true, that it is the schools that of the country and that is obviously raising issues
are delivering both the successes and the failures. It about—
is what they do that really matters.
Q43 Tim Farron: But they are not as a result ofQ41 Tim Farron: I am obviously concerned about
schools failing; they are as a result of communitiesoutcomes in the end and whatever the process of this
dwindling and the schools do not need to beis, there surely must be some assumption as to what
punished for that.the outcomes are likely to be. Clearly it would
Sir David Normington: It is the result of schoolappear that the Dedicated Schools Grant and the
demographics really and also movements ofnew system in general will ensure more popular
population actually from north to south in manyschools are rewarded less quickly and less for their
respects.popularity and less popular schools will be hit less
and less quickly for their unpopularity and those
unpopular schools that make successful attempts to
Q44Chairman: If you have got somany fewer pupilsturn things around will be encouraged to do so in a
coming through because of the sharp demographicslower and less eVective way. Are these the
downturn, most of our electors would say that theGovernment’s intentions?
budget should go down if you are educating lessSir David Normington: I do not think any of that is
children.right actually. The Government’s policy is to allow
Sir David Normington: And that is what happens ofpopular schools to expand and to set aside capital to
enable that to happen faster than it has. The course in the end.
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Q45 Chairman: Is it? On a previous occasion one of authorities essentially is that these changes are
manageable, but of course one of the key things weyour members of staV told us that you could save
50,000 teachers’ salaries. Because of the are doing for next year and the year after is testing
out the basic elements of this new system and we willdemographic downturn, are we going to see that sort
of scale of saving? be reviewing that operation, but at the moment I
think I can give you the assurance that, based on theSir David Normington: I do not know if it is that
work that has been done and the feedback we arescale, but it is certainly the case that primary school
getting, we think the system is manageable.numbers have been falling and that is moving
through into secondary. It is quite sharp in some
places rather than others. It is not very sharp at all Q47 Mr Wilson: So you are setting up the problems
in London, and in fact there are some increases. It is for the LEAs to deal with?
a question of what you do with the money. The Mr Crowne:Not at all. The local authorities already
money does come out. If there are not the pupils have the issue of how they count pupil numbers and
there, you do not eventually get paid for them and how they deal with unpredictability and changes;
that happens relatively quickly. The question then is: they do that already. What we are saying is that we
what do you do with that money? Up until now the are trying to get to a system with more consistency
Government has taken the view that you should put in it based around really what is agreed to be the best
that back into the education system to improve practice in local authorities and that is actually well
elements of teachers’ development or school worth doing in its own right and local authorities
development. have learnt a lot in this process.
SirDavidNormington: It is just important to say that
local authorities have been distributing money toQ46 Mr Wilson: Sir David, can I just explore the
schools for a long time of course and they willimpact of some of the new funding arrangements
continue to. They are very familiar with these localand go down into some of the detail. Can I refer you
patterns and they will continue to be. The reason forto the document which was sent to us by Jacqui
having a local distribution system is precisely to dealSmith, the Minister for Schools, in particular, if you
with these diVerent patterns which impactgo to the section on school budgets where she talks
diVerently in diVerent places because there are a lotabout giving schools stability and certainty and
of diVerent systems for when pupils are admittedunder bullet point two where she talks about a single
and so on, but they are used to dealing with that.count date for schools in January. Now, I am not
convinced that you have thought through the
Q48 Mr Wilson: The message you are giving me isimplications of this particular policy because, as I
that it is manageable and the message I am gettingunderstand it, many LEAs have a three-point entry
from schools is that it is not going to be manageable,system particularly for reception children, which
so I think there needs to be some further thinking onincludes the Easter intake. For a three-point entry
that. Can Imove you on to special educational needsschool, this could mean a projected deﬁcit in the
because again that is an area I am particularlyregion of about £80,000 in the ﬁnancial year
concerned about. For example, inclusionmeans that2006–07. Now, that would obviously cause severe
schools are accepting a growing number of childrenﬁnancial diYculties and many schools would not be
with very challenging behaviours and alsoable to deal with a deﬁcit of that sort, so really what
disabilities. Currently, as I understand it,I am asking you is can you clarify that? Am Imissing
statementing allows 26 weeks for a statement to besomething or has the Department looked at that in
issued and the statement currently cannot bedetail?
backdated. Am I correct in saying that?Mr Crowne: I think it is very important to
Sir David Normington: I think that is right, yes.distinguish two things here. One is that we needed to
establish, and we have established, with a complete
consensus amongst local authority representatives Q49 Mr Wilson: That means a child can be in a
and school heads what should be the basis for us to school for seven months before there is any support
distribute money to local authorities with DSG and for that child and when a statement does ﬁnally
we had to have a single consistent basis for doing arrive, there are only 20 hours allowed in terms of
that. Quite separately, the local authority then needs full-time support for that child. That means the
to have a basis for producing the pupil numbers that schools are left facing a choice of either not
will guide the local distribution and what we are providing support in advance of a statement being
basically saying is that we need consistency at both issued, which has a detrimental eVect on the rest of
levels. Whatever option you go for, and there is a the pupils in the class, or instigating large-scale cuts
wide variety of practice out there of local in other parts of the school. Now, that obviously is
distribution, there will be some complications of the another massive problem and either the
kind you have identiﬁed. The key thing is to get some Government is going to fund properly inclusion or
consistency and then locally to work out how you it is not and I would like to know which it is going
deal with the complications.No system is going to be to do.
free of those complications. We have road-tested Sir David Normington:Well, there is a lot of money
this and are road-testing this with a large group of going into supporting children with special needs
local authorities. We are not ﬁnding that we are and statements are only the top level of a system
getting under-predicted consequences of what we which provides diVerent levels of support for
children with diVerent sorts of needs. I am not sureare doing. The message coming back from local
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that the changes we are making actually make this week where so many state schools, top-performing
state schools take such a small number of such pupilsbetter or worse. There is always an issue about how
we get support to children with the greatest need and at all. You may have been disturbed by that.
Sir David Normington: Well, of course I was notI would not say that the system is perfect, but I do
not think that the changes we are making will surprised by that. Of course it looked just at the 200
top schools, I think.actually make that diVerent.
Q55 Chairman: Comprehensive and grammar.Q50 Mr Wilson: Why is there no backdating of
Sir David Normington: Where 161 of which werefunding with regard to these statementing issues?
grammar schools and 39 were comprehensive, so itSeven months is a lot of money for a school.
is not really a comment on the whole system; it is aMrCrowne: The answer has to be that the process of
comment on the top-performing schools.statementing deﬁnes the entitlement of the child to
the level of provision and the process of
Q56 Chairman: You know very well that we saidstatementing looks at the needs and works out what
earlier this year in our Report on admissions thatis required in that case, but, as David has said, this
unless you grasp the nettle of admissions and makesits on top of other monies which local authorities
the code on admissions obligatory, not somethinghave a lot of discretion about how to distribute to
you just take note of, you all the time will getdeal with all of the pupils with lesser special needs
schools, especially faith schools, dodging theirwhowould not qualify for statements and indeed for
responsibilities. You know that.those pupils who are going through a statementing
Sir David Normington: Well, we are going to sayprocess, and you are right, it can take some time.
something about this in the White Paper. I am veryWhen you have got complex special needs, it takes
familiar with the point. On the SEN issue, I actuallyunderstandably a while to work out what the right
welcome your study because I suppose thatkind of provision is. I think the answer has to be that
throughout all my time in this area, both before thisyou have to look at the budgetary arrangements in
as Director General for Schools and now, the issuesthe round and what we would expect local
that are the most diYcult are the issues of specialauthorities to do ismake sure that individual schools
needs. We have always had people coming to thefacing those kind of challenges do have access not
Department unhappy with the treatment they areonly to the money that goes with the statement, but
getting and ﬁghting for their children. It isother resources for SEN which deal with those
distressing and it is very diYcult to deal with. Ichildren for the statement date.
understand that if you have got a child with specialSir David Normington: Quite a lot of that money
needs, actually you do not really care what thegoes to the local authorities so that they can
system is like, but you want the best for yourdistribute it. Obviously you cannot distribute it
children. The system sometimes involves parentsevenly among schools because it has to follow
having to ﬁght the system and I think that is diYcultparticular types of pupils.
and I am sure that is what the discussion will be
about around this committee table.
Q51 Mr Wilson: In the responses to the written Chairman:We will meet again.
questions which we sent to the DfES, in response 1.4
it says that the base will be the 2005–06 spending Q57MrMarsden:MrCrowne, I wonder if I can taketotal. Does that take account of money local you back to the schools forums which you wereauthorities are spending on schools this year over talking of a few moments ago. If the schools forumsand above the money provided by the Government? are going to have all these expanded responsibilities,Sir David Normington: Yes. where are the resources going to come from?
Mr Crowne: Schools forums have been there for a
couple of years now. The best practice we have seenQ52 Mr Wilson: The £28 billion?
is actually for local authorities themselves to provideSir David Normington: Yes, it takes that as the
the services that they need relativelystarting point.
straightforwardly actually. What schools forums
need above all is clear information and up-to-date
Q53 Chairman: You will know, Sir David, that we data and in a form which is useful to them. They are
are embarking on an inquiry into special education. not particularly labour-intensive operations.
Sir David Normington: I do.
Q58MrMarsden: That is what we have been told in
the past about school governors.Q54Chairman:One of the frustrationswhenwe look
at it is people who say that it takes so long to get a Mr Crowne: I understand the risk you are alluding
to. We have spent quite a lot of time talking tostatement and then if they need an educational
psychologist or, heaven help us, if they ﬁnd they then schools forums over the last few months because we
have been keen to learn about what people’sneed a diVerent kind of psychological treatment,
that is a nightmare area for most constituents. Of experience of them actually is and where they are
perceived to be more or less successful. I think it iscourse perhaps the problem would be better if we
saw more schools taking their share of SEN and quite clear to me that where they are seen to be more
successful, they are based upon a really open andproblem pupils and I am sure you will have been as
upset as we were by the Sutton Trust Report this supportive relationship with the local authority.
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Q59 Mr Marsden: You are not worried that in the minimum funding guarantee in each of those years
because it will be dependent critically on thewake of the inevitable scaling down of some local
authority functions in the light of the Dedicated teachers’ pay settlement, but if previous experience
is anything to go by there will be a signiﬁcant degreeSchools Grant local authorities may prove unwilling
or unable to provide those resources? of headroom in each local authority.
Mr Crowne: That is not what we are seeing on the
ground. I would not say to you that every local Q62 Mr Marsden: If it were to be proven that that
authority is an exemplar of best practice, I do not 1% was inadequate, would the Department within
think we can say that yet, but I am conﬁdent that its current spending predictions be able to adjust it?
there are now a substantial group of authorities Mr Crowne: No. What we are saying is that is the
within which the schools forums are doing an absolute minimum for every authority. Many
extremely good job and the relationship between the authorities will get more. The overall increase in
forums and the local authorities is a strong and each of those years across the country is 6%, so there
good one. will be some authorities on that ﬂoor but many will
be distinctly above it. What we are saying is that the
principle of the DSG is we will set a two-year budgetQ60 Mr Marsden: Time will tell on the funding and
the resources for schools forums, but I would like to for local authorities and it is for them to work
through their local formula with their schools’press you a little further on some of these new roles
or potentially expanded roles. Now, in your written forums to establish the best way of distributing
that locally.answers to the Committee, the Department said that
schools forums would be able to make minor
changes to the operation of the minimum funding Q63 Mr Marsden: Can I put a ﬁnal point to you
guarantee where the outcome would otherwise be which brings in a broader issue and Sir David might
anomalous. Can you give us any examples of what want to comment on it as well. To go back to what
an anomalous outcome might be? you said, you used various examples of what might
Mr Crowne: It is possible to think of situations, and be anomalous and I have also referred to social need.
I am desperately trying to think of one now, in which There is a question mark, is there not then, under
the way that the national, as it were, regulations this new streamlined system of pots of money
work with the MFG is to produce a result which concerning those issues which have currently or
does not really ﬁt local circumstances and that might recently been recognised by theDepartment as being
be around small schools, it might be around big important but which do not currently ﬁnd a place in
population shifts, it might be around where schools the public funding formula? I am referring
are being closed and opened, those kinds of particularly there to the issue of transience and the
situations where pupil numbers shift to a large eVect of transience in schools. The Department had
degree from year to year, so it is those kinds of a couple of reports by Sally Dobson. There was an
situations we are talking about. We recognise that indication in correspondence tome and I know there
the principle of the minimum funding guarantee is have been indications in other correspondence from
the thing really. It is about giving people Ministers that the Government recognises the
predictability and stability. If there is a better way of importance of that, but there is an issue about what
doing that at a local level to deal with a particular set that actually means. We can all recognise things but
of circumstances, ﬁne. if we do not put our money where our mouths are in
MrMarsden: So taking the answers you have given, terms of the funding formula then it is not going to
if you are going to have the potential for that sort of achieve a great deal. A point my colleague Rob
submission coming through, does this not bring us Wilson made earlier on about a particular day being
on to a broader question about the issue of how you taken for the qualiﬁcation number will have a
actually deﬁne the validity of these arguments? Let’s particularly signiﬁcant impact on those areas likemy
take, for example, the broader issue of an authority own inBlackpool where transience ﬂows go very fast
which, awarded this fair funding formula, says it during the year. How are we going to copewith that?
should redistribute the resources, let’s say, for Will the issue of transience receiving special formula
instance, in terms of social need. Is that not going to funding consideration be adversely aVected by your
lead schools to hit the buVer in terms of the streamlining?
minimum funding guarantee in circumstances in Mr Crowne: I will take that ﬁrst, if I may. I will deal
which presumably local school spendingwill rise and ﬁrst with the national distributions to local
the Department will have to pick up the tab? Will authorities. We did look very closely at this because,
that not cause a major problem? you are right, a number of authorities have said to
Mr Crowne: We designed the system carefully to us is it possible somehow to recognise in the national
ensure that every local authority will have some formula an element of transience. We looked very
headroom once it has met the individual school closely at that and the available data and we
minimum funding guarantee. concluded two things. One is actually we could not
ﬁnd any databases for identifying authorities who
face a particular set of challenges on transience whenQ61 Mr Marsden: How much?
Mr Crowne: It is at least 1% in every authority, so you looked on an authority-wide basis. It is quite
hard to get a data-driven approach and of course wewhat we are saying is for 2006–07 and 2007–08 every
local authority will have an increase of at least 5% are committed to ensuring that our national funding
formula is based on objective and data-drivenper pupil. We do not yet know the level of the
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criteria. A second point: that is not to say, of course, system where year on year school funding is
increasing in real terms by about 6% over thisthat those problems do not present serious
period.challenges at local level and what we are committed
to doing, and we have started now, is looking at the
whole issue of deprivation and the manifestations of Q65 Chairman: So, Sir David, are the demands on
that. I see the issue of transience very much in that schools? It is all very well saying that it is a very
context and the Government is concerned to ensure complex system and it is diYcult to get a
that local formulae reﬂect levels of deprivation and transformation into a new system, I understand that
the challenges that imposes for schools, many of and you have our sympathy, but at the same time to
whom are in deprived areas and face transient give you three examples, just recently I noticed when
Charles Clarke was Secretary of State he appearedpopulations of various kinds. We are committed to
before another Select Committee and said, that thereviewing that. It comes back to a point David was
lead role in education for sustainability is with themaking earlier about formulae; you have to keep
DfES. I understand that that is now accepted andthem under review to make sure that the way that
you have a new policy on education forthey operate and the factors they take into account
sustainability of the environment and all that. Doescorrespond with the realities that local authorities
it come with a budget? Who funds it? Then you haveand schools are facing on the ground. That is not to
the reaction to the Jamie Oliver thing. I have to saysay we are going to make changes every year but we
that nearly four years ago this Committee wrote ado have to think about whether—
report on school meals so rather than anyone
carrying it on in the wake of Jamie Oliver he rather
carried it on in our wake. You have now placedQ64 Mr Marsden: With respect, you have been
another responsibility on schools which is anmaking warm noises as a Department about the
expensive one in addition to everything else they do.transience issue for at least two to three years and
Indeed, who is going to pay for extended schools? Ifyou have now had two major reports from Sally
schools are going to open earlier and close at six,Dobson on the issue and all you are coming along to
who is going to pay for that? Here are three newsay today is that “we will keep the issue under
policies laid on to schools. How are they going toreview.” That does not sound very satisfactory to
cope?me. Have we a timeframe for when you are going to Sir David Normington: We will be providing extra
make some decisions? money for extended schools of course, dealing with
Sir David Normington: We will not make any more that one.
changes until this next two-year period starting in
2006 is over and we will then be doing a review. I
Q66 Chairman: How much?know it sounds as though we are brushing this aside.
Sir David Normington: I do not know. I can let youAs we know, because we discussed it here before, the
know but I do not know it oV the top of my head.1distribution of money from a national to a local level
(which is not a new issue of course, it has been in the
Q67 Chairman: What about education forsystem all along) is highly complex and
sustainability?controversial, and to try to get a system which
Sir David Normington: Well, I was going to make adistributes the money fairly at a national level has
general point.been a constant issue over many years and all the
time one is trying ﬁnd the data that enables you to
Q68 Chairman: A general point evades answeringmake the best allocation to local authorities. It takes
the speciﬁc!account of rural issues, it takes account of
Sir David Normington: Yes, I will come back to thedeprivation, but we cannot make the national
speciﬁc, if I may. I do not have an answer onformula sensitive enough to deal with all these
education for sustainability.issues, and that is why there has to be laid over this
a set of local decisions which take account of
particular needs in the area. I know that sound like Q69 Chairman:Make your general point ﬁrst.
passing the buck but it is the reality of how a system Sir David Normington: We do have a system which
is highly devolved and for a lot of years nowwe haveof national funding has to work. It is why we cannot
said that the school should be the budget-holder andhave a national funding system which in a sense
should make the local decisions.distributes the money straight from us to schools
because we cannot at a national level take account of
everything that happening at the local level. Q70 Chairman: Then you introduce the school
Alongside that, the Government has over time meals, which is like Soviet Russia because you say
introduced a lot of other grants. Some of that they cannot have vending machines unless they are
funding will continue in a separate stream although non-sugar and non-ﬁzzy, and you tell them that they
we will try to make sure, again, that it is not all have got to have totally diVerent new school meals.
earmarkedmoney for speciﬁc things but actually the Here is a devolutionary government who suddenly
says, “On this issue you will do as you are told andmoney goes out under a more general tag so that
you will do it immediately”.some of these local issues at school level can be dealt
with. In other words you can decide what your local
issue is and spend the money on it, all this within a 1 Ev 30
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Sir David Normington: Yes and we are putting environment improves. Is this not in itself evidence
that funding should continue to go towards specialsomewhere approaching £300 million extra into the
system to help them do that.What I was going to say schools and that the programme of inclusion should
be reviewed and perhaps halted given the fact thatwas this is a system which is highly devolved. It is a
system which both in capital and in revenue there the better-performing schools do not have their fair
share and the less well-performing schools arehave been huge increases so no school should be
telling us they have not had those increases.We have suVering as a result of it?
to allow local decisions to take their course and Sir David Normington: I think investment needs to
priorities to be set. Quite often when we impose a continue to go into special units and special schools.
further national demand on a school, as we have It is important that we try to design a system which
with school meals, we provide extra money. meets the needs of each individual child. Sometimes
Sometimes—and I think sustainability is a very good that will be a special school. Sometimes that will be
example—if the school has the right policy we can a special unit for particularly badly behaved children
support them on this. Sustainability is not and that will be oV-site. Sometimes that will be a unit
necessarily going to cost them more, it may cost on-site. We have put a lot of money into developing
them less. We have a very, very big building on-site provision. I think that some of the things that
programme and designing sustainability into that we have done in the special needs area to invest in
building programme is a key issue for us. special provision on-site in the schools is a very good
way of going. We all have these anecdotes, but I saw
a school which had a special unit for dealing withQ71 Chairman: I thought the Treasury stopped you
children who had various problems of deafness, anddoing that because it is too expensive.
what you are able to do if you have those specialSir David Normington: It is not expensive to make
units is you are both able to provide them withsure you have the most eYcient heating systems in
special support in the school and you are also able tonew schools, for instance.
enable them to join in with the other activities in the
school as well. Clearly there is a need for someQ72 Chairman:Has the Treasury stopped you doing
children to be in special schools. We do not have aa lot of that work?.
policy of closing down all special schools and forcingSir David Normington: I do not think so.
those children into mainstream schools. We have a
policy of trying to have special schools, special on-Q73 Chairman: You do not think so?
site units and also, where that is feasible, support forMr Crowne: I am conﬁdent.
children in the classroom. It ought to be a mix ofSir David Normington: I do not think so.
those things. I would really hate it if we jumped toMr Crowne: In designing our space standards for
one solution.We have to try to design this system forschools and in the speciﬁcations that we are
children of all sorts and, frankly, it does not quitesupporting through our capital programmes we are
match that yet.building in very good practice in sustainability.
Q74 Chairman: We are minded to look at Q77 Mrs Dorries: No, and in fact we have seen 91
sustainability for schools.What about the third one? closures of special schools in recent years. The on-
Sir David Normington: Remind me what it was. site units which you are talking about, which are
actually orbital units to the schools themselves
Q75 Chairman: Extended schools. It is a big where the children are treated separately, do not
responsibility. Who is going to pay for all that exist in very many schools. What we do see is
supervision? inclusionwithin the classroom, which is not working
Sir David Normington: Well, there is a budget for in many many schools particularly in the area about
extended schools and, if you like, I will provide you which I have particular knowledge. A moment ago
a note about it. I am not precisely sure what we have you stated in answer to my earlier question to you
yet said publicly about it but we cannot expect that you can see where funding goes there are better
schools to be open eight until six and expect all the outcomes. I do not think you canmake the assertion
costs somehow to be found by the school. of those outcomes unless you have the evidence to
Chairman:Canwe have a note on those three items?2 back it up, but surely seeing the funding going to
special schools is one of those cases where you can
prove and do have the evidence that funding goingQ76 Mrs Dorries: Sir David, I would like to come
into a particular area produces the right outcomes?back to a point the Chairman raised a moment ago
about the top-performing schools taking less than Sir David Normington: At the risk of repeating
their fair share of children with SEN. I do not have myself, I think you can point to very successful
the ﬁgures with me but it is the case that a large examples of children with special needs in
number of excluded children from less well- mainstream schools in classrooms with support. I
performing schools have quite complex SEN needs. think you can point to successful cases of children
In addition to this, the evidence also shows that in who are in special schools. I do not want to be
the less well-performing schools once those children categorised as saying that there is one right solution.
have been excluded—and in fact this is the reason for We have to try to do all these things. It is true that
the exclusions being on the increase—the learning there have been closures of special schools but it is
also true that there are a lot of special schools still
and the policy of trying to build those schools as2 Ev 30
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centres of expertise which can oVer their expertise to raise local taxation to supplement what is coming
from the dedicated schools grant. Whether they willschools which do not have that specialism is a very
important policy too so you improve the capacity of decide to do that I do not know but it will be possible
for them to supplement the national ﬁnancing.schools which do not have special units to deal with
children with disabilities and special needs. Can I Chairman: We are going to move on to eYciency
just say I will not have the suggestion that we are savings. I apologise, Sir David, I should have said I
closing down special schools as a matter of policy. I have a particular interest in education for
will not have the suggestion that inclusion is the sustainability. If you look at a particular article in
wrong policy. Sometimes it is the right policy. We The Telegraph yesterday youwill have seen that, and
have to try to design the policy for the parents and I should have declared that interest.
the children. It will not always be right for them to Mr Evennett: A very good article too!
be put in a special school.
Q81 Mr Evennett: First of all, we are having rather
Q78Mrs Dorries:You have just made the point that mixed messages from you today, Sir David, about
special schools provide training to the teachers at the centralisation and devolution and I am concerned. I
schools with inclusion, but actually that is a major personally am more into power to schools and
problem that because of the 91 closures of special localities and I am very concerned about the areas
schools there is not the training, there are not these we have had heard about so far. We must go on to
centres of expertise. They are reducing the number eYciency savings. Obviously you are very aware of
of centres to help those schools with that training. I the government initiatives to cut down the number
know ofmany schools where the teachers cannot get of civil servants to make them more eYcient. Also
any assistance or specialist training because the following the Gershon review your Department has
number of teachers who have that experience is got to deliver a huge amount of annual eYciency
dwindling because those special schools are closing. gains by 2007–08. I believe you are on the record as
Sir David Normington: I do not think over a lot of saying that two-thirds of that saving of a large
years that it has been the case that special schools amount of money will come from the schools sector,
have provided their expertise tomainstream schools. and it is obviously of concern how the schools are
I think that is what we are trying to do. I agree that going to manage. What advice are you going to give
where special schools have been closed it is just a fact them to do that if we are going to have those huge
that they do not exist, but our policy is to build up eYciency savings within a few years?Would you like
special schools as centres of expertise in a way that to comment on that ﬁrst of all?
they have not been before, so I do not think we come Sir David Normington: May I make one preliminary
from a time when the schools did oVer enough help comment which is there is an issue about reducing
to children who were in mainstream schools. So that staV numbers in the Department for Education and
is what we want to do. Can I come back to the on- Skills whichwe are doing. I will talk about that if you
site units. It is true that they are not everywhere, but like. Inevitably that is quite a small amount of
we have been trying to support the development of money. The big amount of money is obviously
on-site units which both provide support to that somewhere within the £60 billion that is spent on
school but can also support other schools. It is education and the big eYciency savings come from
another way of doing it. However, the system is not getting better outcomes or greater eYciency from
perfect and I would not dream of saying it is. the use of that money. We are committed over three
years to producing £4.35 billion eYciency savings.
Q79 Mr Williams: Just to clarify the answer to a That is the ﬁrst thing. The second thing to say is that
question Rob Wilson asked right at the end of his it is true that we are looking broadly to the schools
series of questions, to make sure I understood the sector, which, after all, is the biggest consumer of
point about the new funding arrangements. You resources, to produce those savings, but it is
said a couple of times in your remarks earlier that the important to understand that what we are looking to
new funding arrangements took schools funding out do is to give them more headroom in their budgets,
of local taxation. I hope I am quoting you correctly not to take money away from them. This is not
there. Does that mean that the funding that the about taking money away. If I can just take a small
Department will give to local authorities will reﬂect example, but a real one. We are looking to see how
what, when I was a councillor, was called the SSA or we can reduce the cost of school insurance. Indeed,
will it take into account the excess spending that we are looking across the whole area of procurement
many local authorities do on top of that? Bristol and policy in the education system to see how we can get
Avon have all spent well above the SSA. Will the best value for the things that everybody has to do. If
new grant that goes directly to the authorities from we make those savings, what we will do, eVectively,
the Department take into account that discretionary is negotiate a number of national or regional
spending? contracts which hopefully will lower costs. It will
Sir David Normington: Yes, it starts from the basis then be up to the school to make use of those, but
of what is being spent. any money they then save will be kept by them. This
is not about taking that money out. Similarly, a
substantial chunk of money comes from the moreQ80MrWilliams: So that anomaly will be removed?
productive use of the school workforce. There areSir David Normington:—which is very important. I
very big changes happening in schools in terms ofshould make one qualiﬁcation. As I said before, it
will be possible for local authorities to continue to how they use their workforce, designed to relieve
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teachers of jobs that are not about the core job of Q84Mr Evennett: What you are really saying is that
you are going to give advice but you are not goingteaching and learning, and getting those jobs done in
a more eYcient way, either by technology or by to impose and that the cuts that there may be (or the
eYciency savings) will not have an impact on theother staV and so on and thereby releasing
productivity in the system. We are very well down education?
Sir David Normington: I have to account then forthat road this year and that will release real resource
for the school. We have some real examples of how whether we have found the £4.35 billion, so there is
the issue of—we are doing that. I am sorry it is a long answer but
a lot of the savings are in helping schools to make
more of the money they have got, not taking money
Q85 Chairman: How much is that per school?away from them.
Sir David Normington: It is 2.5% of the total budget.
I do not know what it would come down to for an
individual school. I would not expect it to be the
same in every school.
Q82 Mr Evennett: Again, it is centralisation, is it Mr Kershaw: It is across the whole system, not just
not? It is you telling them rather than leaving it to schools of course.
localities and schools themselves?
SirDavidNormington: I do not think so. I think local
Q86 Chairman:And what savings would you expectauthorities do this too and we will be working with
for an average comprehensive school of 1,500local authorities as well. To go back to the school
pupils?insurance example. We will not be telling them who
Mr Kershaw: If you said that about a third of theto use for insurance.We will just be telling them that
savings (eYciency gains, not cuts) were coming fromthere are these deals that we thinkwill lower the cost.
the schools sector, that would be £1.5 billion or so in
year three. You would have to divide that by 20,000
schools. I guess you are going to have to do some
complicated weighting for large secondaries as
Q83 Mr Evennett: I did not mean that side, I think opposed to very small primaries. It is quite a
they are excellent. I was talking about how they use complicated sum to do.
the staVwithin the school. Of course it is excellent to
go for the insurance because you have the expertise
Q87 Chairman: There is an army behind you there.in your Department which presumably the schools
Mr Kershaw: I think someone will have to get theiror local authorities will not have. However, if you
calculator out!are talking about what jobs should be done within
schools, is it really your role?
Sir David Normington: I think what we are trying to Q88MrMarsden: I would like to take up two issues.
do is encourage schools to think diVerently about Perhaps ﬁrst of all I could just speak about your
how they use their total workforce. Again it is up to administration costs. The Department’s Annual
them. I need to give you a speciﬁc examine, if I may, Report says that staV numbers will have reduced by
just very brieﬂy. We have a very good case of a 31% from 2003–04 to 2007–08 but your annual
secondary school which I will not name, which administration costs only appear to be £6 million
through the process that I am describing of getting lower, in 2003–04, £243 million and 2007–08, £237
them to think again about that workforce modelling million. Why do you not expect to make a greater
and how they use their workforce, has decided they saving?
will try to stop using supply teachers altogether and Mr Kershaw: Because there is a short term and a
they will take that budget (which they discovered long term issue here. In the short term, of course, we
was £200,000 on supply teachers which was not very have had to use and invest some of our existing
productive and was not very eYcient for them) and running costs over this period in voluntary release
employ three more trained people called “cover schemes and so on for folk who are leaving. That is
supervisors”, to ensure that if a teacher is away they one of the ways in which we have managed to secure
can get somebody who knows the school and its quite signiﬁcant staV reductions without
ethos and rules into that classroom and make sure compulsory redundancies. That has had to be paid
they are supervising the work. That has cut the costs for over the next couple of years. In the period ahead
for them and they have saved money. They are you will then see some quite signiﬁcant reductions in
absolutely delighted with how it has brought better our cost limit because then of course the returns
order to their school and they think they are getting really come in in terms of a much smaller number of
better use of the workforce out of it. There is real staV. I think you are just describing a transitional
beneﬁt there.One thingwe have done here is we have arrangement. In the short term we have to fund the
got a national remodelling team, a team of expert staYng reductions of some of the people moving on
people usually drawn from schools, who are and out. Longer term it will represent some quite
supporting schools who are ﬁnding it diYcult to signiﬁcant savings.
think this through. Lots of schools do think this
through. The one I described decided this itself and
saw this itself. There are lots of goodmodels like that Q89 Mr Marsden:What sort of anticipated savings
on administration costs could we see in 2009–10, forto spread round the system. That is of real beneﬁt
to them. example?
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Mr Kershaw: I think it is quite hard for us to predict Sir David Normington: We have done that. The
majority of my Department is already outsidethat at this stage because that depends to some
extent on the next spending review and we will get London.
into trouble if we pre-empt that kind of negotiation.
Q95 Chairman:Where are they?
Q90MrMarsden:We can guess can we not, that the Sir David Normington: They are in Runcorn,
next spending review, at least in terms of all the press SheYeld and Darlington. The majority of staV are
comment, is going to be rather severe and therefore outside London. It is theminority of staV in London
the impetus for you to make administration cost and I am committed to moving more outside
savings will be rather great? London. We are also committed to moving the
Mr Kershaw: It will and I think we can expect a very remaining NDPBs, the QCA and the TTA, out of
challenging conversation with the Treasury which London substantially. That is all on the record. That
will be about demonstrating that those savings have is what we will do. However, in the meantime we are
been played back into the front-line and also about also reducing our staV and I think, just to put this on
eYciency gains in terms of money that is already at the record, I have 760 fewer staV than I had two
the front-line, as Sir David has said. This is the area years ago. Ofsted are reducing by 500 in this period.
where we will need to demonstrate we have used that These are real job losses, they are happening.
money in a quite diVerent way and we have got it out
through the funding system either into schools or
Q96 Chairman: Okay how much outsourcing arefurther education or wherever; so I think you are
you doing? For example, I know Capita have got aright, that pressure will be on us very directly.
big contract from you and they immediatelySir DavidNormington:Weare expecting to save over
announced that they are shifting much of their workthis period and it is right that we have to invest to
to India. I have to say that both the transfer ofsave this. This does not get reﬂected in this three-
responsibilities out of government out of theyear £21 million reduction in our admin costs in
Department to Capita and then to see them get2005–06, £21 million in 2006–07 and £44 million in
transferred out of this country seems to me a Del2007–08.Wewould expect in the period beyond that
Boy sort of tactic. You might say we have got lessto see the full savings thatwe aremaking in the three-
people working for us but you have outsourcedyear period reﬂected in our annual cost budget. The
them. How does that account?Treasury will not let us get away with it.
Sir David Normington: Those ﬁgures do not include
the Capita contracts. They were there before.
Q91 Mr Marsden: Nor will we, I suspect.
Sir David Normington: Even more so, I do not
Q97 Chairman: Are you pleased they aresuppose you would either, nor do I want to.
outsourcing to India?
Sir David Normington: I do not think I knowQ92 Chairman: Sir David, we will be watching you
precisely where they are outsourcing to because thevery carefully.We do notwant any “Del Boy” tricks,
main contract—a Trotter approach to this, what we usually call
“smoke and mirrors”!
Sir David Normington: I have been called many Q98 Chairman: It has been in the newspapers, Sir
things but Del Boy is not one of them! David.
Sir David Normington: Yes I know, but the main
contracts that they run for us they run fromQ93 Chairman: But you take my point. We do not
Darlington where they have built up theirwant to see these savings—and it is not justGershon,
employment since the outsourcing of the teachers’it is the Lyons Report too—I have to say, I do not
pension scheme a few years ago. The other contractknow about my colleagues but I have not seen many
they run is a contract about school improvementcivil servants from your Department moving out, I
which is about employing a force of local advisers tohave not seen a substantial number coming to
support schools in Key Stage 3 particularly. YouHuddersﬁeld and setting up there because it is much
cannot oV-shore that. They are all in this country. Socheaper and more pleasant to live there or Barnsley
I do not think in the contracts they run for us—andor Guildford and other places but I have not seen it.
I stand to be corrected—there is major outsourcingQuite honestly, most of us do not think the Lyons
to India.thing is working at all. Why has Ofsted not moved
out yet? Why have we not seen some really
signiﬁcant changes out of this overheated London Q99 Chairman: What about sector skills councils,
and South East to places where graduate why do they predominantly appear to be in London
employment will be very welcome. Why has it not and the South East? They could be anywhere. You
happened? hear rumours it is because the chairman lives
Sir David Normington: You will see 800 posts— somewhere. What sort of basis is that, that you have
a sector skills council in London and the South East
because of the convenience of the chair? It isQ94 Chairman: 800. Out of how many? Why do we
not have a substantial number? Why do you not say probably the wrong chair if that is the case. Why are
the sector skills councils not distributed aroundthis Department could do even better with the move
of a large number of civil servants out of London? our country?
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Sir David Normington: I do not think I have a full which pulls a very important centralised
responsibility onto your Department at the samelist. I could provide a full list of where their
headquarters are.3 The Sector Skills Development time as you are going to be more strategic and cut
down your numbers. Sometimes that all just doesAgency, which is the one I do control, is between
Rotherham and SheYeld. not seem to add up very well.
Sir David Normington: I think it does add up
perfectly because what we are trying to do is to putQ100 Chairman: You give them a budget, do you
the schools at the heart of the system and only put innot?
place above and beyond the schools those functionsSir David Normington: Partly although they are
that can best be done there. I think schools get a lotmainly employer-led bodies and therefore they
of burdens placed on them from a greatreally ought to be in the places where those industry
superstructure of organisationswhich often send outsectors have their main focus. I am not sure they are
lots of communications to them, including us. Weall focused in London, some are.
are trying to cut all that down. Part of that is taking
out the admin costs at local authority level, atNDPBQ101 Chairman: Can we have a note on that
level and at departmental level. I would defend thatbecause, seriously, some of us are very disappointed
to anyone because it must be better for the schools.about the speed with which the Lyons Review is
being implemented.4 When we come back to
Gershon we are concerned and worried because on Q105 Chairman: Some of us look at one particular
the one hand we want good quality administration part—post-16 education—and see this enormous
in your Department and if it came to it we would growth of the learning and skills councils. This is a
defend you against the cuts as long as you can prove very large empire and the word on the street seems
to us we are getting value for taxpayers’ money. You to be that soon you are going to have a parallel body
have got to be honest with us, Sir David, and if you to the learning and skills council for schools because
want us to defend your position we will do it but we you are going to have to create some sort of
are not going to put up with what I have called intermediary. Is that a realistic fear?
“smoke andmirrors”where Gershon is there and the Sir David Normington: No, I do not think that is
Lyons Review is there but we do not see much going to happen. I do not have a plan and I do not
change. think we have a plan at all for putting another body
Sir David Normington: I would like you to support in place between us and schools. On the Learning
the changes we are committed to. I do not want you and Skills Council, of course they have just
to defend me against the eYciency savings. I think announced they are going to reduce their staYng by
they need to bemade. I think any organisation ought 1,300 from 4,700 to 3,400, remembering that
to be able to ﬁnd this level of eYciency savings. I am includes their head oYce and all their 47 local oYces,
completely committed to reducing the size of the so that is quite a big cut. This is happening, it is real,
Department. It is part of the conversation we had and the diVerence will be felt.
earlier about doing less at the centre. I would like
support for that. We are halfway through a
Q106 Mr Marsden: I just wanted to comment andprogramme of reducing the DfES by 31% in staV
ask Sir David on the point about the Learning andnumbers. That is my ﬁgure, I put it forward, and I
Skills Council—and I speak as one of the peoplewhoam very happy to defend it to anyone, including my
sat on the original Standing Committee on the Billown staV.
that set it up—one of the problems with it is that it
has been too centralised and it has not been devolvedQ102 Chairman: And the qualitative change that
suYciently and not had key strategic people in theboth the Prime Minister and the Tomlinson Report
regions making decisions in relation to the LSC. Inwanted that you became a more strategic
relation to the broad point that the Chairman hasDepartment; that really is working?
been making, would it be possible—and you refer toSir David Normington: I believe it is working.
your commitment to moving posts out of London
and the South East—for you to give this CommitteeQ103 Chairman: What is the evidence that you are
a list of the people who have so far been moved outmore strategic now than you were a year ago?
of London and the South East, who you expect to beSir David Normington: It is not a ﬁnished task. I can
moved and out and, perhaps most important of all,describe quite a lot of examples. We have had a lot
what their grades are?of conversations about school budgets where we are
Sir David Normington: I do not know I can do thetrying to devolve decisions to a local level and to do
grades bit but I can certainly give you the numbers.less at the centre. I do not know whether you want
I do not think we have in detail all the grades but Ime to go into speciﬁc examples but I can do if you
will do my best to answer you on that.5like. I will take just one.
Q107 Mr Marsden: You appreciate why I make theQ104Chairman: SirDavid, theworrywe have is here
point about grades because we are talking aboutyou are diminishing the role of LAs, local authorities
strategic devolution as well as nuts-and-boltsin education, and you are devolving to schools,
devolution?
3 Ev 31–32
4 Ev 31–32 5 Ev 32
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Sir David Normington: I understand that and I will going to be apparent to either this Committee or the
try and give you as much of that information as public how you are going to make those £4.3 billion-
possible.6 The Learning and Skills Council though, worth of savings over the 2004 ﬁgure?
just to pick up that point, would accept your Sir David Normington: I will ask Steven just to come
criticism that it has been too centralised. The agenda in but I promise you we will be absolutely
it has just announced is all about having eVective transparent about this. We have put on our website
regional input and more eVective (strategic if you our whole plan of how we are going to achieve this
like) people at local level, and certainly people who and we will publicly account for it. A new system is
can engage at the right level with colleges but within being set up through the National Audit OYce to
the overall envelope of reducing the total number of check this.
staV. So they are on that case quite hard. Mr Kershaw: The ﬁrst thing is that we have
published a technical note (which I think the
Committee has had and your adviser has certainly
Q108 Mr Wilson: You might not be able to answer seen) which sets out in considerable detail the 40
this question now. It may be something you can add diVerent strands through which we are going to try
to the note you are going to send theCommittee later and achieve our eYciency gains.9 The point about
on. You say you are making substantial job eYciency gains, to re-emphasise, is that this is not
reductions. I would be very interested to see whether about cutting resource out of the front-line. All but
your expenditure on consultants and contractors £261 million of our £63 billion spend is front-line
and other forms of temporary work arrangements is funding now, so it is not about cuts out of the front-
increasing as a result of the staV reductions you are line and that is whatwemean by saying it is eYciency
making and whether there is any real reduction gains. It is freeing up the system and using its existing
overall. resource in a range of more powerful ways. The
Sir David Normington: I do not have the precise point about producing a technical note is it sets out
ﬁgures but I am very familiar with the point about the diVerent strands, it explains how each one will
consultants. I am not in the business of increasing deliver eYciency gains and in some cases real
expenditure on consultants to mask the cuts in civil eYciency savings of one kind or another, it says how
servants. That is not what we are about. I will we are going to monitor that, and what kind of data
certainly provide you with what detailed we will need from the system and in other ways to
information I have.7 I want to say one thing about demonstrate it. All of that has been agreed and
consultants and that is there are consultants and validated with the Treasury, the National Audit
consultants. We employ quite a lot of people from OYce and the OYce of Government Commerce. In
the education system—schools, colleges, each case it is said howwewill publish the data about
universities—on short-term contracts to help uswith how we have got on. So there is a huge body of
particular jobs. They are often categorised as information there about how this is going to be done
consultants. They are not consultants in any normal and how it will be published and made transparent
sense of the word. It has been a big drive of mine to over time. Some of that the Department itself will
have many more of those people helping us short- do, some of it will be cross-government and will be
and long-term so we can change the nature of the done with the Treasury at various points. I think
Department. I will explain this in the note.8 It is there will be a considerable amount of information
really important that they do not get cut oV. If they over the next few years about how we have made
are coming out of their school for a day or two progress against each of these strands.
obviously we have to reimburse them for that. There
are quite a lot of them. Then there are the other
consultants as well, what we might call the “real” Q110MrWilson: Can I just be clear about this, that
consultants, and sometimes it is important to use the National Audit OYce will eVectively be the
them, they have a place. I do not think it is external evaluation of the eYciency savings?
acceptable to use them as a way of getting round Mr Kershaw: Yes.
eYciency savings and in any case we are having built Mr Wilson: Excellent.
into our budgets cuts in resources, so that ought to
stop us doing that anyway. I am quite clear about
Q111 Mr Chaytor: You have a target for stoppingthis. We have just been audited. The National Audit
young women from getting pregnant and forOYce have looked at this. We have produced our
stopping them smoking during pregnancy and nowown booklet with the National Audit OYce on this
you want to ban their children from eating sausages.so we are completely on this case.
Are these the right sorts of priorities in the public
service agreement targets?
Q109MrWilson: You say in your written answers to Sir David Normington: I do not think we have a
this Committee of theDfES that “our eYciencies are target for sausage eating. Sausages are ﬁne if they are
in the main eYciency gains”, which to me sounds made from the right things.
highly dubious, being the sceptic that I am about
these things. Could you be speciﬁc about how it is
Q112 Chairman:There is no target for a reduction in
junk food?6 Ev 32
7 Ev 32–33
8 Ev 32–33 9 Not printed.
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Sir David Normington: Not yet. I think this is quite Sir David Normington:Well, it is of course true that
some are still process targets because it is veryan interesting question. We have some trouble
measuring that progress. However, since we are in diYcult to get an outcome target for higher
education and we thought we needed some way ofthe business of protecting children, we know that
they are protected if their mothers do not smoke measuring—
during pregnancy so we are entitled to have a public
policy about that. It is very diYcult, as you can see, Q116 Mr Chaytor: The rates of non-completion are
to measure progress to it. I think that it is right to speciﬁc targets, are they, in the 10%?
have that up in lights. Even if I did not think that was MrKershaw:Can I just say that underneath the PSA
right it is Government policy to do that. I think again is another version of a technical note for each
similarly with teenage pregnancy, it is a very serious PSA which says in a lot more detail how diVerent
issue for this country. Compared with most other components ought to bemeasured. So, you are right,
countries we have one of the highest rates in the in its own terms that is a fairly broad and non-
world and the consequences for those children and speciﬁc target. “Bearing down” is a rather vague
families of course go on from generation to phrase but the technical note underneath sets out in
generation sometimes and I think the State is more detail what that actually means.
entitled to take a view of that and, through
persuasion, to try to persuade teenagers not to have Q117MrChaytor:Could I just ask something on the
early pregnancies. That is all I think you can do; you question of success or failure of the targets. About
can persuade, you can advocate; you cannot stop it. half the 2002 targets were not achieved. Do you take
that as evidence of poor performance of the
Q113 Mr Chaytor: You do not have a PSA target, Department or of poor target setting?
for example, relating to school admissions and Sir David Normington: I have to take my share of
compliance with the current kind of practice or responsibility for not hitting the targets. After all, we
number of appeals that are referred to the accepted the targets in the ﬁrst place andwhenwe set
adjudicator? In light of your comments earlier about them we believed we would get towards them or
the forthcoming White Paper and the role that closer to them, so I have to accept my responsibility
admissions policy might play in that, do you think for that. I do not think I ought to say otherwise. You
there may be an argument in the next round of PSA have picked on two which I think are very diYcult
targets for including something speciﬁcally on targets—the teenage pregnancy and smoking in
admissions? pregnancy target. I think it is very diYcult to make
Sir David Normington: I do not know, I doubt it. as fast progress there as we need to in the target. I
What we have been trying to do is to focus the high- think there are some targets that are particularly
level targets on outcomes and I would not really tough. I will give you another one. The GCSE target
want to move us to inputs and process. I think we was a 2% increase a year. There has never ever been
have been able to move to outputs. Where I think a year when there had been a 2% increase in a year.
your comment is interesting is if you take the schools So actually that was a really tough target and we
standards. Some of what we have done in recent have not hit it. We have increased year on year but
years is to look at value added, in other words, who we have not hit that 2%. Yes, I think it was a tough
goes into school at 11 and what their achievements target, probably too tough actually, but nevertheless
are and where the children get to at 16 or 18, which the targets do provide pull through the system and
takes account of the type of children and where they are important for that purpose. I go right back to the
come from andwhat their entry point is. That is how beginning of the conversation which says what is
I think if you are going to use inputs you should use half-full or half-empty.We are 6% short of the target
them. It is a more sophisticated measure than an on Key Stage 2 literacy. We are up 17%. I think the
absolute outcome target, but I would not want to targets have pulled us up that much by providing
move to input targets. I think it is right for us to have that ambition and focus but, no, we have not hit the
underneath these headline targets a series of target yet.
indicators about how things are doing, so you could
have indicators for other issues. Q118 Chairman: What about truancy; are you
missing or hitting your target? There has been a lot
Q114MrChaytor: On the question of outcomes, not of press coverage of that one.
all the PSA targets are speciﬁcally to do with easily Sir David Normington:Of course our target is about
measurable outcomes. For example, if we look at attendance and we are on course to hit the
PSA target 14 on participation in higher education, attendance target. The reason it is about attendance
there is a ﬁgure for increasing participation but then is because of course what is authorised and
it says and “we will bear down on rates of non- unauthorised absence, which is what lies underneath
completion”. “Bearing down” is not exactly an this, is subject to local decision.All the advicewe had
outcome is it? from the system was you should measure who is at
SirDavidNormington:Of course you pick on the one school and try to increase the number of people at
that is not an outcome-based target. school and the time that they are spending at school,
Mr Chaytor: There are one or two others. and we are on course to hit that target.
Q119 Chairman: So the coverage in the press isQ115 Chairman: And you tried to achieve 6 out of
the 11? wrong?
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Sir David Normington: The press is not wrong on years from what Charles said at that time. Are we
going to close the gap in three and a half yearsthat. Beneath that, unauthorised absence has been
increasing a bit. I would say the reason for that is from now?
Sir David Normington: I do not know if we will closepartly—and truancy is a problem and no-one denies
that—is because we are asking head teachers to bear it. We still have an intention of narrowing it and we
have not given up on that. Some of the things wedown on unauthorised absence, and therefore they
have been refusing to authorise it. We have quite a have been doing—
lot evidence of that.
Q123 JeV Ennis: We have not got a target to close
Q120 Chairman: Is there a stage where you say we the gap, to go back to the previous line of
have overdone the targets because targets do pull questioning?
and they pull away from other things. When you go Sir David Normington: Charles Clarke clearly made
to schools, teachers say “not another target”. David that commitment. I do not think it is a formal target
Miliband used to boast that he did not introduce any butwewill havemore to say about this in due course.
new targets during his entire time as Schools I think we have been giving priority to school
Minister as a bid for fame. funding and we have been protecting school funding
Sir David Normington: I think there could come a and that has made it diYcult at the same time to
point where you should move on or decide not to close the gap. There is no doubt about that.We have
have targets. I think you should always have some made less progress than we would want in that area.
targets. I do not think we have to have the same
targets year in year out. I think that public services,
Q124 JeV Ennis: As I say, it is really important inlike any other service or any other industry, ought to
local authorities like Barnsley and Doncaster. I willhave targets and ought to be judged against them,
give you a classic example: the over-achievement ofbut there is always the danger that they will have a
student numbers in sixth forms.As I say, we have gotdistorting eVect. I think you should think very
almost a complete tertiary college system incarefully how you convert a national target into
Barnsley. The local college recruited an additionalschool level targets. In this phase we are not going to
100 students in the sixth form. As you know, theconvert every national target into a target on
levels of staying-on rates in Barnsley and Doncasterschools. We are only going to bear down on a school
are below the national average and we have got awhere we and it has agreed it has a particular issue it
target to get them up to the national average, whichneeds to address and focus on that because I think it
I am sure you would support. The LSC agreed withbecomes too complicated at local level to focus on all
the target to be given for that particular year butthe things.
they said they would not fund those additionalChairman: We are not criticising targets, especially
students. If that had been a school sixth form thereteenage pregnancy and many of the others, but one
would have been no question of funding thosedoes hear about too many targets at the front-line.
students, that funding would have been there on theCan we now move on to further and higher
table. How are we going to get round problems likeeducation.My friend and colleague has been entirely
that which are causing real diYculties in Barnsleyuncharacteristically saint-like in his patience.
and Doncaster and other authorities which are
based on the tertiary college system?Q121 JeV Ennis: Patience is a virtue. Sir David, do
Sir David Normington: Well, I recognise thatyou stand by the argument put forward in the
description of what happens. As I say, within aGovernment’s response to the Committee’s Report
limited funding potwe have been puttingmoney intolast year that the funding gap between schools and
schools rather than into colleges. We have beencolleges is closing? Is it 7% this year as forecast?How
increasing unit funding for colleges but nothing likedo you respond to the Learning and Skills
to the same degree. The reason I am being a littleDevelopment Agency’s research suggesting that the
hesitant is because we have a series ofgap is over 13%?What is the reality of the situation?
announcements in the next few weeks right throughSir David Normington:Well, I am aware of that. We
into November which will be about LSC funding,think on our ﬁgures that it is narrowing and the
particularly about the priority areas like 16–19LSDA research suggests it is not. The truth of the
funding. We have an announcement in due coursematter is whatever the precise ﬁgures it is not
about ﬁnalising the school budgets. I am hopefulnarrowing very much and has not really narrowed.
that out of that we can address some of these issues.We believe on our measure it has narrowed slightly
Of course, you can only do it within an overallbut the gap is still there. I do not think we think it is
funding envelope and that is ultimately what hasquite as big as the LSDA but there is a sizable gap
stopped us closing this gap. That gap was there andthere.
it requires more resource than we have had to close
it.
Q122 JeV Ennis: This is obviously a major problem
for our authorities based on tertiary college systems.
It was about 18 months ago that a previous Q125 JeV Ennis: But the current envelope, Sir
David, means that school sixth forms can recruit asSecretary of State, Charles Clarke, told this
Committee he thought that over the next ﬁve many sixth form students as they can ad hoc but
tertiary colleges are limited and they are beingyears—and that was 18 months ago—that that gap
would close. We are now down to three and a half penalised. Students in Barnsley are being penalised
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and, after all, we are trying to increase the staying- been substantial extra resources, but because
substantial extra resources are also going into theon rate in deprived areas like Barnsley. We are
penalising tertiary colleges from recruiting students school system that gap has not closed. Overall both
sectors have had substantial extra resources and weinto sixth forms?
Sir David Normington: We would like to see this are completely clear, particularly in the phase when
we were concentrating on 14–19 education andproblem that you describe being tackled and I accept
we have not done so yet. I hope some of the things we training, that this is a major issue for us.
will be doing in the next few weeks will help at least.
Q130 JeV Ennis: It is linked in with the SEN issue of
Q126 Chairman: I hope the message goes through. further education. There have been examples of
The great failing, it seems to me, over these last eight institutions having to close or severely restrict
years of the Government’s policies is that we still courses for adults with learning diYculties andmake
seem to reward the “haves” in educational terms and staV redundant because they are no longer included
not the “have-nots”. It is true what was said about in the Learning and Skills Council’s funding
the Sutton Trust Report yesterday. The social priorities. What is the DfES’s view on this? Should
mobility argument that came out in research done by education for adults with learning diYculties not be
the London School of Economics. It still seems that a priority?
we have notmade a dent on transferring resources to Sir David Normington: Yes. We have a major
those people who have not had the chance of a priority which we give to the LSC related to basic
decent education in the past from those who have skills which includes people with particular learning
everything. This is the argument that JeV Ennis is diYculties. We have put huge extra funding into
making, that it is crystal clear in Barnsley that there improving basic skills, so I am a little surprised at
is an immense prejudice against those people who that. It should not be the case that we are seeing large
have less chance of getting a stake. You said at the amounts of that provision closing down. I would
beginning of this conversation this morning that have to look at the individual case.
where you have not been doing as well as you could
is at post-16. Q131 JeV Ennis: You would look at that?
Sir David Normington: I actually think the Sir David Normington: I would happily do that, yes.
Government has put a lot of extra resources in
various ways into both people from poorer families
Q132 Stephen Williams: Can I link us back toand also into areas—
another target, the Government’s target of 50%
participation in higher education and how this links
Q127 Chairman: I was speaking to Peter Lampl of into that. Over the summer I have been around the
the Sutton Trust yesterday and he said the real FE colleges, Bristol City College, one of the largest
problem still is the goodies in education are in the country, and St Brenda’s, which is the largest
distributed unfairly. That is the central problem that catholic one, and the number of people who take A-
this Government has and it still has not faced up level courses at those colleges dwarf provision by
to that. any sixth form, but their social intake is broad while
Sir David Normington:There are two issues here: the the sixth forms, as the Chairman has just alluded to,
money that we distribute for schools has a major are largely middle class. How is this disparity in
factor in for deprivation, and that has been increased funding, which you recognise but do not seem to be
over this Government’s life. That is the ﬁrst thing. setting a target for bridging or closing completely,
contributing in an adverse way to meeting the
Q128 Chairman: Is it working? Government’s target of getting more people from
Sir David Normington: That is true. Secondly, there disadvantaged backgrounds into higher education?
is a speciﬁc issue, and I am putting my hands up to Sir David Normington: I have admitted that there is
that, about the gap between sixth form funding and this funding gap and what you say about the intakes
further education college funding. of sixth forms and further education colleges is
broadly true, although it varies. Obviously sixth
form colleges are in a diVerent position from generalQ129Chairman:You can put your hands up but you
do not seem very repentant. What are you going to further education provision. I think we are very
aware of the issue. I said earlier that we aredo about it?You have got three and a half years, why
is the gap not going to be closed? You have not said increasing resourcing for both sectors but we are not
closing the gap very much, and I accept that, and Ia word this morning saying, “Yes, we are going to
put it right”. think the Government accepts that. When ministers
have come here, as Charles Clarke has, they acceptSir David Normington: Our aim is to close that gap,
as Charles Clarke said. Over the next few weeks we that we have to try to make progress here. I am
saying to you we have not made enough progresswill be saying something which I hope will help in
that direction but the Government has decided to and I agree that in order to encourage more people
from the lower socio-economic groups to gaingive priority to school funding rather than college
funding. The other thing I was going to say was we A-levels or vocational equivalents you have to
support them in that. Many, many of them do thathave been increasing funding to colleges andwe have
been increasing the funding to 16–19 provision in in colleges. I am saying that we have to try to close
that gap or make substantial progress in thatcolleges and to some of the priority areas for adults,
like getting everybody up to Level 2. There have direction, I agree with that, and we have not done so.
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Q133 Stephen Williams: Can I make another point serious threat, job losses and so on. In any area, but
in an area like mine with older people who areabout widening participation, students who are in
higher education, particularly part-time students. retired, they are not just interested in gaining Level 2
qualiﬁcations, they are interested in keeping the greyThe Act of 2004 treats diVerently full time students
and part-time students. Are there any plans to have matter going and this is a terrible blow to
communities. I cannot imagine the Government didsimilar funding arrangements for part-time students
who are in higher education and also to give part- not realise this might be an outcome.
Sir David Normington: The Government was cleartime students themselves the same ﬁnancial support
that a full time student now gets under the top-up that it was expecting colleges, where they could, to
raise more money through fees. All colleges havefees regime?
Sir David Normington: I cannot say that today but their own decisions to take about what they charge
for andwhat not.We do not tell themwhat to do butwe are very aware of the issue and the Minister is
having a serious look at it. It is a disparity at the we do include something in the formula. In fact, our
estimate is that colleges forego about £100million ofmoment in the way fundingworks andwe are having
a serious look at it. income by not charging fees. Many colleges decide
to charge no fees at all.We think that is wrong really.
Our surveys show that where a course is valued,Q134 Stephen Williams: When might we hear the
people who can aVord to pay are very willing tooutcome of this serious look?
make a contribution to a course. They do notSir David Normington: I cannot tell you for sure, I
understand why they should not but they do expectam afraid that is a ministerial issue. I can tell you for
the Government to make a contribution as well. Isure that is being looked at.
have had the feedback that you have described. I do
not think it is as yet a national issue in terms of
Q135 Tim Farron: I am sure you are aware that 27% closures everywhere but we are looking to colleges to
of pupils, students of further education colleges, look for alternative ways of raising some of the
come from the poorest 15% of wards in the country, money. I am talking about a quarter to a third of it.
so the funding gap clearly does exacerbate the There is a lot ofGovernmentmoney going into adult
problem and ﬂies in the face of the Government’s learning and in the end governments have to say, “I
stated widening participation objectives. That point have got thismoney, how can I get themost value for
being made, I want to come back to the issue raised it?” 16–19 is a priority, getting adult basic skills up
earlier with regard to the LSC priorities. I wonder to an acceptable level is a priority, getting adults to
whether the Government has made any Level 2, which is the vocational equivalent of ﬁve
consideration of the likely impact on the viability of A–C GCSEs, is a priority. You have to have your
courses counted under other provision of adult priorities and some provision, therefore, will be
education in setting and revising the new LSC squeezed.
priorities and, if so, what is that likely considered
impact?
Q137 Tim Farron: The larger colleges are able toSir David Normington: There is about to be another
absorb some of these costs.statement about this because we are about to
Sir David Normington: I am aware of that.allocate money to the LSC for the next period, and
also at the same time we will be setting out the
priorities which the Government believes this sector Q138 Tim Farron: Certainly in an area like mine we
are talking about lots of small, perhaps school-should have. I think that already there is built into
the assumptions for some of the other provision an based, adult education centres that have no fat to
draw upon and they are seriously in danger ofassumption that there will be a large contribution
from the individual to the fees of that course. I think closing down.
Sir David Normington: I am aware of that and I willpreviously the assumptions were that the
Government would fund in its funding formula 75% take that point back to the others.
Tim Farron: I would be grateful if you would.of the cost with the expectation that fees would raise
25%.We have put that up to 27.5%. I referred to this
earlier. I think this issue of who pays for what Q139 Mr Marsden: Sir David, you made the point
courses is quite an important issue for us, accepting that it is for colleges tomake their own decisions and
that the Government will always seek to protect and the LSC is arms’ length in that respect from thembut
support those who cannot aVord to pay. That is an also from the Government in the sense that you give
issue that is very much being debated at the moment them the pot and they decide what to do with it. Is
and very much aVects the other provision, which is not the point that is emerging from this debate about
not a priority in a way for the Government funding of adult education, and I accept the
compared with its other priorities but obviously for Government has done an enormous amount in this
individuals can be very important for them. area, is that there is a law of perverse consequences.
Many of the things that we are hearing about,
certainly in my own neck of the woods in Blackpool,Q136 Tim Farron: You must have had feedback
since the priorities have been put into place. The these cuts in adult education, are going to aVect not
just people whowant to keep their grey matter goingimpact has not been that prices have gone up a bit
and private individuals pay a little bit more, the but people, particularly women in their 30s and 40s,
who need to re-skill themselves in order to remain inimpact has been that courses have closed down and
whole adult education centres have been put under the workforce. We have broader targets as a
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Government for meeting that. If I could give you a Q141 Chairman: We have been talking about
priorities and we understand governments have tovery speciﬁc example of the perverse consequence of
prioritise their spending, but as you do go round thethis. In my particular patch it is going to result in a
country, as all of us do who are interested inpotential reduction in the number of trade union
education, you must hear what we hear aboutlearners. That cuts directly across the Chancellor’s
Academies. People are in favour of Academies, theystate aim to expand the whole union learning
think it is a very good regenerative innovation, butenvironment. Do you not have a broader
they wonder why it has to be so expensive. Why doresponsibility in terms of overall Government policy
all Academies have to be new build? Why does itwhen discussing and deciding these things with the
have to be £25–30 million? Why can there not beLSCs and should you not have given clearer
partnerships with universities and Academies? It isguidance, particularly in respect of what the impact
the cost. People say there is nothing wrong with it inwas going to be in terms of Section 98?
principle but why should they be such costly items?Sir David Normington: I am in danger of repeating
Sir David Normington: The reason they are asmyself. First of all, this sector will get substantial
expensive as they are is because they are new builds,extra resource and theGovernment will be very clear
as you say. We would like to have morewhat its priorities are for that resource and it will
refurbishments. In fact, we have one or two now indescribe them. It will include getting an entitlement
the pipeline. We do not think all Academies need tofor all adults to get up to Level 2. It will include new
be new builds from the start. Very often Academiessorts of re-entry courses particularly for those who
are replacing schools that in many respects havehave not got basic skills. In the end this is about how
been neglected and are in areas where they havemuch money is available. One of the things that is
never really had decent educational provision. Onehappening in the skills sector is because of the
bit of feedback I have had is from people who haveemphasis that we are putting on raising the
said, “We never thought we would see anything likestandards of 16–19-year-olds, we are beginning to
this in our community, it does not happen in placessee many more staying on. We have not yet got the
like this”. That sort of reaction makes theoutcomes but many more are staying on. That is
investment worthwhile because it has a biggerputting enormous pressure on that bit of the budget.
community eVect than just the educational eVect.Similarly, our success in getting many, many more One last point on this: over the years we have notpeople coming back into basic literacy and built many new schools, not many really brand new
numeracy courses is also putting pressure on that secondary schools, so when people are seeing these
budget.We have tomake those choices with the LSC brand new schools going up they have not got much
and the LSC ultimately has to make the choices to compare themwith. In fact, these schools are not,
locally about what it will fund. We are very clear as new schools particularly in inner cities any more
about this issue of trying to protect the valuable expensive on average. Some individual projects are
provision locally and the LSC is very clear about but overall they are not any more expensive than if
that. As we make the funding allocations in the next you were building an ordinary new school. There is
few weeks we will be trying to ensure both that we a sort of myth about this that somehow they are very
have a clear set of national priorities but that the expensive. There are some very expensive projects
LSC will be trying to ensure that it is sensitive to and they are usually expensive because of some
these local issues. problem with the site, the clearing of land and so on,
which has important community beneﬁts; if you
have got polluted land cleaning it up is a good thingQ140 Mr Marsden:Given that is the case, can I just to do. Overall the average cost of Academies at this
emphasise and urge you to relay this to the LSCs, moment is not signiﬁcantly ahead of the cost of
that the impact of many of the cuts that we are building new schools.
hearing about in terms of adult learning are falling
disproportionately on those courses which are being Q142 Chairman: Sir David, that is part of our
delivered in non-traditional FE environments, such mission here, dispelling myths. Can I thank you, Sir
as community centres and so forth, and for those David and the two Stephens, for your attending and
groups of people who have been most reluctant in your answers to our questions. Could I congratulate
the past to enter into the FE structure, unless our new team on having just as much capacity and
attention is given to that, the whole social inclusion ability in asking diYcult questions. I hope everyone
aspect of this programme will be jeopardised. understood that our job is to be as robust as we
Sir David Normington: If you have those examples possibly can be. Thank you for your attendance and
we would like to have them. I know Bill Rammell we will see you again in the not too distant future.
Sir David Normington: Thank you.would like to have them.
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Question 65–75 (Chairman): The Department’s approach to sustainability covering particularly school
buildings, school meals and extended schools
Introduction
TheDepartment fully recognises its responsibility in promoting sustainable development in the classroom
and in its own policies and actions. The topic of Education for Sustainable Development has already been
the subject of a detailed inquiry by the Environmental Audit Committee, and the Government submitted
its response in June 2005 in Cm 6594.
The Department is in the process of establishing a full website on sustainability. This site will bring
together sources of advice and practical support for teachers, school heads and governors. The Sustainable
Schools website will provide an on-line community, disseminate good practice and oVer a shop window for
many schemes to promote their service to schools. Until this is fully developed two temporary pages are
in place:
— http://www.dfes.gov.uk/aboutus/sd/action.shtml summarises what the Department is doing to
contribute to sustainable development in the whole education ﬁeld; while
— http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/sd/curriculum/ gives advice on how sustainable
development can be reinforced in the classroom lessons across the whole curriculum.Four subjects
have sustainable development integrated in the statutory component of the National
Curriculum—science, citizenship/personal and social health education, design and technology,
and geography. The site also gives suggestions on how sustainable development can also be
covered in other subjects.
There is no one budget for sustainable development. There is a number of areas where sustainability can
be promoted or practised within the overall funds available to schools and educational bodies. Thus schools
and other bodies should use their funding in promoting sustainability issues in the wide classroom
curriculum, and encourage school management to adopt sustainable practices.
The Department gave grants of £938,100 to Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) for environmental
activity with schools in 2004–05. The Department and the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
AVairs (Defra) have commissioned an independent review of funding for Education for Sustainable
Development. The ﬁnal report should be published in December but both the Department and Defra agree
that following publication of the report there will be a need for closer joint working, clear and strategic
treatment of Education for Sustainable Development and engagement with NGOs. The detail of what this
actually entails will ﬂow from the recommendations of the review.
Early next year we expect to be going to public consultation on our Strategy for Sustainable Schoolswhich
follows on from the Sustainable Development Action Plan for Education and Skills launched by Charles
Clarke, as Secretary of State, in 2003. The Strategy will encourage all schools to become much more
sustainable in their curriculum, the school’s operation, and in the school’s links to the community
School Buildings
We are supporting capital investment of £5.5 billion this year, rising to £6.3 billion by 2007–08. This
includes the Building Schools for the Future programme which it is planned will invest over £2 billion a year
for the next 15 years in school buildings that will meet tough environmental targets. It is a requirement for
all new schools and large refurbishment projects over £500,000 in the case of primary schools, and £2million
in the case of secondary schools, to achieve a BREEAM Schools rating of “Very Good”. The Building
Research Establishment Environmental AssessmentMethod (BREEAM) is one of the CommonMinimum
Standards (CMS) for government procurement of building works which have been drawn up by the OYce
of Government Commerce.
We expect the BREEAM Schools requirement to be cost neutral, as many of the choices made in early
design, which decide how sustainable a school’s buildings are, have little or no cost.
Schools also have to comply with the new European Energy Performance of Building Directive to be
implemented by 2006. The new revision of Building Regulations, Part L2, Conservation of Fuel and Power,
being introduced in 2006 and new planning requirements on sustainable communities and renewable energy
will also make schools and other buildings much more sustainable. The improved energy performance of
school buildingswill help us tomeet our carbon dioxide reduction targets. Althoughmeeting these enhanced
requirements will result in a small increase in the capital cost of projects, over the lifetime of the buildings
the energy cost savings will greatly outweigh the increase in initial capital costs.
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SchoolMeals
It is the Government’s expectation that local authorities will lead, in partnership with other local
stakeholders—particularly parents, schools and health services—the development and implementation of a
local strategy to deliver a high quality, sustainable school meals service, which at least meets the nutritional
standards for school meals that will become mandatory in September 2006. £130 million will be allocated
to local authorities over three years to ensure that they can plan their transformation programmes well in
advance of the minimum nutrition standards becoming mandatory in September 2006. We have set as a
condition of funding that this strategy should include plans to begin the reintroduction of universal hot
meals provision, where it does not already exist, by September 2008.
In addition £90 million will be granted direct to schools over three years to enable them to fund local
improvements such as increased training and working hours for school cooks.
Extended Schools
TheGovernment is supporting the development of extended schools with funding of £840million between
2003 and 2008—£160 million has already been allocated, and the Government announced in June 2005 a
further £680 million for 2006–08. Of the £680 million, £250 million will go direct to schools through the
normal school funding arrangements. The remaining £430 million will be distributed by local authorities
who will be able to prioritise the allocation of resources according to need and their plans for the
development of extended services.
For some extended services, such as childcare, we expect them to become sustainable longer term by
charging. Parents on low income may be eligible for the childcare element of the working tax credit to
support the cost of school based childcare.
In addition to resources that schools already have in their baseline budgets for study support programmes,
the Government is investing a further £335 million by 2007–08 for secondary schools to develop a more
personalised programme of study support. For those schools with the highest number of pupils who have
fallen behind in their learning, the Government will provide a further £60 million shared between the
primary and secondary sectors in each of 2006–07 and 2007–08.
For other services such as health and social care and adult learning opportunities, local authorities, using
children’s trust arrangements, will provide resources to support services where appropriate.
The Government wants all schools to oVer access to extended services by 2010 with half of all primary
schools and a third of all secondary schools doing so by 2008. The core oVer will comprise of:
— high quality childcare, 8 am–6 pm all year round;
— varied menu of study support activities;
— parenting support;
— swift and easy referral to a wide range of specialist support services; and
— providing wider community access to ICT, sports and arts facilities including adult learning.
Question 99–100 (Chairman): The headquarter locations of the Sector Skills Councils
Sector Skills Councils are strategic employer-led bodies. Licensed by the Government they are leading
the drive to improve competitiveness and productivity in industry and business sectors across the UK. At
1 December 2005, 25 councils had been awarded ﬁve year licences:
Sector Skills Council Sector Location of
head oYce
Asset Skills Property services, housing, cleaning services Exeter
and facilities management
Automotive Skills The retail motor industry London W1
Cogent Chemical, nuclear, oil and gas, petroleum and Aberdeen
polymer industries
ConstructionSkills Construction Kings Lynn
Creative and Cultural Skills The Arts, Museums and galleries, heritage, London SE1
crafts and design, advertising
Energy and Utility Skills Electricity, gas, waste management and Solihull
water industries
e-skills UK Information technology, telecommunications London SW1
and contact centres
Financial Services Skills Council Financial services industry London EC2
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Sector Skills Council Sector Location of
head oYce
GoSkills Passenger transport Solihull
Government Skills Government Departments, executive agencies, London SW1
Non-Departmental Public Bodies and the
Armed Forces
Improve Ltd Food and drink manufacturing and processing York
Lantra Environmental and land based industries Coventry
Lifelong Learning UK Community learning, further and higher London EC4
education, library and information services,
work-based learning.
People 1st Hospitality, leisure, travel and tourism Uxbridge
Proskills UK Processing and manufacturing industries Abingdon
SEMTA Science, engineering and manufacturing Watford
technologies
Skillfast-UK Apparel, footware and textiles industries Leeds
Skills for Care and Development Social care, children, families and young people Leeds
Skills for Health The health sector across the UK Bristol
Skills for Justice Custodial care, community justice, court SheYeld
services, customs and excise, police
Skills for Logistics Freight logistics industry Milton Keynes
SkillsActive Active leisure and learning London WC1
Skillset Audio visual industries London WC1
Skillsmart Retail Retail London W1
SummitSkills Building services engineering Milton Keynes
Question 106–107 (Mr Marsden): Relocations that have taken place so far under the Lyons dispersal
programme
In July 2004, the Department made a commitment to relocate out of London and the South East around
800 posts from DfES and its partner organisations by 2010. We are conﬁdent that we will meet this
commitment.
Our strategy for achieving relocations is being taken forward alongside the Department’s national estates
strategy to ensure we achieve eYcient and eVective results for the business needs of the Department and its
partners.
A total of 94 posts have been moved out of London and the South East so far, comprising:
— 79 DfES posts, including six Senior Civil Service (SCS) posts, working on the Centre for
Procurement Performance, the Public Communications Unit and in the ﬁnance, facilities
management and human resource divisions, now based in SheYeld, Runcorn or Darlington; and
— 15 Children and Family Court Advisory and Support Service (CAFCASS) posts, including three
Deputy Regional Director posts, working on corporate services, now based in regional oYces.
Projects to relocate a further 300 posts are under way and will be complete by April 2006, including:
— at least 230 posts inOfstedmoving to their regional oYces in Bristol,Manchester andNottingham,
including a number of SCS and Team Leader posts; and
— around 70 posts in the Quality Improvement Agency (replacing the Learning and Skills
Development Agency) are moving to Coventry, including the CEO, three Directors and other
senior management posts.
Other relocations, which will meet the target of 800 posts by 2010, will result from plans being drawn up
with the Qualiﬁcations and Curriculum Authority, the Training and Development Agency for Schools and
other Non-Departmental Public Body partners.
Question 108 (Mr Wilson): The use of consultants in the Department
We have always been clear that the Department will continue to use consultants and other specialists
where the need arises—like any other organisation. We are also clear about the importance of using
consultancy where there is a proper business reason for doing so and where we can be sure we are getting
good value for money.
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A review of the engagement and use of consultants was commissioned by the Department’s Audit
Committee, which is chaired by a non-executive member of the Board. The Department’s Internal Audit
Division and the National Audit OYce (NAO) carried out the review in late 2004 and early 2005 and a good
practice guide was published subsequently by the NAO. This was circulated to senior managers in the
Department and placed on theDepartment’s internal guidance website. It has also been placed in the House
of Commons Library. The guide provides advice on: the advantages of the appropriate use of consultants;
classiﬁcation of consultancy costs; contract management and post contract evaluation; and the
implementation of consultants’ recommendations.
The term “consultant” does not, of course, just cover the conventional management consultant who
traditionally has had strong links to accounting concerns and accountancy bodies. There is a role for them
in the Department to ensure our systems of operations are eYcient and eVective, but the term is used much
more widely to cover a range of people from education, training, and children’s services who support the
Department’s work. These will include front line practitioners (eg head teachers and teachers) whom we are
using to increase our expertise on school and other education related issues, for example on school
improvement and how best to raise levels of pupil achievement.
We are able to tap into ﬁrst-hand, current expertise in a focused fashion, while not necessarily removing
staV completely from the school system. Areas where practitioners have played a key role include:
— as chairs for School Improvement Partnership Boards, established to give direction and challenge
to schools in diYcult circumstances;
— engaging with policy design, for example a consultant head teacher from West Sussex, engaged
part-time to ensure that her early experiences as a School Improvement Partner inform the work
as it is developed nationally;
— London Challenge advisers, acknowledged education experts, oVering direct challenge and
support to “Keys to Success” schools; and
— advisers to new Academies helping to make transformational changes, particularly in standards,
necessary in the most deprived areas.
Specialist educational consultants provide us with expert advice and guidance in developing teaching and
learning materials to support life long learning and skills provision, including: adult and community
learning; multi-media; business studies; Post-16 e-learning; and ITC user skills. There is also some high level
work in progress by Sir Andrew Foster on learning and skills transformation.
Children’s Services Improvement Advisers have been recruited from a range of backgrounds (mostly on
secondment or ﬁxed termappointment) to provide expertise and strengthen linkswith the bodies fromwhich
they have come. They have a strategic role in helping to promote and embed policies, supporting and
challenging as appropriate. Their challenge and support role is more intensive when the Department is
intervening on a formal basis, following inspection. As well as helping to embed policies, the advisers feed
back to the Department information on the progress of reform, which contributes to future policy
development and identiﬁcation of good practice.
The Department spent £4.7 million of its administrative budget in 2003–04 on consultancy as deﬁned by
the OYce for Government Commerce, which excludes external policy experts brought in to support policy
delivery, and £3.9 million in 2004–05. Spending on consultancy from programme budgets was not recorded
centrally beforeNovember 2004; however, fromNovember 2004–March 2005 (ﬁvemonths) theDepartment
spent £4.4 million. In the seven months to the end of October 2005, the Department has spent £1.5 million
from its administrative budget and £5.1 million from programme budgets on consultancy.
From November 2004 the Department reﬁned its accounting system which allowed it to identify more
securely expenditure on external policy experts. Analysis of the data shows that the Department spent
£9.5 million in this way between November 2004 and March 2005 and £4.2 million between April 2005 and
October 2005.
December 2005
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Members present:
Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair
Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods Helen Jones
Mr David Chaytor Mr Gordon Marsden
JeV Ennis Stephen Williams
Tim Farron Mr Rob Wilson
Witness:RtHon Ruth Kelly, aMember of the House, Secretary of State for Education and Skills, examined.
Q143 Chairman: May I welcome you to our work, however, I strongly believe (and the White
Paper sets out why) we have to engage parents inproceedings? It is very nice to see you here. I do hope
you had a very good visit in Yorkshire, particularly their children’s education. Our experience in areas
such as the Sure Start programme show howin Huddersﬁeld, yesterday. I am very sorry I could
not be there to greet you, but I believe my colleague important that is. Many parents are already
involved in their children’s education. We now haveHelen Mountford was with you for part of the visit.
I hope you enjoyed visiting Greenhead, which is the a huge challenge to make sure that all parents who
want to be involved are involved, but particularlynumber one college in A-level results in the country,
and New College not far behind. That is my those parents who are hard to reach and ﬁnd it
diYcult engaging with school life. We need to makeadvertisement for Huddersﬁeld. Can I also say that
this is a momentous time for us in the Education and sure that every school is a good school, building on
the enormous progress that has already been made.Skills Select Committee because here we are at the
beginning of a new Parliament, there is an education Without this we will condemn too many of our
young people to a sub-standard education. OfWhite Paper that we have a great interest in, and
education, as ever, is in the forefront of the course we will continue the investment that we have
already seen in our school buildings and also in theGovernment policy agenda? Secretary of State,
would you like to open with a short opening number of teachers and support staV, but sometimes
very decisive action is needed at the school level; sostatement?
Ruth Kelly: Certainly, Chairman. I thought I would wewill be taking tough action on schools that persist
in special measures and on schools that do not makesay a few words about the White Paper that was
published just last week. suYcient progress. That may mean poorly
performing schools federating with successful ones
or, indeed, being replaced by new trust schools or,Q144 Chairman: Can I tell you that when the
indeed, academies speciﬁc circumstances. We allquestioning arrives we are going to divide it fairly in
know that choice and access is too skewed in thehalf on school funding and ﬁnancial matters and
current system. For those who can aVord it, this canthen we will shift to the White Paper?
sometimes mean moving house or opting for aRuth Kelly: Fine, Chairman. Let me start by saying
private school. In the White Paper what I set out toa few words about the White Paper, if that is all
do is to give more choice to those parents whoright. The basis of the White Paper is about making
cannot aVord those options; and so theWhite Papersure that every child, no matter what their
focuses on transport, which picks up on some of thebackground, has the opportunity to develop their
proposals that have been put forward by the Selecttalents to the fullest extent. It will have a most
Committee, on choice advisers and opening upmoreprofound eVect, I think, on those children who live
options on admissions. I would like to say,in very diYcult circumstances where life is often
Mr Chairman, a few words about admissions.tough and aspirations particularly low.Our ﬁrst task
Admissions are a crucial part of the school system.in the White Paper, but also in schools, is to make
We are encouraging more schools to move to a self-sure that what goes on in the classroom is tailored to
governing status where they become their ownwhat every individual child needs. The White Paper
admissions authority, but I want to be absolutelycontains, I believe, a powerful package to this eVect,
clear about what this means and it what it does notusing increased resources, a reformed school
mean. The White Paper does not mark a return toworkforce and greater availability of ICT. There is a
the devisive 11-plus, a free-for-all in admissions, norparticular emphasis on catch-up classes for those
does it mean that the most disadvantaged childrenwho have fallen behind, particularly in the basics of
will lose out; in fact the opposite. School admissionsliteracy and numeracy, or indeed who arrive at
arrangements will continue to be within the law andsecondary school without having mastered the
have regard to the code of practice, and I ambasics; and there are proposals on stretch for those
committed to making regulations to guarantee thatwho would beneﬁt from an extra challenge in the
looked-after children, for example, will have priorityclassroom as well. There is a strong section in the
in admissions just as those with statements of specialWhite Paper on discipline following the publishing
educational needs already do; and where there areof the Steer Report, and we set out a tough new
doubts about the fairness of an admissions policy,approach to ensuring discipline and good behaviour
in our schools. To make this tailored approach then the important role of the school adjudicator
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comes in, and the school adjudicator will be able to We are quite interested in looking in some depth at
the White Paper, as you would imagine, and weconsider objections to admissions arrangements
even in self-governing schools. Local authorities, would like some guidance on how quickly the
legislation necessary to implement the White Paperindeed, parents and schools will have a right tomake
objections to any admission arrangements that are will come about. Do you have any idea howmuch of
the White Paper will need new legislation and whenset on the basis that they may not be fair. So if a
school which is its own admissions authority draws that will be introduced?
Ruth Kelly:No, Mr Chairman, the precise dates forup the catchment area, for example, that the local
authority does not think does justice to the children the introduction of new legislation are always
subject to change and will depend on negotiationsliving in that area, it could object to the school’s
adjudicator, which is on a statutory basis, about within government and other government
departments and so forth, but the timetable that Ithose admissions arrangements. The White Paper,
indeed, sets out a clear role for local authorities envisage for the White Paper is that we will be
consulting on its contents, making sure that we getgiving a coherent, more strategic and I think more
powerful role as a champion of parents and pupils in the details right, drawing up new legislation between
now and Christmas, perhaps into the New Year,their area. This means increasingly commissioning,
rather than providing, education with a duty to with legislation following, and the ﬁrst reading some
time after that. There will be new legislationpromote choice, diversity and fair access to schools.
So local authorities will not only, as they do now, required.
ensure a suYcient supply of places, letting popular
schools expand or federate, closing schools that are Q146 Chairman: In your mind do you have
poor or fail to perform, running competitions to February pencilled in or April?
open new schools, but they will also respond to Ruth Kelly: I should think it would be rather earlier
parents’ concerns about the range and quality of in the New Year than April.
schools on oVer, support parents when their children
are changing schools, engage parents when a failing
Q147 Chairman: Thank you. That gives us someschool is put into special measures; and this applies
guidance. Can I start the questioning in earnest byparticularly to those parents who would not
asking you this? We have looked at the ﬁgures verynaturally have a voice heard in the system. Local
carefully in terms of expenditure of the Department.authorities will help all schools improve their
It is no secret that there has been a great increase instandards and intervene decisively in those schools
expenditure in real terms as a per cent of GDP overthat are falling below expectations, issuing warning
a number of years, but it is also no secret that that isnotices and taking radical action promptly, and they
plateauing now, it is levelling up, and it is going towill have a stronger role in 14–19 provision as well,
be, within two years, more in line with the growth ofworking very closely with the local LSCs to ensure
GDP. At the same time there is not just the Whitehigh quality provision of 14–19 education in every
Paper but a lot of reforms going on in thearea. If this is the role of the local authorities, the
Department, and the White Paper you have justactual provision of schools will increasingly come
talked about is only the latest. In a sense thethrough the new Trust School arrangements that we
Committee is concerned, because changing is a veryare proposing. Trust Schools will be based on fair
expensive period, it costs money, but at the samefunding and fair admission—quite diVerent to the
time your income is going to be levelling out and, asold grant maintained schools. They can be delivered
a percentage, perhaps diminishing. Are you going tothrough a locally managed system—again,
be running into trouble delivering all these newcompletely diVerent from the old GM school
policies and all these changes at a time where youarrangements—and the opportunity to acquire a
have a lot less resource?trust will be open to every school, and we will make
Ruth Kelly: I do not think so, Mr Chairman. Let mesure that the schools commissioner acts to help
say why. First of all, investment is going to continueensure that potential trusts focus their interest on
and we have a commitment that was set in ourweaker schools and schools in disadvantaged areas
manifesto that education as a proportion of GDPwhich are in need of greatest support. As we know
would continue to rise across this Parliament; so Ifrom specialist schools and academies, the
expect to see signiﬁcant investment in educationopportunity to form a link with an external partner
over the coming years. That is not to say that the ratewho can bring drive and support is a key to drive real
of growth will be the same. Of course that is variableschool improvement. I think,Mr Chairman, this is a
and will depend on the economic situation of thepackage that addresses the needs of every school
time. However, investment in our schools, andand, indeed, every pupil in every community. It will
particularly in capital, will continue, and, in fact,target more resources for those with the greatest
through our BSF programme, we are committed toneed and help close the attainment gap between
a very long-term strategy for improving the capitaldisadvantaged pupils and others, it will put
stock of both secondary schools and, indeed, morepersonalisation and discipline at the heart of the
recently we have set ourselves a strategy forschools reform agenda and it will increase choice,
upgrading the capital stock of primary schools asbut particularly for disadvantaged groups.
well, and that capital investment will deliver our
programme, including on the Schools White Paper.Q145 Chairman: Thank you for those opening
For instance, in Building Schools for the Future localremarks, Secretary of State. Can I open the
questioning by getting a bit of a timetable from you? authorities—and this brings me into the second part
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of today’s session—will have a clear role for setting accountability of schools so that they have a single
out their educational vision for an area. To have conversation with the local authority school
really signiﬁcant capital sums at your disposal as a improvement partner about how well they are doing
local authority is a huge lever which will help you and howwell each pupil in their school is performing
and enable you to carry out this role eVectively; so it rather than a myriad of separate accountability
is quite possible to argue that they will ﬁnd it easier frameworks, I think you will be able to see the
in future to undertake the radical change to direction of travel in which we are shifting and why
education that we envisage than they have in the that will enable us to both release staV but also use
past. The second point is that what we are trying to that money more eVectively in supporting the
do through the Schools White Paper and in other front-line and improving teaching and learning.
areas of the Department is to become more strategic
and devolve increasingly to the front-line the
Q149 Chairman: The direction of travel might bedetailed decision-making that in some cases used to
encouraging, but will you not have a rather nastytake place more centrally, and, the more that we can
accident some way along the road if, on the onedo that, the more we can trust our front-line
hand, our concerns about lack of fundingpartners, including our teachers and support staV
materialise (and you knowmore about the Treasuryand our head teachers in schools, the easier that will
than most people in this room), but, on the other,become. It will enable us to reduce the number of
out of that Treasury, out of Gershon, you are goingstaV needed in the Department, but also see, I think,
to have, I think, 4.3 billion savings. This could derailgreater eYciency secured at the front-line.
or push you oV the road, could it not?Where are you
going to ﬁnd £4.3 billion savings that is going to be,
Q148 Chairman:At the moment, Secretary of State, not fudged, but you are going to be held to account
you do not have a permanent secretary, but we did by the public accounting authorities?
interview him I think the day before he moved to the Ruth Kelly: I think we are completely capable of
Home OYce. He was not very convincing when we meeting the 4.3 billion within the timescale that we
asked him about this change in the nature of the have been set to achieve it, and, as I think the
Department from a normal department to a Committee is aware, we will be subject to the
strategic department. Indeed, some of the unions National Audit OYce making sure that we do
involved in your Department are rather unhappy achieve the eYciency savings that we have set out to
about this. They cannot really see much of a change; achieve, and we have been very transparent about
they are feeling a bit unsettled and perhaps loss of how we are going to do that. We will achieve it, for
some conﬁdence in their future, but all in all, from example, through better use of teacher time—more
Sir David down to your regular workers and productive time. Our workforce reforms are all
members of trade unions there is a worry that this about enabling teachers to spend more time
strategic change is not apparent? preparing their lessons and delivering high quality
RuthKelly: I hope I can reassure you,MrChairman, lessons to pupils and less time carrying out
that I do still have a permanent secretary, even administrative functions that can easily be done by
though his departure has been announced. SirDavid support staV in the school. It is a very good example
Normington, thankfully, will be with us until the of teachers being able to work more eYciently and,
New Year before he transfers to the Home OYce; so indeed, eVectively and will help and allow them to
there is continuity in policy and in leadership in the raise standards.
Department. However, you are right to draw
attention to the fact that we have to and are
becoming a more strategic department. To give you Q150 Chairman: So you are going to save the money
one concrete example, it used to be the case that in schools?
there were over 40 or 50 separate funding streams Ruth Kelly: A lot of it will be saved in schools
going to schools which the Department centrally because most of our money is now devolved to the
monitored, evaluated, held to account, had policy front-line. There will also be savings through better
teams working out how that money should be spent, procurement practices, working with schools and
which schools had to apply for, which they then had others to achieve savings in procurement and cash
to spend their time not just bidding for, and so forth, savings in schools through that as well which they
but ﬁlling in evaluation forms and sending them will then redirect. They have a real incentive to go
back to the Department to be accounted for. In down this route because they will be able to redirect
future schools will have their devolved money and that money towards the front-line.
they will have basically two large separate funding
streams. This is a radical simpliﬁcation of the
Q151 Chairman: With the front-line you includeallocation of funding to the front-line that enables
further education. Would you be able to be morenot just us to take a more strategic approach to the
generous, as the demographics will, in any event,nature of our relationship with schools but actually
save you money, with less and less children comingschools themselves to have a more strategic
through. I think on a previous occasion theapproach to how they handle that money and
Ministers told us you could save 50,000 teachers.account for it. When you combine that with our
You could dowithout 50,000 teachers because of thecompletely new accountability system that we have
demographic change. Is there any thought in yourthrough the school improvement partnership, the
new relationship with schools, which streamlines the mind that would shift that to this FE sector where
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there are many complaints to members of this Ruth Kelly: We have already had major pledges of
sponsorship.Committee that there is insuYcient funding for all
sorts of adult education?
Ruth Kelly: If you go back far enough, there have
Q155 Chairman: You will do everything you can tobeen drives for eYciency savings in the past and they
bring the Skills Olympics here?have not borne fruit because the people at the front-
Ruth Kelly: Yes, but we have to do it in a cost-line have not seen the real beneﬁts of achieving those
eVective way, and that is what I am absolutelyeYciency savings in terms of their own ability to
determined to do, because there are risks attached.invest more in the front-line and to drive up
standards of teaching and learning. What this
Government has done in contrast is to say to the Q156 Chairman: You will not put up an impossible
front-line that, if you achieve the eYciency savings, bar?
which you have a real incentive to meet, you will be Ruth Kelly: I will not put up an impossible bar, I will
able to reinvest that money in improving standards put up a realistic one, but I have a responsibility to
of teaching and learning. the tax-payer to ensure that we use tax-payers’
money to best eVect, and we have to be absolutely
clear about what the costs and beneﬁts of holdingQ152 Chairman: You are dodging a bit here,
the Skills Olympics are. Personally I think theSecretary of State, if I may say so. Is there a chance
beneﬁts could be very large. It certainly could raisethat some of this saved resource could be shifted to
the proﬁle of skills in this country; it could excite theFE, because there are a lot of complaints about
interest of many people who currently are notcontinuing in education at the moment?
considering pursuing further skills to do so.Ruth Kelly: Mr Chairman, you will well know
However, we have to be very clear about what themy personal commitment and, indeed, our
potential costs are as well, and it is important that weDepartment’s commitment to see the participation
take both sides into account.rate rise from 75% to 90% over the next 10 years.
Chairman: Thank you for those opening replies.Clearly there will be a big demographic shift in
Secretary of State, we will mull over them.secondary schools. Not just yet, but in a few years’
time, that will start to have a real impact in the
classroom. I would like to see some of that dividend Q157 Mr Chaytor: Secretary of State, the
being used to help increase the staying-on rate, Government is proposing a revolution in the
which will mean being used to support 14–19 autonomy of the diYcult schools, but at the same
specialist pathways and making sure that that time you have nationalised the funding system. Do
happens on the ground and that people do have you see some contradiction between those two?
more choices to follow courses that suit them, learn Ruth Kelly: I do not agree with your premise that we
in ways that suit them but also to stay on. I hope have nationalised the school funding system. What
more and more students will chose to do that. we do have is a system where the funding that goes
to schools is now on theDepartment’s balance sheet.
Where that sits on the balance sheet I do not thinkQ153 Chairman: In terms of shifting resource, there
determines how that money ﬂows or, indeed, thehas been a disturbing story running around this
accountability for that money. In fact localweek that our opportunity to host what some people
authorities, both in the White Paper but also in thecall (I know we are not supposed to) the Skills
funding system, have an incredibly important role toOlympics, but the summit for the focus for skills in
play, just as strong a role as they have had in the past2011 is under some threat even tomake a bid because
and in some senses stronger in terms of the WhitetheDepartment is being rather meanwith its money.
Paper measures, for allocating the money which isAre you aware of that? Surely you want the Skills
now ring-fenced by Government for the use ofOlympics to come to Britain in 2011?
schools, and, indeed, in some areas local discretionRuth Kelly: I am determined that we use resources in
has increased, for example, through the schoolsthe most cost-eYcient way that we can. We have put
forum where the schools forum now have an inputin already an initial expression of interest in the
over how that money is used, their views have to beSkills Olympics, and we are seeking external
taken into account. They can in some circumstances,sponsorship to help us do that. I am sure that your
for instance, take local decisions about how schoolsCommittee would agree that that is the right way
funding links in with theEveryChildMatters agendaforward, to try and draw in external partners in this
and so forth, decisions that could only in the pastsort of bid. We already have had some very strong
have been taken by the Department. So the localcommitments externally and we will continue to
funding formula is still drawn up by local authoritiesseek them.
who are responsible for distributing money.
Q154 Chairman: Secretary of State, the word on the
Q158 Mr Chaytor:What proportion of total schoolstreet, as I like to say, is that you are giving the
spend is subject to the local funding formula aspeople organising this only four months to obtain
against the national prescription?sponsorship before making a decision. We have
Ruth Kelly: If you are trying to get at what the newseveral years to deliver on the sponsorship. Surely
funding allocation mechanism will be, of course, wefour months to get the sponsorship in place is too
short a time? are consulting on that, but what we have said is that
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local authorities will be responsible for distributing guarantee did was introduce a ﬂoor to the changes
so that no authority or particular school would losethe money which is allocated to them through the
national funding formula. out disproportionately very rapidly. I think that
most people accept that that was a sensible
precaution to take at the time; indeed, if you look atQ159 Mr Chaytor: The Government is determined
funding changes throughout government, whenthat for the current three-year period there will be a
redistribution is considered there is normally a ﬂoorminimum funding guarantee, so there is no
set in place to minimise disruption. It is clearly thediscretion of local authorities there?
case that we are consulting on the new fundingRuth Kelly: There will be two minimum funding
formula at the moment. We are currentlyguarantees. There will be a minimum funding
considering those responses and should haveguarantee at the level of the school, because you
something to say on that fairly shortly.rightly point out that this is an issue but that schools
have asked us for stability and security of funding as
Q163MrChaytor: So you are saying that the processan absolute priority at the moment, but there will be
of redistribution as outlined in 2003 will continue?clear priorities that the local authority has because
Ruth Kelly: What I have said is that we arewe are also saying that local authority funding will
consulting on that. We put out the consultationincrease by a speciﬁc amount over the spend that it
paper in July, we are currently examining thehad in the previous year; so it will be able both to
responses to that and I will make a statementmeet the minimum funding guarantee and have
shortly.some headroom to distribute according to local
priorities and local need.
Q164 Mr Chaytor: Am I right in thinking that there
is still half a billion pounds to be allocated to schoolsQ160 Mr Chaytor: If you wanted a real market
in the next ﬁnancial year?system in our schools and if you want the more
Ruth Kelly: If you are talking about the headroompopular schools to expand more freely, should not
that there is between the minimum fundingthe funding system allow that to happen? What you
guarantee and the total of the GSD, there is aare eVectively doing is putting a damper on it to
substantial amount of headroom. I cannot tell youprevent the full consequences of a market system
what that ﬁgure is oV the top of my head, but whatdeveloping?
I have said is that a substantial proportion of that IRuth Kelly: We are putting a damper on this, and I
would like to see directed towards thethink, for absolutely good and sensible reasons, very
personalisation agenda which will enable schools torapid movements in funding can be very disruptive
direct resources to those pupils who have notfor a local area.
attained the necessary levels when they start
secondary school in English andmaths, and so forth,Q161 Mr Chaytor: Does that not undermine the
and also help them provide extra lessons for thewhole basis of a market system?
most able.Ruth Kelly: Not at all. Indeed, 75% of the money
follows the pupil immediately, so there are quite
Q165 Mr Chaytor: That is going to be used to shapestrong incentives for the school to expand and so
the curriculum in individual schools rather thanforth. You would not want very rapid changes to hit
address the problems of funding between localschools, and indeed they indicated to us that they
authorities?want some security of funding. I think local
Ruth Kelly:You are right. What I have been talkingauthorities accept that as well. The minimum
about is how the headroom should be used withinfunding guarantee is on a per pupil basis, so that
schools, but local authorities will still have todoes help provide some security for schools, and the
distribute that between schools, and clearly therefact that only 75% of the money follows the pupil
still is the issue about relative local authorityprovides an extra element of security for schools as
funding.well.
Q166 Mr Chaytor: Can I ask ﬁnally, do you intendQ162MrChaytor: In the 1997 electionmanifesto the
that all schools will be subject to the same fundingGovernment was committed to reviewing the
mechanism in time?funding formula for local authorities and made
Ruth Kelly: This is something of local discretion.some changes in that Parliament. In the 2001
Local authorities will still set their local fundingmanifesto the Government said it would reform the
formula—we will not be doing this fromfunding formula for local authorities and did so
Whitehall—and there is a rough and ready fundingfrom 2003. The impact of the minimum funding
allocation mechanism which enables us to distributeguarantee is to stop those changes to a fairer system
funds through the direct school grants to individualin their tracks. Are we going to see the
local authorities, but local authorities will then haveimplementation of the principles of the ending of
the discretion to allocate that between their localSSA and the shift to FSS in this Parliament, or has
schools on the basis of relative and even priority.that now been abandoned completely?
Ruth Kelly: I do not accept that the implementation
of the minimum funding guarantee prevented the Q167 Mr Chaytor: But currently academies are
outside of that system.redistribution that I presume you are talking about
in its tracks at all. What the minimum funding Ruth Kelly: They are.
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Q168MrChaytor:Will they stay outside that system Department says: “Our eYciencies are in the main
eYciency gains.” Could you give me youror will there be a common system for all schools,
including academies? understanding of what that means?
Ruth Kelly: For example, if a teacher uses ICT toRuth Kelly: No, academies will still be funded from
Whitehall. teach and uses an interactive white board and uses a
prepared digital curriculum, we know that it takes
less time for that teacher to prepare a really highQ169 Stephen Williams: I think David has covered
quality lesson. That is a clear eYciency gain.most of the questions we had, but can I ask you a
question about the dedicated schools grant that
David referred to as the nationalisation of school Q176 Mr Wilson: How then will it be apparent in
funding? At the moment my own local authority, 2007–08 that the Department has made this 4.3
Bristol, has historically over-spent over the old SSA billion of savings compared to 2004 when this all
and funding formula share. When the dedicated began?
schools grant comes in next year will that overspend Ruth Kelly: Because savings will be audited by the
be protected and funded directly from your National Audit OYce at all levels, they will be
Department? audited at the level of the front-line, including the
Ruth Kelly: It will be based on last year’s funding level of the Department, so we will see whether and
levels, so, yes. how these eYciency gains materialise.
Q170 Stephen Williams: You say, yes. Q177 Mr Wilson: Have you any idea how the
Ruth Kelly: It will be based on the actual spend National Audit OYce will evaluate those savings?
last year. Ruth Kelly: Yes, they have very clear mechanisms,
which are set out, as to how they are going to do this
Q171 Stephen Williams: There are also authorities and, indeed, the Department’s technical eYciency
that historically have under-spent as well. I think note, which has been put on our website, I think, is
there is roughly 100 million of underspend and one of the most transparent in government and will
200 million of overspend. Is this new dedicated enable them to do that fairly easily.
schools grant going to adjust just for that
straightaway? Is it going to be phased? Q178MrWilson: In that casewill theDepartment be
Ruth Kelly: You will have to wait to see the precise able to provide detailed evidence of the new
details. What we have said is that it will be based on expenditure that it has undertaken using the money
actual spend last year plus a minimum funding from the eYciency gains? Will you be able to
guaranteed element. catalogue where you have made the savings and
what it has been spent on?
Q172 Stephen Williams: Local authorities obviously Ruth Kelly: This is something that schools or other
will be starting to put their budgets forward soon. front-line services, just to take schools as an
How soon will they get certainty over what their example, do all the time. They make eYciency gains,
budget for next year will be? for example, through the greater use of ICT or
Ruth Kelly: Quite soon. through workforce reform, and, as a result, they
improve the standards of teaching in the classroom
Q173Chairman: Sowe are absolutely sure, Secretary and results rise. How precisely you capture what
of State, we are going to continue with the minimum impact that has on teaching and learning is quite
funding guarantee after the next two years? hard, but how long it takes a teacher, for example,
Ruth Kelly:What we have said is that we will review to prepare a lesson is something that can be captured
the operation of the minimum funding guarantee quite accurately and, indeed, that is the sort of
after two years, and, of course, it may need measurement which will take place.
adjustment in the light of diVerent priorities at the
time. Q179 Mr Wilson: History has shown that eYciency
savings are particularly diYcult to sustain, and even
Q174 Chairman: You are not worried that you will your Department has had a failure to do that in the
run into the same sorts of problems that you had past. How are you going to expect teachers and
last time? governors in schools to make these savings, because
Ruth Kelly: I think security and stability of funding you have to ﬁnd most of them in schools, when they
is an absolutely critical element for us to look at and are not experts in making eYciency savings? Will
to try and ensure that schools have stability in they not need some sort of help to do this?
funding. We have a system at the moment that Ruth Kelly: They get a huge amount of help to do
guarantees that theminimum funding guarantee will this. If you are looking at workforce reform in
meet all cost pressures no matter what they are. I schools as a model, which is about using teachers
think over time we will have to take a very good, and support staV more eVectively as part of the
hard look at that and see what eYciency savings school team, our national remodelling team, which
really mean at school level. is eVectively the operations arm of our Department,
was out there in schools helping tomake this happen
on the ground, and schools have had access to thatQ175 Mr Wilson: I would like to dig, if I may,
Secretary of State, more into the eYciency savings very intensive personal support to make their staV
more productive. They have also had a huge rangethat Chairman touched on at the start. Your
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of training days and so forth. If you are looking at Ruth Kelly: They do know what value for money
savings they are supposed to produce, and that isprocurement practices, that is something that we can
part of the conversation which they have with theissue central guidance on and that schools have an
school improvement partner in their annualincentive to take extremely seriously. I think the last
accountability.time that you considered this in Committee with the
Permanent Secretary and others he mentioned the
example of school insurance, where I understand Q185 Chairman: If I went to a school in my
that, within a number of years, schools could save constituency, walked through the door and said to
the head, “How much have you got saved underbetween two and three thousand pounds each if they
Gershon?” they will be able to tell me?followed the new guidelines. The reason they will go
Ruth Kelly: I think it is the sort of thing that schooldown this route, I am conﬁdent, is that they can then
improvement partnerships in their training learnreinvest that money in hiring more teaching or in
about and then can question the head teacher aboutimproving the quality of the school in some other
how they are procuring eYciency savings at the levelway, but they can reinvest the money into delivering
of the individual school.better front-line services.
Q186 Dr Blackman-Woods: Secretary of State, the
Q180MrWilson: Can I be clear about what is going DfES and LSChave recently announced the funding
to happen with this is 4.3 billion? Will you be priorities for further education for the next two
funding increased activity from the same budget or years. Can you tell us how the new funding priorities
will the Treasury give you 4.3 billion less to perform address the perennial problem of the gap in funding
the same tasks? for 16–19 courses between sixth forms and FE
Ruth Kelly: Increased activity. colleges? Is the aim still to close that gap?
Ruth Kelly: I know how emotive this issue is; it is
something that is brought to my attentionQ181 Mr Wilson: It will be increased activity. In
incessantly. Indeed, I have sympathy with the FE2007–08, if you are still Secretary of State for sector when it points out the funding rates, forEducation at that point, you can give us a guarantee example, are lower in the 16–19 FE sector than in
that there will be 4.3 billion of savings? schools, and one of the things that I was determined
Ruth Kelly:As far as it is possible to give a guarantee to do in the LSC funding package was to make clear
in these issues, that is what we are working towards that the MFG (minimum funding guarantee) rates
and I am absolutely conﬁdent we will achieve it. applied to 16–19 across the board rather than just
schools. Clearly that stabilises the situation rather
than improves it. I think there is some way still to go,Q182 Chairman: Have members of your staV sent
and I understand that the funding gap has beenout any memoranda on the implications of Gershon
identiﬁed as even larger than the gap in the fundingto schools yet? Have you communicated to them the
rates, and I am very aware of that as well. I am alsolevel of savings that they have to make?
aware of the commitment that has been made in theRuth Kelly: We are communicating through the
past, which I am personally committed to as well, toprocurement issues very intensively with schools, try to narrow that gap as resources permit, and, fortrying to identify what can be provided where that reason, we are very closely looking at the
support is needed and where they would welcome diVerence in funding and how we might make more
extra support. We tend to look at these on an progress towards that in the future.
individual basis. What can be done with the school
workforce to make it more productive? What can be
Q187Dr Blackman-Woods:Do you have a timetabledone with the ICT budget to make teachers use their
in mind, because “when resources permit” could betime more eVectively? What can be done with any time. Is there a timescale there to address this?procurement, and so forth. Ruth Kelly: I would like to make signiﬁcant progress
on this. We are currently looking in detail at the
issue. I shall have more to say on this in theQ183Chairman:You have not got to the stagewhere
coming weeks.every school has one of those thermometers with
savings that they must make with a price tag on it?
Q188 Dr Blackman-Woods: I had a meeting with theRuth Kelly: I think they would rather see it as
LSC earlier this week. They are clearly happier thatimprovements and eVectiveness of the delivery of
they have got a clearer set of priorities now, and theyteaching in the classroom and meeting the needs of
are wondering, as we all are, are the priorities toochildren more eVectively, and that is what this is all
narrow now? Do they enable us to retrain peopleabout.
who are already in work? Can you tell us whether
you think the priorities are too narrow? What scope
Q184 Chairman: Secretary of State, if you want an is there for extending those priorities in the future?
individual school to have responsibility for the Ruth Kelly: This is the ﬁrst time that the
management of their organisation, should you not Government has been absolutely clear about its
be fair and say: “This is the sum. This is the target priorities for skills, and I think it is hugely important
for you to save. This is what you must meet”? It is for the Government to make its priorities clear,
particularly since there has been a 45% real termsrather inchoate if they do not know what the bid is?
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increase in funding into the FE sector since 1997; so been set to draw those people in and to provide free
training where necessary. That could be done withinthere are very signiﬁcant resources being put in.
What we have to ask ourselves all the time is where the Skills for Life budget, where only about four
ﬁfths of it, I think, is allocated for qualiﬁcations. Itshould that money be spent most eVectively? There
are some cases, like 16–19 education, where students could actually be done through other routes as well.
It could be done, for example, through the localhave an entitlement to receive training, skills
acquisitions and education, so we have a authority controlled funding of personal community
development—some of that could be securedresponsibility to make sure that is a government
priority. There are other areas where we know that there—but it is absolutely right to try to draw those
people into learning, and the intention is in no wayskills acquisition is hugely important to an
individual’s life chances, particularly their chances to sacriﬁce those people; indeed the reverse.
and prospects of future employability.We know, for
example, that all the skills acquisition up to level two Q190 Tim Farron: Following up on that point, Sir
is really important in terms of employability. David Normington said when we quizzed him on
However, there are no clear individual returns in this that the Department had not anticipated the
terms of ﬁnancial returns from investment from the damaging impact of the LSC funding priority
individual’s point of view in the acquisition of those changes on adult education centres, particularly in
skills, nor, indeed, in terms of the employer interest smaller rural areas. I wonder, after the fact you have
in funding skills acquisition up to level two. From a become concerned about the impact on courses and
social point of view, therefore, I think we have a very the potential closure of some of the smaller centres,
clear rationale for directing government funding in what you might do about it?
terms of basic skills acquisition and level two Ruth Kelly: I think this was a point that was raised
acquisition. We know that above level two there is a at the last committee that the Department is now
direct ﬁnancial return, both to the individual and to looking at, but the intention by being clear about
the employer, for investment in the acquisition of priorities is not to have an impact on any particular
those skills. It strikes me that it is only sensible, pattern or provision. Indeed, what we have done
therefore, to think about the relative contribution through the National Employer Training
between government, the employer and the Programme, by working directly with employers, is
individual in post level two skills acquisition for saying to employers that we would fund the
adults, and that is what the LSC has set out in its provision which best meets their training needs, and
funding priorities. I am absolutely clear, they are for some, that would be in FE colleges but much of
absolutely clear, that it is right to ask for an it would also be outside FE colleges, adult training
individual contribution and the employer centres and private training providers as well. It is
contribution where appropriate to post level two not clear to me which direction the impact would
training. This does not mean to say that somehow be, but I am happy to look at his particular
one has committed to level three training and above; circumstances.
in fact the opposite. It means that we are determined
to invest the money most eVectively and to get best
Q191 Tim Farron: I have forwarded somevalue from it. For instance, at level three we would
information from my constituency to yourexpect, through the national employer training
colleague, the Minister for Lifelong Learning. Thepilots, for the employer to fund level three training
concern is really that we are not just talking abouton the condition that they also provide level two
drawing people into life-long learning perhaps in thebasic skills training paid for by theGovernment, but
early part of their lives; we are talking about thewe are also piloting in two regions match-funding
entire. . . . This is a valuable part of communityfor level three acquisition to see how that works in
provision that is being hit. A large FE college canpractice.
probably absorb the changes; a small adult
education centre, the evidence seems to be, cannot?
Ruth Kelly: The question really is whether they areQ189 Dr Blackman-Woods: I am not sure that we
able to charge fees for the provision that we arehave dealt with the group of people who do not have
putting on, and we are sending a very clear message.level two qualiﬁcations, do not need basic skills
We know what our priorities are; we are very clearqualiﬁcations but do either need a way into re-
about them. The sector will have to adapt to thoseskilling or to up-skill, and it is that group that the
priorities. It does not in any way mean that otherLSC seem to be quite concerned about, indeed we
courses should be withdrawn. What it does mean isare all concerned about. Perhaps you could
that colleges and other providersmight have to thinkelaborate a bit on how that group can be dealt with?
harder about whether they charge fees at all or theRuth Kelly: I think it is a very important group.
level of fees they charge. We also know that whenStudents and potential students, who might need to
you ask learners who learn for leisure purposesacquire entry level qualiﬁcations before acquiring
whether they would be prepared to invest some theirthe full level two qualiﬁcation, still need to be drawn
own money in going to those courses, theinto the sector, they need attention, they need the
overwhelming opinion is, “Yes.”support and nurture to gain those entry level
qualiﬁcations of one, two or three before going on to
acquiringmore advanced qualiﬁcations. It is clear to Q192 Tim Farron: The marginal impact has been
me that colleges and other training providers ought signiﬁcant, I would say. I can think of examples like
lip-reading courses, for instance, that are beingto be able to ﬁnd awaywithin the priorities that have
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withdrawn because of the additional cost, but we have been going out to do onwidening participation.
I am very committed to this widening participationwill not get into the nitty gritty. Your colleagues will
see the correspondence and I hope we will see some agenda. Indeed, we have seen, as a result of the new
bursary system, that a very signiﬁcant proportion ofaction. Let us move on to the issue of part-time
students and to say that this Committee welcomed, the extra fee income raised has been allocated
towards bursaries from universities and wasat least, in a lukewarm way, the additional money
provided towards education fees for part-time signiﬁcantly higher than we as a Department were
expecting them to contribute. The result is that it isstudents, and lukewarm because we are concerned
that part-time students are still not treated in a now quite possible for someone from a low income
background to get into university with verycomparable way to full-time students. I wonder
whether you would tell us whether you would signiﬁcant ﬁnancial support both through the
national system but also through individualconsider giving that parity with regard to allowing
part-time students to defer their fees in the same way bursaries from universities. Are some universities
going to ﬁnd it easier to oVer bursaries than others?that full-time students are able to?
Perhaps that is true, but the fact of the matter is thatRuth Kelly: I think we have come up with a very
we have seen a very substantial rise in the size of thecreative solution to the issue of part-time students
ﬁnancial support package being oVered to students,actually. I think it is important to recognise that this
and I think that has enhanced the opportunities andGovernment was the ﬁrst government to provide
choices that they are able tomake as a result and hasany support to part-time students at all to meet their
particularly helped those from low incomefees, and there was no fee support before 1998
backgrounds.whatsoever. The Higher Education Act, which
deregulated fees up to a point, up to a cap, did not
include part-time students, and institutions came to Q194 Tim Farron: But those universities that are
us and argued that we should look at them good at attracting students from widening
separately from other students and we should think participation backgrounds are the ones that have the
more carefully about what support should be least wherewithal to do more of that?
provided to them, and we have done that. We have Ruth Kelly: Some of this actually ties into the
come to a solution which proposes a very large question that was asked about part-time students,
increase in fee-support for low income students with because some of those institutions that are very good
signiﬁcant rises in the means-tested fee grant for low at working in participation have a disproportionately
income part-time students, which I amhappy to take large number of part-time students; so the additional
the Committee through, but you probably have that help for part-time students will help. The HEFCE
information already. board are considering additional measures on
part-time students as well.
Q193 Tim Farron: Staying with higher education,
the concern expressed when Sir David Normington Q195 Mr Marsden: Secretary of State, as a former
was here with regard to variable bursaries, I would Open University student myself until 1997, I
like to raise with you now. Obviously the welcome very much the additional support you have
Government is reacting with concern, and I am glad given to part-time students, and I think no-one in the
it is, to the declining proportion of entries into room would be in any doubt that the Government
higher education from state schools and frompoorer has made enormous strides in terms of the funding
backgrounds. The provision of bursaries obviously of FE over recent years, but the issue of adult
is tied up with the wherewithal of institutions to top learners will not go away, and I think the critique is
up those bursaries. The example we have used that, although the decisions that have been made by
already is that Cambridge University has a turnover the LSC may have been tactically smart, they are
of 650 million, Middlesex a turnover of 120 million, not very right strategically. The Associate
despite the fact that Middlesex has something like Parliamentary Skills Group last week produced a
four or ﬁve thousand more students. Clearly the report in which they indicated, not just that the
wealthier universities with the wealthier student majority of members of Parliament believed that we
proﬁles will have more bursaries, and those had to invest equally in the skills and training of
universities with the better track-record of recruiting adult learners, but also that the demographics over
people from diYcult to reach backgrounds and the next 10 to 15 years are going to invert the
poorer backgrounds will have the least money pyramid, or the trapezium, if you like, of learning,
available to attract those students? and you really are going to have a massive new
Ruth Kelly:There are a number of points there. First cohort of people who are going to need to be re-
of all on the facts about the number of students from skilled and retrained in their forties and ﬁfties. Have
state schools going to university, after three you taken that on board, has the LSC taken it on
consecutive annual rises and a proportion of board and what are you going to do beyond the
students from state schools going to university, there immediate funding issues to address that problem?
was a tiny blip in the proportion, but that was Ruth Kelly: It is a very important point. Part of the
accompanied by a rise in the absolute number. rationale behind the current funding priorities is that
Clearly that set lots of people oV saying there was there is a clear social as well as an economic rationale
some crisis in applications from state school pupils. for investing in those adults who have poor literacy
In fact their numbers have gone up in recent years. and numeracy skills but also who have not had the
opportunity at school or while they were young toThat is a tribute, I think, to thework that universities
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acquire a ﬁrst ﬂoor level two qualiﬁcation. I think it nationally for learners. Stephen Doyle, the LSC
child care funding manager says it is down by 25%is right that we make that available in government
because, to be frank, we are the only people that are This is hitting the very people that you referred to as
needing level two skills. The article quotes studentsable to invest in those areas and we have a
responsibility to do that. There are other economic at Manchester College of Arts and Technology,
which is about 20-odd miles from your constituencypriorities and it is right too to consider those,
particularly, if somebody has gained a full level two and about 20-odd miles from mine. This is a classic
example, is it not, of where the micro results of ain one area should they be able to retrain free of
charge in another area, for example? Should they be particular policy are having a detrimental eVect on
the very people you are trying to help?able to have some government funding to help them
get to level three? Those are slightly diVerent Ruth Kelly: I am not going to pretend that there are
not funding pressures on the LSC because it is cleararguments, and I think the balance of responsibility
shifts between the Government, the individual and that there are and sometimes diYcult decisions have
to be made. However, within the funding prioritiesthe employer. However, it is important to have a
degree of ﬂexibility, and, indeed, that is what is that I have set, they are clear that a certain amount
of that is reserved for learner support and thathappening, I think, in cases like the Northern Way,
where regional development agencies are working colleges and others can make the local decisions
necessary to help overcome the barriers of individualwith learning and skills councils and others to have a
speciﬁc approach to regeneration in their area where learners. There are also other funds that it is possible
to draw down, to help overcome particular barriers,they can add additional funds of their own to
support regional economic priorities, and that particularly in child care.
model, I think, is a very interesting one. It is not
necessarily one that has completely wide-ranging Q198 Mr Marsden: This is the LSC saying
applicability throughout the country. themselves that this is causing them problems. They
are saying that, because there has been a 25%
reduction in the amount of child care nationally,Q196 Mr Marsden: I welcome very much what is
they are simply not able to deliver this to localbeing done by the Northern Way and indeed the
colleges. That is clearly an issue, is it not?level three pilots to which you referred which both
Ruth Kelly: These are issues that local colleges haveyour constituency and mine will beneﬁt from. The
to try to resolve. They have to use the money theyissue that I also want to raise with you is about the
have to best eVect, but this is in the context ofrelationship between the Government and the LSC.
signiﬁcant extra sums being put in the centre.The LSC seems to be falling between two stools at
the moment. It is regarded as very centralist in its
funding procedures but not regarded as being Q199MrMarsden:You referred to the issues of fees
entirely autonomous and there is not local control or for part-time students and that is very welcome.
input, or hardly any, into the LSC. Will you be able There is still an issue though, is there not, in terms
to ask your oYcials to look more centrally at this of central funding and central support for those new
whole strategic issue so that in future conversations universities like the OU and Birkbeck who are very
with the LSC the whole issue of the demographics signiﬁcantly aVected by virtue of the proportion.We
will be addressed more thoroughly than it has been have talked to HEFCE already about this, as you
so far? probably know. Will you and your oYcials look
Ruth Kelly: The Department is responsible for sympathetically on the needs and concerns of those
setting the strategy of the LSC and the LSC is universities if the HEFCE settlement, which I gather
responsible for the operation of that strategy. As for is about to be announced, does not prove to do all
local input, that is one of the things that Andrew the things it needs to?
Foster in his report on FE will be looking at. We are Ruth Kelly: You will hear news on this shortly.
expecting his report to be published later this month
but in the Schools White Paper one of the points I Q200 JeV Ennis: I would like to take you back to the
made was that in the 14–19 area there should be a issue of the funding gap. I am sure you have had the
much closer link-up between local authorities and opportunity to see my excellent EDM 85361 on this
the local LSC in determining local priorities, with very issue. Charles Clarke 18 months ago said to this
clear accountability in some areas with huge budgets Committee that he was concerned about the funding
for 14–19 across the piece. It will be a very interesting gap and that it would be closed in ﬁve years. The
experiment to see how it works on the ground. clock has been running 18 months and we are now
down to three and a half years. I am wondering
whether you can commit yourself to closing theQ197MrMarsden: I am going to persist slightlywith
the implications of the cuts in funding because you funding gap in those three and a half years. After all,
we are a government that sets targets to other publicspoke earlier about having clarity of the position and
clarity of priorities and that is entirely welcome, but bodies and I would like to set a target for you to
come up with a deﬁned timetable and tell us whenthere is also the law of unintended consequences. In
yesterday’s education Guardian there was a very you are going to close that funding gap.
Ruth Kelly: It is always very tempting to set targets.disturbing feature which talked about the way in
which money that has been taken out of the learner I have huge sympathy for this argument.We have to
take it very seriously. I know my predecessor did. Itsupport fund for 2005–06 by the LSC has directly
aVected the amount available for child care support is something that I am looking at very carefully.
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Evenwithin the LSCpriorities it has beenmade clear change programme will signiﬁcantly upgrade their
capacity to respond on amore strategic level to somethat the 16–19 funding rates will increase in line with
the minimum funding guarantee in schools. That is of the challenges they are facing and as a result the
service will improve.a clear statement of the priority that I attach to this
issue. We will also be considering other issues to do
with the lack of equivalence in the way that students Q204 Dr Blackman-Woods: Strong leverage used in
favour of the introduction of variable fees was thatin the FE sector are treated compared with those in
schools. I will have more to say on this later. this would be additional income into the higher
education sector. As we move into the next round of
spending review, are you conﬁdent that the fundingQ201 JeV Ennis: When I questioned Sir David
Normington when he came to give evidence to this for HE will be maintained so that the income from
fees will be additional income and not replacementCommittee recently, I quoted one of the
consequences of the funding gap inBarnsley as being income?
Ruth Kelly: I do not think government ministers arethe fact that earlier this year, in terms of over-
achievement of student numbers, the principal at at liberty to say what is going to happen in the next
spending review but I can assure you of my totalBarnsley College recruited an extra 106 students into
the college and was told by the Learning and Skills commitment to ensure stability in the sector.
Council in South Yorkshire that, because he had
already given the target of the numbers that were Q205 Dr Blackman-Woods: It is a question of
principle though rather than numbers. Are yougoing, that fundingwas not available to recruit those
students. We are talking about an authority here conﬁdent at the principle of maintaining that?
Ruth Kelly: Everyone in government understandsthat has some of the lowest staying on rates in the
country. Eventually, the Learning and Skills the desirability of maintaining that.
Chairman: A lot of us put ourselves out on thisCouncil agreed tomeet half the cost of the additional
students. If those students had been going to a sixth question and we were assured that that was
continuing so I would like to reinforce that question.form school in Barnsley, it would not have been an
issue. It is issues like this that we need to direct our
attention to, because we are working against what Q206 Stephen Williams: “Choice” is a word you
often use, Secretary of State. It relates back to FE.we are trying to achieve nationally in getting kids to
stay at school from 16 onwards. As I understand it, a choice of a person at 16
increasingly is to take A-levels and other courses atRuthKelly:You are absolutely right. The issue is not
just about the funding gap, although that is an issue; college rather than in a sixth form; yet we have a
funding situation adversely aVects the FE sector.it is about the operation and ﬂowof funding between
schools and sixth-form colleges in the FE sector Your expansion programme post-16 for 300 new
academies is that every new academy must have amore generally as well and how that works. Later in
the autumn I will be publishing a delivery plan for sixth form. Are you not skewing the choices on the
ground?the 14–19 agenda which will look at some of these
issues to make sure that funding ﬂows in an Ruth Kelly: That is not what is happening. The FE
sector has beneﬁted enormously from signiﬁcantequivalent manner throughout the system and that
some of the barriers are broken down. The investment over the last eight years. Its real funding
is up by 45% We are committed to investing in theparticular issue that you raise is very important.
capital stock. An extra £1 billion over the next ﬁve
years is being applied to a long term programme ofQ202 Chairman: Why do we need an expensive
bureaucracy like the Learning and Skills Council? building colleges for the future. In terms of the
funding priorities, even though we are redirectingRuth Kelly: The Learning and Skills Council as you
know is the major funding channel for schools money towards basic skills and a level two formation
for 16–19 skills acquisition, broadly, levels ofdevelopment. I hope it will become much more
eYcient and eVective at its job once it has gone funding in those courses have been maintained
public funding.We hope to secure private funding asthrough its agenda for change programme. It
operates with a strong regional tier which will be investment as well so you would expect to see the
overall level continue to go up there. We have asigniﬁcantly upgraded and its capacity enhanced.
commitment to try and narrow the funding gap
which I am taking seriously and determined to makeQ203Chairman: If you do not need a funding agency
for schools and you say, “No.Whatever happens we progress on over the coming years. We could do
more for the FE sector. Sir Andrew Foster isare not going to have an intermediary between the
Department and schools”, why do you need it here? currently reviewing the nature of what the FE sector
is for but I do not think you could put it in the termsWhydo you not go thewhole hog?Your instincts are
to have this direct relationship in education. Go for that you did. It is also important to broaden student
choices. Some students will want to study at 16 in anit post-16.
Ruth Kelly: The Learning and Skills Council has a FE college. Others will want to go to sixth-form
college. Others will want to stay in a school sixthsigniﬁcant degree of expertise, particularly in
workingwith businesses and employers and drawing form. What we need is good quality provision that
meets the needs of students and enables them to havethem into the provision of skills and so forth. It
would be a huge loss to the system if we were to lose access to as broad a curriculum as possible. I am
committed to trying to make sure that happens.that expertise. I also think that the agenda for
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Written evidence
Memorandum submitted by Volunteer Reading Help
Summary
1. Volunteer Reading Help (VRH) is a national charity that helps disadvantaged children develop a love
of reading and learning. We recruit and train volunteers to work with children aged six to 11 who ﬁnd
reading a challenge andmay need extra support andmentoring.We have 3,000 trained volunteers who read,
play and talk with the children on a weekly basis. Our work takes place in primary schools but we are also
doing some work in libraries and with looked after children.
2. VRH very much welcomes this annual DfES inquiry into Public Expenditure on Education and Skills,
which will allow coverage of a wide range of issues including the funding relationship between the
Government and the voluntary and community sector. Many important funding issues have already been
raised in a recent publication from the National Audit OYce on Working with the Third Sector and VRH
urges the DfES to take note of the recommendations. VRH strongly supports the report’s focus that the
third sector has an important role in delivering public services, and hope that the committee inquiry
addresses the issue that currently the potential of this role is not being harnessed and used eYciently in
delivering public services. This is due to inconsistent funding and complex funding schemes, as well as
limited guidance on what constitutes good practice.
DfES Funding for the Voluntary Sector
3. The complex and fragmented approach to funding by the DfES and related organisations raises a
number of questions concerning engagement with the third sector, inconsistency and length of the funding
support available and the methods of delivering funding and procurement contracts created during this
process. It is hoped that these questions can be addressed by the current inquiry.
4. This fragmented approach to funding contributes to the inconsistency of many funding arrangements
within the third sector. Currently there are no consequences for reneging on funding promises, so even
seemingly long term commitments are subject to change and this leaves many organisations vulnerable to
sudden cuts, placing constraints on voluntary sector organisations and preventing them from taking
independent action.
Case Study: Example of Short Term Funding—VRH’s Experience:
VRH had a meeting in January with key civil servants at the Department for Education and Skills to
discuss ongoing funding of VRH’s work. At that meeting, it was agreed that VRHwould receive a further
three year’s funding; £300k in 2005–06, £220k in 2006–07 and £220k in 2007–08. In April, the CEO of
VRH received a letter from the DfES saying that due to a spending review and the general election, the
Department could only pledge a further year’s funding at this stage. This was in complete contradiction
towhat had been promised at themeeting in January, and is an example ofwhere the CompactChampion
could arbitrate on behalf of VRH. This kind of about-turn in policy is extremely unhelpful, though has
happened to others also due to the Spending Review.
5. The National Audit OYce also makes the conclusion that further steps are needed to improve funding
on a practical level. Their research shows that third sector organisations have not seen any general
improvement in funding practices since 2002 and in some cases funding practices are perceived to be worse.
VRH would like to see the DfES implement an improved and consistent funding practice as well as
encouraging practical examples of sharing good practice at all levels. This would help to develop greater
trust between the third sector and the Government within funding relationships.
Funding for Extended Schools
6. Volunteer Reading Help welcomes the £680 million funding commitment made by the Government
for the “Extended Schools Programme” which provides a solid commitment until 2008 to increase the
opening hours of schools and forms an integral part of the Government’s wider Every Child Matters
objectives. However, VRH is concerned that when broken down, the funding commitment per school only
amounts to £30 million over two years.
7. VRHwould like to see the DfES issue guidance on how to engage the voluntary sector in the Extended
Schools Programme and believes that this participation and the Extend Schools services as a whole should
then be subject to inspection, making sure that it becomes essential that voluntary and community sector
organisations are fully involved in the programme.
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Requirements for Grant Funding
8. VHR welcomes government funding aimed directly at schools through the Dedicated Schools Grant,
and feel this will allow funding to be at its most ﬂexible, stable and eVective. However there is concern that
deprived schools should not miss out as funding is given per pupil, which may have an adverse eVect on
those schools with falling role numbers. It is these schools who are most in need of support and VRHworks
closely with many of them. It is also key that in light of this ring fenced funding, schools are required to
involve the voluntary and community sector in aiming to deliver high quality education and are formally
inspected on their work in this area.
Devolution of Funding
9. VRH strongly supports the devolution of funding to regional and local level, which is taking place
through several means, in particular through Children’s Trust arrangements. VRH feels that it is important
that local services are put ﬁrmly in control of their funding arrangements.
10. VRHbelieves that involving the voluntary sector locally should not be a bolt-on service. TheNational
Audit OYce report makes an important observation, that many voluntary organisations have experienced
signiﬁcant problemswith local authorities failing to adhere to funding practices, especially full cost recovery,
due to pressures on their budgets. VRH accepts that there are diYculties for local authorities in this area
and complicated processes in securing streamlined funding; however this must not impact on the provision
of services to children and young people.
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Memorandum submitted by NATFHE
Introduction
NATFHE—TheUniversity&College Lecturers’ Union represents 68,000 lecturers, tutors,managers and
researchers in higher, further, adult and prison education. With the news that the discussion leading to the
next Comprehensive Spending Review is to be delayed a year following the retiming of the Economic Cycle,
NATFHE welcomes this opportunity to make its views known on the amount of public expenditure that
will go to further and adult education, and on our key funding concerns.
The past year has seen two major reviews of further education: the LSC Agenda for Change, the
prospectus for which was published this summer, and the Foster Review of FE which will report in a few
weeks.
The LSC’s Agenda for Change promises some major reforms of fundamental aspects of the learning and
skills sector such as funding methodology, new performance measures, data collection, new benchmarking
for work with employers. Earlier this year there has been the creation of the Lifelong Learning Sector Skills
Council and Centre for Excellence in Leadership, and later this year another quality improvement agency
will be launched. Simultaneously major curriculum developments are in the pipeline.
Whatever the merits of the recommendations of the Tomlinson Working Party or the latest White Paper
on 14–19 education and on which the Select Committee commented earlier this year, developments are
taking place at national and local level. Similarly the Skills White Paper published just before the general
election reaYrmed the priority that will be given to remedying the endemic low skills in the UK workforce.
These curriculum developments will need to be supported by professional development for staV across the
learning and skills sector who will be delivering these new programmes to new learner groups.
Changes have cost implications and NATFHE would argue that for these changes to be successful, they
will need to be resourced properly.
The Select Committee may wish to question DfESministers and senior civil servants as to whether the public
expenditure for the sector in the coming year is suYcient to support the successful implementation of the changes
that are being proposed.
2004 Select Committee Report
In preparing this submission to the Select Committee, NATFHE reviewed what the Committee reported
last year on overall Departmental expenditure and the particular points made about further education.
We noted that the Committee stated:
— That the total Education expenditure as a percentage of GDP had risen from 4.7% 1997–98 to
5.5% 2003–04.
— That the change from 1997–98 to 2003–04 was over 45% for schools and over 54% for FE and
adult.
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— However the real terms funding spending per pupil had been fastest in schools. If 100 was the base
line ﬁgure for 1997–98 schools now stood at 137 and FE at126.
— The Comprehensive Spending Review for 2004–05 to 2007–08 stated that education expenditure
would grow by 4.4% between 2004–05 to 2007–08 with individual year’s growth being 6% in
2005–06, 3.8% in 2006–07 and 3.5% 2007–08.
Referring to further education, the Select Committee declared that it made no sense that a FE student was
less well funded than a school pupil undertaking the same programme. The Committee report stated that:
“Progress to equal funding is painfully slow. Greater urgency is needed. Further education should
not be seen as a means of providing education on the cheap”
The Committee also reported that the Association of Colleges had given evidence that the funding gap
between schools and colleges for similar work with similar students stood at 10% in favour of schools. The
Department’s Permanent Secretary told the Committee that although the Government was seeking to
narrow the diVerential between school sixth formers and FE 16–19 students, progress was very slow.
The Committee also was very concerned about standards in FE, not just in colleges but across all
providers. It stated that:
“The funding issue cannot be divorced from the quality issues . . . increased funding by itself will
not lead to improved achievement. However increased investment will help address the issues
concerning teachers. Better pay and improvements in teacher training for FE should also help
address these problems of poor achievement.”
NATFHE considers that these issues remain largely unresolved and jeopardize the sector’s ability to meet
the challenges set by Government.
The Quantum
The quantum of public expenditure given to education in general, and the learning and skills sector in
particular, is inadequate to secure the goals that theGovernmentwishes to achieve. If education and training
for young people and adults is, as many claim, the key to economic regeneration in a globalised economy,
public expenditure on education and training must be seen as a necessary investment. NATFHE
acknowledges that education’s share of GDP has increased but if our growing number of international
competitors are increasing their spending on education and training at a faster rate than the UK, then our
relative position will at best remain static and at worse could fall.
We should like the Committee to ask for comparable ﬁgures for the UK’s European and international
competitors.
NATFHE also acknowledges the additional resources the Government has put into further education,
and the greater increase relative to that for schools. Welcome though the additional resources are however,
they merely begin to compensate for the FE sector’s legacy of enormous underfunding. Last year’s
Committee report showed that real terms spending per pupil was still higher in schools than in FE. Given
this legacy of underfunding and the challenging new roles for the sector NATFHE would argue that
additional resources are still urgently required.
NATFHE is aware that the coming year, 2005–06, is the best of the next three years of public expenditure
from the last Comprehensive Spending Review. 2006–07 and 2007–08 will be extremely tight years for
spending in the learning and skills sector.
Other funding pressures that will occur include the funding for the national roll-out of the National
Employer Training Programmes which will amount to £600 million from 2006. 2007 will see very severe
pressure on sector resources with the ending of the present round of European Social Fund which supports
a great deal of learning and skills provision in some of the most disadvantaged communities.
The Committee may wish to examine howmuch “dead weight” (amount of training that would have occurred
without the NETP initiative) can be assessed in this programme.
Finally we note in the Committee’s last report that in 2002–03 the DfES had an underspend of 38% on its
further education, adult education and lifelong learning budget.We acknowledge thatmatching estimates to
actual spending can never be a totally satisfactory exercise. However the amount of the underspend reported
is alarming when resources in the sector are so stretched.
Wewould hope that theCommittee can discover what the underspend was for 2003–04 andwhat the estimates
are for the underspend in these budgets for current year.
Funding for Adult Learning
It has become clear over the course of the year that there have been a number of negative and even perverse
outcomes in the funding of adult learning. These result partly from providers being “too successful” in the
context of a ﬁnite LSC budget and exceeding their targets both for growth in adult learners and for 16–19-
year-olds, and partly from the known priority of the Government for work with 16–19-year-olds and the
in-built legislative bias towards young people that was written into the Learning and Skills Act 2000. There
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have also been some negative eVects on provision from changes to the funding methodology for adult and
community learning. This has meant variable levels of provision for adults between diVerent colleges and
services and between diVerent local Learning and Skills Councils. We believe that the welcome guarantees
given for adult and community learning in the ﬁrst Skills White Paper June 2003 may have been seriously
undermined.
NATFHE does not disagree with the Government’s priorities for adult learning in directing scarce
resources to those most in need—adults without basic skills and those in the workforce without a full level
2 qualiﬁcation. We do not demur from the view that these are the prerequisites for further skills acquisition
including gaining qualiﬁcations at level 3 and above which are those the economy most needs. However it
is becoming increasingly evident that these policies need to be part of a well-rounded set of policies that
include skills generation at all levels.
The Government’s intention to shift the balance of contributing the costs of adult learning to those who
have already beneﬁted from previous learning experiences is being implemented partly through the priority
being given to learning programmes leading to full level 2 and basic skills qualiﬁcations, but also through
increasing the fees that providers charge to those studying on level 3 and higher programmes. NATFHE
has yet to see the hard data as to the eVect that a rise of price of learning may have on the demand for
learning. Classic economics would lead one to think that it may well mean a fall in demand. As far as we
are aware this policy has not been based on evidence and we are fearful that the long term impact may be
a fall in the numbers enrolling on these programmes because employers may be reluctant to pay for the
increased costs, especially when they are being oVered free level 2 programmes through the National
Employer Training Programmes. Many low paid individuals who look to level 3 qualiﬁcations to move to
better paid employment will not be able to aVord the new increased fees. The result may be that level 3
programmes may have to close if they fail to recruit suYcient learners. Colleges saw a similar perverse
outcome in the 1990s when the FEFC funding methodology drove many providers to close down expensive
workshop and practical programmes.
The negative results of these polices can now be seen in the shortage of certain skills such as engineering
and construction. We must preserve the progression opportunities for those currently taking up the level 2
entitlement and those who will do so in the near future. In this year’s Skills White Paper the Government
seems to have begun to sense the dangers of an unbalanced programme of skills generation by introducing
pilots around an entitlement to level 3 programmes in the West Midlands and the North West.
Another perverse outcome is arising from the disjunction between the existing narrow National
Qualiﬁcations Framework and the welcome moves towards a credit and unit based curricula and
qualiﬁcations system for adults being led by QCA and the LSC. It is acknowledged that the National
Qualiﬁcations Framework badly needs reform, yet it remains the chief determinant of priority targets for
learning and skills adult funding. Provision that does not lead to qualiﬁcations in the NQF is classed as
“other provision” and is not among the priority areas for funding. As it is seems to being implemented in
some areas, this may adversely impact on vocational programmes and important necessary provision below
level 2.
Combined with the clear priority for growth being 16–19 work and the fact that whilst the numbers of
16–19s in colleges grew by 4% the costs of such students grew by 6% there is a tightening ﬁnancial squeeze
on funding for many adult programmes. This is conﬁrmed by ﬁgures released by the LSC over recent weeks.
NATFHE is hearing reports that in some college enrolments, adults are being turned away from vocational
programmes to keep the places for 16–19-year-olds.
NATFHE would urge the Select Committee to take up these questions with the DfES and others, when
considering the current round of public expenditure.
Indeed we consider that the whole area of adult learning funding and its relationship to skills generation, and
meeting the Government’s goals, is an area which the Select Committee could usefully investigate. There might
also be a fruitful investigation of whether the limits of voluntarism, or even post-voluntarism in skills generation,
have been reached.
Fundamentally this concerns the amount of resources the country is willing to invest in learning and skills.
It may well be that the limits of state funding are being reached in this area. However it is not clear whether
employers—the other main possible source of resources and amongst the chief beneﬁciaries of skills
generation—are willing to invest more of their own resources in what remains a voluntarist system.
NATFHE would certainly argue that the kind of demand-led system as outlined in the two Skills White
Papers can only be achieved with a range of statutory measures including some legislative extension of the
right to include training in collective bargaining, greater use of “licenses to practice”, even a limited right
to paid educational leave perhaps combined with ﬁscal incentives to employers to train and upskill.
The Funding Gap Between Schools and Further Education
Last year the Select Committee commented negatively on the funding gap that existed between school
sixth forms and FE when working with similar students on similar programmes. The Committee reported
that progress towards equality of funding was painfully slow and that FE must not be education on the
cheap.
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This funding gap has not been narrowed over the course of the year. Indeed a LSDA research report, “The
funding gap: funding in schools and colleges for full time students aged 16–18”, published in July 2005 shows
that the gap is in fact higher than thought last year. It now stands at 13–14%. The report shows how various
mechanisms operate to the detriment of FE and to the advantage of schools. The report believes that this
percentage gap amounts to £245 million in cash terms. It goes on to demonstrate that the cost of removing
themost serious anomalies between FE and schools funding, some 7–9% of the gap, would amount to about
£150 million. NATFHE with others does not advocate a leveling down of school resources to FE levels but
a levelling up of college funding. Here the report ﬁnds that this would require an increase in the FE budget
of about 10–11%, £200 million.
This submission is not the place to reiterate the ﬁndings of the LSDA Report but we would commend it
to the Committee. NATFHEwould argue very strongly that this funding gap is doubly iniquitous. Not only
is it inequitable for similar programmes aimed at the same age group to be funded diVerently, but FE overall
has a 16–19 student body which has achieved less than the similar school cohort, and is working on lower
levels of qualiﬁcations which often require more teaching and other support. Evidence from the DfES
Evaluation of Success for All and from the Youth Cohort study published this year show that FE colleges
take a greater proportion of GFEC learners come from relatively disadvantaged social backgrounds, from
lower social classes and from black and ethnic minorities. The funding gap thus compounds the
disadvantage already in the system. In localities that only have tertiary education for 16–19-year-olds, that
is there are no school sixth forms but all 16–19-year-olds in education and training attend an FE college or
training provider, young people are being educated and trained on fewer resources than those localities with
16–19s in schools. FE is providing 16–19 education and training “on the cheap”. At a time when we are
trying to establish a more coherent system of 14–19 education which can only be implemented by schools
and colleges working together, such inequalities not only cannot be justiﬁed, but may become a serious
barrier to the successful implementation of these policies.
New FundingMethodology
In July 2005 the LSC published its Prospectus for its review, “Agenda for Change”. In that it proposes
yet another new funding methodology and funding formula. NATFHE is still trying to absorb what the
proposals mean and as yet is neither for nor against the proposals; we have not yet seen the results of any
modelling that may have taken place and so cannot yet assess their impact. The LSC claims that the
proposals are aimed at simplifying the funding system and reducing unnecessary bureaucracy—aims with
which NATFHE would agree. We would warn however that long study of the various funding
methodologies implemented over more than a decade since incorporation, shows that any funding
methodology results in winners and losers and usually has unintended and at times perverse outcomes.
NATFHE recognizes that both the DfES and the LSC are attempting to reduce the power that funding has
over curriculum development. But this link seems to work in subtle and persistent ways. As we have
indicated above change has cost implications and changes to funding methodology however well
intentioned, also have cost implications, especially as they bed down.
We would urge the Committee to question both the DfES and the LSC as to the intentions and
implementation of the new funding system that is being proposed.
The Consequences
We have set out above the principal issues that NATFHE believes underlie any discussion of public
expenditure in the learning and skills sector over the coming year. If these issues are not resolved, the union
considers that there will be damaging consequences. NATFHE strongly believes that there will be
considerable damage to eVorts to improve standards and quality throughout the learning and skills sector.
Pay and conditions
NATFHE has for many years pointed out the widening gap between salary levels in schools and in
colleges. This now stands at around 10%. The FE Unions concluded a salary settlement in 2003 that was to
run for two years and included a scheme tomodernize pay in the sector. The unions delivered theirmembers’
support for the scheme. Yet although colleges largely paid the salary increases of the settlement, only 34%
have implemented the modernisation element involving shortening dramatically the length of the pay
scale—the very measure that would have narrowed these pay diVerentials between schools and colleges.
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The consequence is that colleges are losing staV to schools and the persisting low FE salaries mean that
is becoming increasingly diYcult for colleges to recruit, especially in shortage subjects. With around 50% of
current staV retiring within 10 years this is a dangerous situation.
Low comparative pay aVects not just colleges but all the learning and skills sector. FE colleges are in fact
the market leaders in the sector in terms of pay. Their relatively low salary levels have an impact on both
adult and community andwork-based learning providers. Just as colleges are losing staV to schools, so adult
and community learning and work-based learning providers can lose staV to colleges.
Ultimately salary levels will aVect the quality of staVwhowork in the sector and the quality of the learning
programmes they deliver. The impact of low pay can be seen in the ﬁgures for turnover of staV in colleges.
Currently it is running at 15.9%, (14.3% for teaching staV, 16.4% non-teaching.) In 2004 92% of colleges
reported vacancies, compared with 89% in 2003. Of total vacancies, 15.6% were for Basic Skills teachers,
12.3% Construction, 10.2% in Health and Social Care. Temporary cover and reallocation of duties are the
main means that colleges try to cope with this situation.
Colleges say they cannot aVord to honour pay settlements. Funders tell unions the money is there. Everyone
passes the buck. We would ask the Select Committee to ask Ministers whether given the seriousness of the
situation, in addition to ensuring the resources are there, they would consider a modernising fund for colleges
to draw on as an interim measure and then a funding stream for the longer term?
The funding position has consequences for conditions of service of staV, especially in the numbers of
teaching hours staV are required to undertake. In a number of colleges the number of teaching hours is
increasing, as colleges face increasing ﬁnancial stringency. This may well have an adverse eVect on quality.
FE teaching staV have to deliver a much more varied curriculum to a much more varied student and learner
body. It is not unusual for a FE lecturer to be teaching across the range of vocational and academic courses,
from the lowest level to the highest. Despite the eVorts of the DfES Standards Unit there is all too often a
dearth of curriculum materials and lecturers have to spend their time developing their own. This is in
additional to assessment and pastoral work.
Damage to infrastructure through redundancies
The crisis in adult learning funding is resulting in job losses in a number of providers. At the start of the
summerNATFHEhad been informed of potential job losses in over 30 institutions. The eVect of such losses
is not conﬁned to one area of the curriculum or one set of learners. Few college lecturers only teach adults
or only teach young people. Job losses because of cuts in adult fundingmay well impact on a college’s ability
to deliver its programmes right across its provision including that for young people. The very infrastructure
of college’s ability to deliver eVectively may well be damaged.
Damage to professional development
One of the four key themes of “Success for All” was “Developing the leaders, teachers, trainers and
support staV for the future.” It was recognised that new and changing demands required new responses and
the building of new capacities. In last year’s report the Committee commented favourably on the
improvements in teacher training for FE that had been proposed and hoped that these would begin to
address problems of poor achievement in colleges. However there has not been additional ﬁnancial support
for staV development in further education, despite the identiﬁcation of its high importance and of the
existence of underlying problems. A paper to the Foster Review on staYng reported that most colleges
appear to spend between 1 and 2%of budget on training far less than other areas of public service such as the
NHS. Funding is undoubtedly a major factor in this proﬁle around professional development in the sector.
NATFHE has strongly supported the DfES proposals around initial teacher training and continuous
professional development, and is supporting the newly established Lifelong Learning Sector Skills Council.
However a recent on-line survey of NATFHE members on the remission from teaching that they received
to undertake a course to obtain the mandatory professional qualiﬁcation now required for new FE teaching
staV, showed that 50% of the respondents were receiving no remission to undertake this and some were even
having to pay for their course. For a sector that depends on other employers training and is supposed to be
at the heart of lifelong learning, these are shocking facts.
We would urge the Committee to inquire of Ministers as to the mechanisms and funding in place to ensure
that colleges put in place the necessary resources to implement initial teacher training and CPD plans.
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Memorandum submitted by Peter Lowe, Head of Finance, Children’s Services,
Bury Metropolitan Borough Council
1. Schools’ Funding
Bury schools are amongst the poorest funded in England in Formula Spending Shares (FSS) and have to
heavily rely on additional funds from local taxation.
The new Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) will use the Schools Block, which is based on the Schools FSS
and the amount of local resources.
Consideration is being given to aggregating these resources and eventually distributing them to all
authorities to ensure that DSG funding for each authority will be at least at their former Schools FSS level.
Despite not distributing their funding at FSS levels many of these authorities have more than enough
resources to fund their schools, in per pupil terms, at much higher levels than schools in other areas that are
heavily reliant on additional funds from local taxation.
By re-distributing these funds via the DSG to ensure that local authorities allocate at least at their former
Schools FSS levels can only be viewed as “robbing the poor to give to the rich”.
Many schools that are in poorly funded areas would view the re-distribution of funds away from them
into already cash-rich schools as educationally damaging.
The funding proposals outlined in the DfES’ letter of 21 July 2005 (Ref: LEA-1662-2005) indicated that
the DSG for 2006–07 and 2007–08 will increase by 6% each year, while each authority will receive a
minimum 5% per pupil increase in its DSG allocation.
This incremental approach adds a much smaller monetary amount to those schools that are funded at the
lower end of the league tables while their much cash-richer neighbours will receive a larger increase to meet
all the demands all schools face. For instance many Bury schools will struggle to fulﬁl the “Workforce
Reforms” because of a lack of resources. Our funding levels are so poor that nearly all Bury schools have
to use their Schools Standards Grant to support their basic education provision.
Ofsted and the Audit Commission are consistently encouraging the Authority to adopt Policy-led or
Priority-based budgeting rather than an Incremental Budgeting system. This is diYcult to achieve when the
main allocation methodology is so heavily reliant on an annual per pupil percentage increase.
As there is a gap between the 6% increase in the DSG quantum and the minimum 5% per pupil increase,
could these “headroom monies” be utilised to give an increase in the basic entitlement funding per pupil
supplemented by a percentage increase? This would ensure that local resources would not be distributed
elsewhere and would help to narrow the funding gap between the “haves” and the “have-nots”.
2. Pupil Referral Units (PRUs)
For all intents and purposes, PRUs are viewed as schools and will fall within the auspices of the Schools
Forum when they recommend allocating resources to the “Central Spend within the Schools Block”. PRUs
have their own DfES school number, they receive various grants such as Schools Standards Grants,
Standards Fund and Threshold Payments, but they do not have the same ﬁnancial management beneﬁts as
schools with delegated budgets. Nor are they allowed to be members of the Schools Forum.
Could consideration be given to changing the status of the PRU’s so they can at least beneﬁt from the use
of balances at the end of the ﬁnancial year rather than having to rely on the authority and the Schools Forum
as to what happens to their devolved resources?
3. School based Bank Accounts
Although schools are empowered to pay all their own bills and salaries through their own bank account,
could an explanation be given as to the rationale and beneﬁts to schools of these transactional arrangements?
Because of the increased stewardship that managing a school bank account brings, schools are taking on
more back-oYce staV at increasing salaries to meet their processing obligations. Is this the best use of scarce
educational resources and placing an additional burden of bureaucracy on schools that we are all trying
to reduce?
In these days of sophisticated ﬁnancial Management Information Systems, such as Agresso (as chosen by
the DfES), is the promotion of school based bank accounts appropriate?
Where Agresso has been implemented in schools those schools have chosen to relinquish their separate
bank accounts preferring the improved ﬁnancial management information rather than the cumbersome
transactional processes they have to be involved with when having their own bank account. Consequently
should authorities be criticised by Ofsted and the Audit Commission for not actively promoting school-
based bank accounts?
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4. Student Finance
At themoment local authorities are generally the ﬁrst port of call for student ﬁnance and despite a number
of diYculties with the introduction of the computer systems most things are functioning properly.
The latest proposals are to introduce centralised pilot schemes to see if services can be provided more
eVectively. Although these are not fully operational a number of issues need to be carefully considered.
It is understood that some functionswould be retainedwithin local authorities but if there is centralisation
surely local skills and knowledge would disappear. When there is a problem who would students refer their
problems to? If they are still uncertain or wish to take the matter further say by writing to their local
Councillor or constituencyMP howwould they take up the problem? At the moment by having local oYces
it is much easier for elected representatives to resolve the problem. Public services need to be local rather
than being dealt with by someone hundreds of miles away.
The ﬁve main points outlined in the 7 June 2005 statement are achievable by local people serving local
students’ needs. A Service Level Agreement that is agreed to by all would be a more eVective model than
centralisation.
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Memorandum submitted by the Field Studies Council (FSC)
Summary
1. The Field Studies Council (FSC) is a pioneering educational charity committed to bringing
environmental understanding to all. Established in 1943, the FSC has become internationally respected for
its national network of 17 education centres, international outreach training projects, research programmes,
information and publication services andwide range of fascinating professional training and leisure courses.
The FSC provides informative and enjoyable opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to discover,
explore, be inspired by, and understand the natural environment. The FSC believes the more that is known
about the environment, the more we can appreciate its needs and protect its diversity and beauty for future
generations.
2. The FSC welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the annual inquiry into Public Expenditure on
Education and Skills, to further highlight out of classroom education and its many beneﬁts, and hopes that
the merit of such education will be realised.
3. At present not all students are able to beneﬁt from the experiences of outdoor education, leaving
signiﬁcant unexploited potential, as concluded by the Education and Skills Select Committee
recommendations of the Education Outside the Classroom report published in February 2005. Funding can
form a signiﬁcant barrier to out of classroom education, especially when it is not acknowledged as a valuable
educational experience.
4. The FSC have welcomed initiatives by the DfES such as the London Challenge, part of which entitles
all students in London to a fully funded residential experience,1 acknowledging the value of such
experiences. However this funding is over a limited period of time and is not at present intended to be
continued or indeed expanded beyond London. The majority of funding made available for residential
experiences and outdoor activities such as Summer Activities for 16-year-olds and the London Student
Pledge is provided by the National Lottery, which is important in the short term, but is not a sustainable
source of funding.
5. A recent report published by Citizen’s Advice, Cost of a Free Education, indicates that parents of
secondary school children are having to pay £948.11 per year (DfES ﬁgures) on their free education. The
report recommends that the DfES provide schools with activity funding to ensure equal opportunity is
upheld and this is a position shared by the FSC.
6. The FSC are collating demonstrable evidence on the positive impacts of OOCE, including increased
educational attainment and improved behavioural attitudes to teachers and fellow students. The FSCwould
therefore ask the DfES to undertake research on the cost beneﬁts of OOCE.
7. Aside the cost of funding educational trips, the FSC have been pushing for focused continuing
professional development, ensuring they are both competent and conﬁdent to take students outside of the
classroom, raising the motivation and quality of teaching in this area.
8. The FSC are involved in the development of the DfES’s Outdoor Education Manifesto, however, do
not see this as a replacement for further funding to ensure equality of opportunity for students, or future
investment in teacher training in this area.
1 The FSC co-ordinate the residential schemes between 2003–06.
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9. As recommended in the Committee’s Report Education Outside the Classroom, the FSC support the
recommendation that DfES funded school transport arrangements should include transport for school
trips, as this is a signiﬁcant cost barrier in providing oV-site visits.
10. Within the Department’s Five Year Strategy for Children and Learners it is acknowledged that to
develop and deliver a richer secondary curriculum opportunities need to be widened beyond the classroom,
as these often provide for the most memorable experiences at school.2 The FSC are eager to see this strategy
fully implemented and to work with the DfES to assist in making this deliverable.
11. DfES funding for initiatives such as the Extended Schools Programme are important for the
promotion of outdoor education. The FSC fully supports the Committee in their recommendation that each
LEA should have an Outdoor Education Adviser and Coordinator to promote outdoor education.
12. The FSC welcome the introduction of the Dedicated Schools Grant, which allows schools to have
greater ﬂexibility and a secure budget. However the FSC believe that part of this funding should be ring
fenced for support, investment and training for teachers to develop skills in education outside the classroom.
It is also imperative that funds are put aside to cover supply when teachers attend day or residential trips
with students. The FSC’s experience with London Challenge highlights this as a critical issue.
13. It is key that in light of this ring fenced funding; schools are required to involve organisations outside
the school including those from the voluntary and community sector in aiming to deliver high quality
education.
14. FSC supports the devolution of funding to regional and local level, however there are some diYculties
in securing funding for outdoor education as LEA’s are required to delegate an increased amount of money
to schools directly. In turn the LEA’s who were funding oV-site visits are unable to commit funding to
outdoor activity independently from the budget they set aside for schools. Schools are however, in theory,
given the choice over how funds are distributed, in practice though schools are still subject to competing
funding demands, which often means that outdoor education can be sidelined. If outdoor education was
made an entitlement for all school children it would undoubtedly become easier to secure funding in a
devolved system. It would also ensure that a group of children—often referred to as middle-learners—were
not overlooked. This, again, was a critical issue identiﬁed by London Challenge teachers.
28 September 2005
Memorandum submitted by Universities UK
Introduction
1. Universities UK welcomes the opportunity to make a written submission to the Education and Skills
Committee on expenditure issues in higher education. The relevant sections of the DfES Annual Report
2005, along with the provisions of the Higher Education Act 2004, highlight the Government’s commitment
to a well-funded, high quality higher education sector. We are grateful for the improved public investment
in higher education that has taken place in the last few years, for the introduction of full-economic costing
as a principle of government research funding, and for the signiﬁcant increases in income that will accrue
as a result of variable tuition fees. However we feel that it would be helpful for the Committee to be kept
aware of the continuing investment needs in the sector.
2. It should be stressed that the over-riding requirement of the higher education sector at present is for
stability—the creation of a stable environment that will allow us to focus our attention on high quality
teaching and research, on creating business and community links, developing additional sources of income
such as endowments, widening participation, and on ensuring that universities remain highly competitive
in international markets. In order to achieve these objectives we need a predictable economic “baseline”
fromwhich to operate andwe therefore urge themaintenance of existing funding levels andmethods in order
to avoid additional turbulence during the introduction of variable tuition fees between 2006 and 2009. Our
ﬁrst priority, outlined in detail below, is to ensure that Government does not reduce public investment in
teaching as fee income comes on stream from 2006.
3. Another element in maintaining a stable planning environment is the maintenance of institutional
autonomy and the avoidance of top-down micro-management. This will allow us to concentrate our
attentions on delivering according to the needs of students and other clients and on managing our response
to changes in the external environment, particularly the international studentmarket.We therefore applaud
theDepartment’s continued recognition, in Chapter 9, that “it is not for theGovernment to run universities,
or even to seek strong controls over how they run themselves”.
2 DfES, 5 Year Strategy for children and Learners, Chapter 5, No 23, July 2004.
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Investment Needs in the Higher Education Sector
Maintain the unit of funding for teaching
4. The ﬁrst investment need of the higher education sector is the maintenance of the unit of funding
during a period of continued growth. We welcome the commitment made by the Government during the
passage of the Higher Education Act to maintaining the unit of funding in real terms during the current
Spending Review period in order to ensure that income from variable tuition fees is truly additional. This
was implemented in the Secretary of State’s Grant letter for the period 2005–08, which maintained the unit
of funding for teaching at 2003 prices (real terms). However the importance of maintaining the unit of
funding is so vital that we feel that it should be enshrined in a longer term objective. We would therefore
suggest that the PSA Target relating to increasing participation towards 50% of those aged 18–30 should
include a reference to maintaining per-student spending levels in real terms, as per paragraph 7.17 of the
Treasury’s 2004 Spending Review.
Part-time students and part-time study
5. The provisions of the Higher Education Act increase the total unit of resource for full-time
undergraduates and put in place a generous package of support funding for students. However part-time
students will not receive an equivalent level of ﬁnancial support and, from 2006 universities are likely to
receive less for teaching part-time students than for full-time students. The net result of this is that the part-
time student market, which is crucial in helping to deliver the Government’s objectives for increasing and
widening participation, may be undermined either because these activities become relatively uneconomic or
because increased fees and/or inadequate support lead to a depression in student demand. Universities UK
has commissioned research on part-time students and part-time study in order to collect the necessary
evidence base for a properly informed policy decision in this area. We would like to work closely with the
Department in looking for an improved package for both part-time students and part-time providers.
Teaching Infrastructure
6. As noted in Chapter 13 of theDepartmental Report, theGovernment has invested considerable capital
funds in higher education and is contributing to addressing past underinvestment in the HE sector
infrastructure. We welcome this investment, but note that the majority of it has been allocated to research.
Our 2004 Spending Review submission drew on the work of JM Consulting and showed a need for
£2.2 billion capital to address historic maintenance backlogs in teaching infrastructure and enable
modernisation of buildings and equipment. The 2004 Spending Review allocation in real terms for non-
research capital was £1.2 billion, leaving a continued £1 billion shortfall. In addition JM Consulting
identiﬁed a need for a further £0.8 billion for recurrent infrastructuremaintenance and renewal. It is essential
that UK universities have a high quality, ﬁt-for-purpose teaching infrastructure which provides students
with a state-of-the-art learning environment. This would, amongst other things, allow universities to
develop new approaches to pedagogy. It is also essential that maintenance of this infrastructure is at the core
of the sustainability agenda.
Full Economic Costs for EU Research Projects
7. Universities UK strongly supports the commitment of all government departments to ensuring that
public funding for research is based on the full economic costs incurred by universities. We would wish to
draw the attention of the Committee to the fact that research funding from the EuropeanUnion is not based
on the FEC principle. In consequence, UK universities who take on signiﬁcant amounts of European
Union-funded research are being forced to engage in unsustainable business. We have commissioned
research to assess the extent of this problem and would welcome the opportunity to work with the
Department in attempting to rectify the situation.
One-OV Human Resource Costs
8. We would wish to draw to the attention of the Committee the fact that there are a number of one-oV
human resource costs that are placing, or will be placing, an additional burden on the sector. The main
element in this category is the cost of implementing a modernised, single-spine pay framework, which were
assessed at £525 million in our 2004 Spending Review submission. In addition there are general costs
associated with recruitment and retention of staV. This is particularly the case in speciﬁc subjects such as
teacher education, where the higher education sector is competing with salary uplifts in other parts of the
public sector.
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Conclusion
9. We welcome the huge steps forward that have been taken in higher education funding over the last few
years, and the continuing commitment to underpin quality and growth in the sector. However we feel that
it is important to highlight to the Committee the speciﬁc areas where further investment needs to take place,
and to stress the need for an underpinning stability in the domestic funding environment.
September 2005
Memorandum submitted by CASE (Campaign for State Education)
CASE (Campaign for State Education) is a national campaigning organisation committed to high quality
and well resourced education for all children and young people. It is a voluntary organisation funded by
members’ subscriptions and donations and it has no political aYliations.
CASE believes that whatever funding system is used for schools it must be equitable and meet the needs
of all children. There are “winners and losers” in all funding systems and currently some schools have
surpluses, whilst others have deﬁcits. However it is important to ascertain the reasons for these eg surpluses
might be pre-allocated for a speciﬁc purpose. CASE would seek reassurance as to how equitable the new
three year funding will be and the implications for “losers”.
In particular CASE requests the Select Committee to consider the following:
1. The three year funding cycle (initially two years) and whether the planned “stability” may lead to an
inﬂexibility, which hinders schools’ ability to plan. CASE is particularly concerned that the DfES has not
fully costed the Workforce Remodelling reforms. With Planning, Preparation and Assessment (PPA) time
the DfES guaranteed a 1% funding increase to cover the additional time, although the actual costs appear
to be much higher. CASE has requested information on the DfES calculation to justify this 1% increase and
a survey of all primary schools (It is this sector where there are known to be budgetary problems). In a reply
to CASE, the DfES responded to an example we gave on Salford schools by saying “Some of the Salford
heads do have tight budget situations and a lot are using their surpluses or underspends to fund PPA”CASE
believed this situation is reﬂected across the country and using surpluses and underspends is clearly not
sustainable in the long term, particularly if funding is calculated for two years without assessing the real
position in primary schools. It is also not clear whether the 1% increase will be carried forward to future
years. A CASE Brieﬁng is attached.
Schools are now entering the third phase of workforce remodelling with the restructuring to Teaching,
Learning Responsibilities (TLR) and future budgets may be ﬁxed before the ﬁnancial implications of this
are known.
2. CASE would also like to draw the Committee’s attention to a 2005 Association of London
Government report “Breaking Point”. This examines the impact of pupil mobility on schools. One of the
conclusions is that schools with high mobility face additional demands which translate into additional costs
for extra administration, teaching and other support eg the induction and settling in process has clearly
identiﬁable costs, but the DfES does not provide any additional resources for schools with high pupil
movement.
The report also concludes that schools with highmobility are often schools with high levels of educational
disadvantage. Such schools are often already underfunded to meet this educational disadvantage. This is
evenmore acute in schools with signiﬁcant numbers of childrenwith English as a second language, and some
schools have a signiﬁcant number of pupils in all three categories. This is also supported by DfES research
which acknowledges that current funding does not provide suYcient resources to meet the needs of
educationally deprived children or those with English as an additional language. (Study of Additional
Educational Needs, Phase II, PwC, April 2002). The schools often do well by these pupils but lack suYcient
funding, and indeed may suVer ﬁnancial penalty because they do not have full pupil rolls. This report
supports CASE’s view that the current funding formula does not address the multiple additional needs in
some schools.
CASE requests the Committee to particularly consider these inequalities in the funding system, since the
children who are aVected are often those who most need access to educational opportunity. In this context,
CASE believes it is not equitable that up to £6 billion is being spent on capital costs for 200 academies.
September 2005
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Memorandum submitted by the Association of Colleges (AoC)
Government Spending
1. The DfES Annual Report for 2005 is the ﬁrst to summarise the outcome of the 2002 spending review.
When the then Secretary of State, Charles Clarke, issued the spending review ﬁgures in a written statement
to Parliament in September 2004, the AoC publicly queried the following Government decisions:
(a) The decision to increase school budgets at a faster rate than the LSC budget given that the number
of school pupils will not grow between 2005 and 2008 while the number of 16–18-year-olds will
continue to expand;
(b) The decision to increase university budgets at a faster rate than the LSC budget given that the
Government’s ambitious plans to widen access to higher education and to tackle adult skills
require expansion in the college sector; and
(c) The likelihood that the funds available will be insuYcient between 2005 and 2008 tomeet theDfES
Public Service Agreement targets for post-16 education and training without signiﬁcant cuts in
spending on any activity that does not directly contribute to the targets.
2. The DfESDepartmental Report summarises spending plans in the various sectors on Pages 94 and 95.
The ﬁgures for the LSC budget are summarised in the following table:
£ million 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08
School sixth forms 1,399 1,525 1,624 1,784 1,829 1,906
Main LSC budget 6,076 7,057 7,291 7,514 7,640 7,984
Total LSC 7,475 8,582 8,915 9,298 9,469 9,890
Change !14.4% !3.8% !4.2% !1.8% !4.4%
3. TheAoCunderstands that some of these ﬁguresmay have been revised since June 2005when the report
was published but not in any way that changes the questions we have about them.
Adequacy of the Budget for School Sixth Forms
4. Our ﬁrst question is about the adequacy of the budget for school sixth forms. The chart below shows
that the DfES expects a signiﬁcant slowdown in LSC expenditure on school sixth forms from 2006 yet this
does not square with other policy statements from Ministers, in particular:
(a) Funding rates: the information in the Written Statement from the Schools Minister, Jacqui Smith
(21 July 2005: Column 128WS), on school funding that the LSC will match the minimum funding
guarantee for schools in both 2006–07 and 2007–08. The minimum funding guarantee is expected
to be 4%.








2003–4 2004–5 2005–6 2006–7 2007–8
(b) Funding growth: the ﬂexibility oVered to schools in LSC funding for school sixth forms which gives
them 100% funding for every extra 16-year-old they recruit and every additional course they take.
This ﬂexibility contrasts with the way in which 16–18 growth in colleges is planned and funded.
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(c) Expansion: the DfES plans to encourage schools to open and expand sixth forms (set out in the
“Five Year Strategy for Children and Learners”, July 2004) and the provision of a 16–19 capital
fund (mentioned on page 108 of theDepartmental report) to pay for extra buildings from 2006–07.
A subsequent circular from the LSC has conﬁrmed that there will be £100 million in this capital
fund in 2006–07.
(d) Participation forecasts: The DfES’s own forecasts (on page 132 of the Departmental Report) that
the number of 16–18-year-olds in schools will rise from 434,000 in 2004–05 to 441,000 in 2006–07,
a rise of 1.6%.
5. At the very minimum, the AoC forecasts that LSC spending on school sixth forms will need to rise by
10% (5% a year) between 2005–06 and 2007–08. This implies the current budget is under-funded by
£56 million.
6. Given the DfES’s past policy that school sixth form spending should take priority in LSC budget
decisions, any under-funding in 2006–07 and 2007–08 will directly aVect all other areas of spending.
Adequacy of Budget for Priorities Covered by the Learning and Skills Council
7. The Departmental Report summarises progress against various Public Service Agreement targets.
Many of these targets are covered by the Learning and Skills Council, in particular Targets 11–14 which
cover the need to:
(a) increase the number of 19-year-olds with level 2 and 3 qualiﬁcations;
(b) reduce the number of 16 and 17-year-olds who leave education and training;
(c) improving the basic skill levels of adults; and
(d) increasing participation in higher education (which requires a supply of well-qualiﬁed applicants).
8. The DfES report conﬁrms the good progress made towards many of the post-16 targets up to 2004.
In particular, it reports that 839,000 adults achieved basic skills qualiﬁcations between 2001 and 2004.More
than 90% did so via college.
9. The AoC believes that further progress towards the post-16 targets is threatened by DfES spending
decisions outlined in the DfES report. The chart below summarises the planned changes in LSC spending
on everything else (apart from school sixth forms).
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10. There has been clear evidence of strains in the LSC budget in 2005. Moving forward, the limited
increases in the budget needs to be spread over the following areas:
(a) Pay increases needed to keep up with inﬂation and to deliver the improvement expected in the
Government’s Success for All programme. According to information from the DfES, average
college lecturer pay is at least 6% below school teacher pay. Pay levels have also fallen behind
comparable levels in the private sector. Without spending in this area, it will be diYcult for the
college sector to deliver the Government’s 14–19 and skills strategies.
(b) 16–18 participation, which is rising faster in colleges than schools because of demographic growth
and because government programmes like Education Maintenance Allowances focus on young
people who might otherwise have left education.
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(c) The more intensive nature of 16–18 programmes, which reﬂects the desire of young people, their
parents, universities and employers for a broader curriculum (for example additional AS levels,
vocational courses and key skills).
(d) The expansion implied by the national skills for life target, which requires the DfES to improve the
basic skills of more than a million adults over the next four years. To deliver it, the Learning and
Skills Council will need to divert public funds from other adult learning budgets.
(e) The National Employer Training Programme which is to be launched in 2006 but, which is only
partly funded. The LSC will need to divert funds to pay for it, forcing colleges to raise fees and cut
courses that aren’t covered.
(f) The expansion implied in the Government’s higher education reforms. These aim to encourage
more people from disadvantaged backgrounds to go into higher education but while universities
will be getting more money from Government and from top-up fees to make this happen, colleges
will be forced to cut access and other level 3 courses which are one of the main routes into HE.
(g) The costs of the safeguard to protect learning for personal and community development (courses
that do not lead to qualiﬁcations). This will protect some of the existing courses for pensioners
and parents.
11. The AoC does not believe that the DfES has allocated enough money to fund these calls on the LSC
budget with the result that we will see signiﬁcant cuts in activities and programmes in 2006 and beyond.
Alternatives to Government Funding for Adult Learning
12. There are no easy alternatives to Government funding because Government policy, rightly, requires
16–18 education, basic skills and courses for those who are unemployed to be oVered for free.
13. Colleges do generate about £250 million in fee income to supplement the £5 billion that they receive
from the Government and they are taking steps to increase this ﬁgure. DfES ﬁgures show that colleges also
reduce fees to other students—at an estimated cost of £100 million—but this is generally to support clear
national priorities. Fees are typically reduced for small businesses, trade union courses, pensioners and
adults returning to study.
14. The AoCwelcome theGovernment’s policy that fees should rise in the longer term because we believe
that employers and adults in a position to pay more should do so. However fees are no solution to the
funding problem. Employers are reluctant to pay more when they get mixed messages about paying for
training. The Government-backed Employer Training Programme will oVer them free courses at the same
time as the Government is asking them to pay more on other areas.
15. Finally, any plan to raise prices (fee levels) only raises a small amount of extra money because higher
fees discourage some students, leaving colleges to generate more per student from fewer students. Colleges
were put under pressure to increase fees by an average of 15% in 2005–06, which is six times the current rate
of inﬂation. It is too early to say whether this has aVected recruitment but the DfES cannot bank on
signiﬁcant additional income for colleges from further increases of this order.
The 16–18 Funding Gap
16. In January 2005 the House of Commons Education and Skills Committee made the following
recommendation as part of their report on “Public Expenditure”:
“It makes no sense that a student undertaking a course at a further education college should, other
things being equal, be less well funded than a student taking the same course at a local school. The
Secretary of State appears to recognise that truth, but progress towards equal funding is painfully
slow. Greater urgency is needed. Further Education Colleges should not be seen as a means to
providing education on the cheap.”
17. Research commissioned by the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) from the Learning and Skills
Development Agency (LSDA) and published in July 2005 estimates that the gap is not less than 13.3%.
18. Bill Rammell, Minister of State for Lifelong Learning, Further and Higher Education said in
response to the publication of the LSDA research:
“The Government acknowledges that, despite signiﬁcant investment in FE and a narrowing of the
diVerence between funding rates, there remains a funding gap between school sixth forms and
colleges. We must be clear that continuing progress on narrowing the gap will not be easy and will
depend on the resources available. However, . . . we intend to explore the scope for addressing the
technical anomalies between the school sixth form and further education funding systems.We aim
to announce decisions on the way forward in the autumn.”
19. The AoC welcomes the LSC’s initiative to commission research from LSDA on the 16–18 funding
gap and the positive response of Ministers to the ﬁndings but we are not convinced that the DfES has made
funds available to deliver this promise.
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20. The funding gapmatters because it is a question of both excellence and equity. Themajority of 16–18-
year-old students are in college not schools. Colleges oVer more choice than school sixth forms and have
demonstrated their quality in inspections, success rates and student satisfaction. In terms of examination
outcome the highest achieving colleges match or surpass the best independent schools. The Government is
missing an opportunity to develop this excellence further by denying funding to the institutions that create it.
21. Furthermore, the Government’s failure to address the funding gap perpetuates injustice. The
Government’s own surveys show that colleges enrol a higher proportion of 16-year-olds who have failed at
school, a higher proportion who come from poorer families and, inmany cities, a higher proportion of those
with minority ethnic backgrounds. The Government’s failure to close the funding gap denies resources to
those who need them most.
The Consequences of the Government’s Spending Plans
22. The Treasury allocated an extra £7.5 million for the education and skills in England in the 2004
spending review. The total budget overseen by theDfES rises from £56.5 billion (in 2005–06) to £64.0 billion
(in 2007–08). The AoC estimated that the DfES needed to increase spending on learning and skills by
£1.9 billion in the same period to deliver its targets and the promises made by Ministers. The DfES
Departmental report states that spending controlled by the LSC will rise from £9,298 million to £9,890 in
the review period. The increase—£592 million—is one-third of the AoC’s assessment of need. If the DfES
does not revise either its spending plans or its targets:
For 14–19 education
23. No progress will be made in closing the funding gap between schools and colleges.
24. Colleges will be forced to withdraw from 14–16 education partnerships with schools which currently
operate at a ﬁnancial loss because of the beneﬁts that such programmes deliver to 14 and 15-year-olds.
25. The future of some dedicated 16–19 institutions (sixth form colleges) will be thrown into doubt for
ﬁnancial reasons.
26. Progress in developing the 14–19 white paper will be slow.
For adult learning
27. Course fees will continue to rise and there will be fewer fee concessions for pensioners and working
adults. Where courses run, they will be targeted on those who can aVord to pay.
28. Courses will be closed if they do not explicitly lead to targets, even if the course attracts adults back
to learning.
29. Fewer evening classes will reduce community access to college buildings. Also, colleges will be more
cautious about spending money to modernise buildings to improve facilities.
30. The choice of courses will be more limited. It will be more diYcult to learn a language or new skills.
People stuck in dead-end jobs will have fewer opportunities to change careers.
31. The public money that is available will be spent on a limited menu of basic skills and foundation
courses for those at work. Government money will be used to subsidise in-company training at the expense
of everything else. For example, older workers will have fewer opportunities to learn new skills appropriate
to the modern workplace.
32. There will be less support for costs related to courses—fewer colleges will help adults with childcare
or transport.
The Administrative Burden
33. Finally, the DfES Departmental report conﬁrms that money will continue to be spent on
administration rather than teaching. Even after the current eYciency review, the Government still plans to
spend hundreds of millions on regulating, planning and inspecting the post–16 system. Some of planned
spending on post–16 administration is contained in Annex L of the DfES report.
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Memorandum submitted by the Campaign for Science and Engineering in the UK (CaSE)
PUTTING THE GOVERNMENT’S STATED COMMITMENT TO SCIENCE INTO PRACTICE
IN THE DfES
1. The Campaign for Science and Engineering is pleased to submit this response following the
Committee’s request for evidence in advance of its session with the Secretary of State for Education and
Skills. CaSE is a voluntary organisation campaigning for the health of science and technology throughout
UK society, and is supported by over 1,500 individual members, and over 70 institutional members,
including universities, learned societies, venture capitalists, ﬁnanciers, industrial companies and publishers.
2. The Annual Report of theDepartment for Education and Skills contains much that is of great interest,
both to the scientiﬁc community and to others with an interest in the Department’s work. In pointing out
what we consider to be deﬁciencies and shortcomings in the Department’s work we do not mean to imply
that we have failed to recognise those things that are being done for science and engineering (which are
mentioned a total of 47 times in the report).
3. We base our comments on the supposition that the Department supports the often-stated view of the
PrimeMinister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer that they want Britain to be the best place in the world
to do science.1 Some of the ways in which the educational systemwill contribute to this aim are set out in the
Science & Innovation Investment Framework, to which the DfES’ Annual Report refers on several occasions.
Primary Schools
4. The chapter of the Annual Report on primary schools has separate sections on music and languages,
but mentions science just once in passing. This does no adequately reﬂect the importance of science. Most
primary school teachers are not trained scientists (for example, 47% have no physics qualiﬁcation of any
kind). Partly as a consequence, they lack conﬁdence in their own ability to engage children with scientiﬁc
topics. Only about half of primary school teachers say they have “a lot of conﬁdence” in teaching science,
appreciably lower than the two-thirds who are self-assured in teaching English.2
5. A recent survey shows that only 50% of primary school teachers in England believe they have “good
resources” for science and one-third of them lack the conﬁdence to relate scientiﬁcmaterial to everyday Iife.3
It is plain that more needs to be done to support science at primary school level if young people are to be
given the best start in contributing to the Government’s agenda for science.
Secondary School Teachers
6. The sections of the annual report that deal with secondary education do not appear to touch on the
single most crucial issue for science and mathematics—the shortage of trained specialist teachers. In
mathematics alone, the country is short of about 3,400 teachers, which means that even if 40% of all British
mathematics graduates were to become teachers for each of the next few years, there would still be barely
enough to provide a good mathematical education for all pupils.4
7. Two-thirds of those who teach physics to 15 and 16-year-olds do not have a degree in physics, and one
third do not even have the equivalent on an A-level.5 One in ten of the people who teach chemistry to
students between the ages of 11 and 18 do not have any qualiﬁcation in chemistry. 9% of biology teachers
have no biology qualiﬁcation.6 Only 64% of secondary school lessons in general or combined science are
taught by people who claim to have a degree in the subject. 74% of biology lessons, 78% of chemistry lessons
and 72% of physics lessons are taught by people with a relevant degree, but these ﬁgures indude teachers
with general science degrees.7
8. These ﬁgures are so inadequate that it is astonishing that the DfES’s Annual Report does not have a
detailed section on what it is doing or proposing to do to recruit more science and mathematics teachers
(and indeed those in other shortage areas such as languages).
Further Education
9. In ensuring that science and engineering are adequately taught at further education level, one issue of
public expenditure is key. At present, colleges obtain a standard unit of resource for each student of
humanities, languages and similar subjects. For students in the arts, they receive about 12% more, but this
in no way meets the extra costs of teaching science or engineering, which include the need for laboratories
and other practical equipment. The extra costs of music are met with a premium of 60%, and the modest
premium aVorded to science is dwarfed by the 72% for those studying ﬂoristry or country sports.8
10. It is diYcult to justify these ﬁgures for the use of public money with the real needs of the country or
with the Government’s own stated wishes. The DfES should commit to a full review of these relative
weightings for diVerent subjects.
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Higher Education
11. The funding of science in higher education comes in two parts—teaching and research. The
Government has spent a good deal of eVort in changing the system for funding teaching in recent years, with
the introduction of top-up fees. However, the playing ﬁeld for public funding is not level across subjects. It
is possible to sustain teaching in a university department in arts or humanities using only the money
available from public sources and fees. It is not possible to do the same in the sciences. That is one reason
why, during the period covered by the DfES’ Annual Report, there have been a number of high proﬁle
closures of important science departments.
12. This situation has recently beenmadeworse.Until last year, universities received twice asmuch public
money for every science or engineering student as they did for each student in the arts. This went some way
to covering the additional costs of laboratories needed in the sciences. But last year, the formulawas changed
in an arbitrary manner, so that students in the sciences are now only funded at the rate of 1.7 times the level
of arts students. This has without question accelerated the closure of science departments, at a time when
the Government claims that it wants the UK to be the a world-leader in science.
13. It is astonishing that the DfES’ Annual Report for the last year makes no mention of the furore over
the axing of departments, which hit the newspaper headlines, prompted a parliamentary inquiry by the
Science and Technology Committee,9 and stimulated a number of questions in the House of Commons.
14. In funding research, the Government as a whole has a good record, and this is reﬂected in the parts
of the DfES’ Annual Report that regurgitate. headline ﬁgures from the Government’s Framework for
Science and Innovation Investment.However,most of the newmoney is coming through anotherDepartment
(the OYce of Science and Technology within the Department of Trade and Industry). In fact, the university
community is very unhappy about that part of the research budget that is challenged through the DfES (via
the Higher Education Funding Council), and its Research Assessment Exercise has been criticized by two
Parliamentary Committees.l0 Again, it is odd that the DfES’ Annual Report seems to ignore this.
Overall Conclusion
15. The DfES is quite entitled to congratulate itself on the good things it is doing, and to draw attention
to the work it has in hand or is planning to do soon. However, its Annual Report does not properly reﬂect
the state of problems of teaching and researching in the sciences and engineering in the UK, and shows no
sign that these issues are really at the forefront of ministers’ minds. That would be excusable if science were
a backwater or an area that the Government as a whole had chosen, for whatever reason, to sideline, or if
Ministers in the DfES had explained why their approach should diVer from that of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the Prime Minister. But both have said that they want Britain to be “the best place in the
world for science”. Their ambition will not be achievable unless the attitude of the DfES is more positive
and engaged with science than the impression given by its Annual Report.
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Memorandum submitted by the Public and Commercial Services Union (PCS)
Introduction and Summary
1. The Public and Commercial Service Union (PCS) is the largest trade union within both the Civil
Service and the Department for Education and Skills (DfES). Within DfES, PCS represents generalist staV
from Administrative Assistant (AA) to Grade 6, support grade and specialist staV, and members of the
Senior Civil Service (SCS).
2. PCS welcomes the Select Committee’s timely enquiry, and is happy to supplement this written
submission with oral evidence.
3. PCS continues to oppose job cuts across DfES, which we believe will have a negative impact on the
Department’s ability tomaintain the eYcient delivery of public services.DfES remains dogmaticallywedded
to achieving a 31% reduction in its staYng despite the risks accruing to the Department’s capacity from a
reorganisation programme that the Committee has already described in its 2004 report on Public
Expenditure on Education and Skills as having “clearly not been eVectively worked through”.
4. This memorandum covers the following issues associated with the DfES Organisational Review and
job cuts within the Department:
— Impact of staV reductions with no reduction in DfES policy commitments.
— Impact on morale of DfES staV.
— The eVects of accelerating DfES job cuts on Departmental capacity.
— The use and misuse of consultants within DfES.
5. PCS is not opposed to change: we believe DfES should be both eYcient and eVective in delivering
public services, but we also believe that this requires either that the Department maintain its resource
capacity to act as the leader and shaper of complex and diverse sectors or that its role is reviewed to ensure
a much smaller organisation does not try ineVectually to maintain a policy and reform agenda that can only
be delivered by a larger organisation. PCS is concerned DfES is now cutting staVwhile expanding its policy
commitments: we believe that such a situation is untenable, particularly as DfES has accelerated its
programme of job cuts, and we fear this will result in a negative impact on already poormorale within DfES
as well as leading to a greater reliance on consultants as expensive substitutes for civil servants.
6. A major issue for PCS is the impact of the Organisational Review on the Department’s capacity in the
future; we do not understand why no proper risk analysis has been undertaken about the impact on delivery
of the DfES’ Organisational Review and its eVects on staV work loads. PCS regards the fact that DfES job
cuts are running well ahead of target as a threat to the Department’s capacity, and as a result we call in the
memorandum for the next phase of job cuts due from April 2006 to be suspended so that the DfES and the
Departmental Trade Union side can jointly review their impact on the Department. PCS hopes the
Committee will look favourably in its recommendations on this call as we believe the Organisational Review
is now threatening DfES’ long-term ability to lead and support its sectors.
Impact of Staff Reductions with no Reduction in DfES Policy Commitments
7. PCS is now concerned DfES is reverting to a way of working that cannot be sustained as its staYng
reduces.We believe the assurances given to staV early in 2004 about theDfES launching fewer initiatives and
focussing on “fewer priorities and policies” have not beenmet. Although somework has been transferred to
its NDPBs or wound down, DfES has also taken on additional responsibilities, as the Committee are well
aware, in relation to children’s services while the Department’s policy commitments across the piece form
a considerable and growing agenda. Eighteen months into the Organisational Review, after having shed
around 750 staV, DfES has not shown any signs of being able to meet this commitment by controlling its
policy agenda while leading major reform across its sectors. PCS believes this situation constitutes a threat
to the eYcient and eVective administration of the Department and its sectors.
8. Our reading of David Normington’s speech to the DfES Senior Civil Service (SCS) conference on 20
July 2005, suggests DfES senior management are aware that the DfES has reached a position in which
constraints on its resources are threatening its eVectiveness while conﬁrming that the Organisational Review
has not successfully controlled the Department’s work load:
“In two years time we will need to shed another 700 staV on top of the 750 we have shed in the last
year—that is not negotiable and for all I know therewill be pressure for us to go even further. There
will be no extra resources for extra administrative demands unless we create those resources
ourselves by closing down some functions, increasing our eYciency and productivity; and
re-engineering further our ways of working.”
PCS believes this situation is creating a genuine threat to the Department’s capacity to deliver. Job cuts
within DfES are running well ahead of schedule, and exacerbating the mismatch between the Department’s
capacity and the tasks it is required to undertake. This situation has arisen, in PCS’ view, as a result of the
Department volunteering excessive staV reductions without ensuring it has a robust means of controlling
the work demands placed on an organisation that has already lost signiﬁcant staYng resource. PCS notes
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with concern thatwhile admitting the re-engineering of theDepartment’s work load is not being systemically
addressed, the Permanent Secretary falls back on a call to increase the Department’s productivity, which
we take to mean increasing the work loads of PCS members working in DfES yet further in an attempt to
compensate for staV reductions.
9. PCS is clear the logic of the Organisational Review is that a smaller DfES is premised on its doing less
work, and that this is the logical underpinning of DfES’ programme of job cuts as a whole.We believe unless
initiatives and policy commitments are reduced in the near future, we risk a situation in which DfES will be
expected to deliver a work load that may have been appropriate for an organisation of 4,700 staV but which
cannot be delivered with any semblance of eYciency or eVectiveness by an organisation of around 3,300
staV. Unless DfES maintains and delivers its commitment to rationalise its activities, then the
Organisational Review not only threatens to institutionalise excessive work loads within the Department,
it also poses a threat to the Department’s capacity to conduct its business.
10. Uncontrolled increases in work loads threatened by abandoning the original premises of the
Organisational Review are neither compatible with the Department’s duty of care nor with ensuring DfES
continues to be eVective in delivering its agenda. PCS is concerned about excessive work loads in some areas
of the Department, and this conﬁrms our view that the original logic of the Organisational Review is no
longer valid. We remain committed to the view that safeguarding the health and safety of staV is a
fundamental part of the Department’s business agenda, and it has been neglected at a senior level within
DfES. By not addressing the known health hazards arising from organisational and cultural change, the
Department is also neglecting to protect the staV who are its key resource and on whom the delivery of the
Departments” services absolutely depends.
11. While it may be argued the idea of DfES launching fewer initiatives, rationalising its policy
commitments and priorities is unworkable given the realities of political life, PCS believes that moving back
towards the approach of leading the education, skills and children, young people and family sectors by the
constant generation of policy initiatives on the basis of a greatly reduced capacity poses a genuine danger
to the eVectiveness of the Department and its capacity to lead complex and diverse sectors. PCS therefore
regards it as crucially important that if DfES is to continue shedding posts, then it must rationalise its
commitments to match its capacity and resources; we also believe that Ministerial expectations must be
challenged and controlled if the original logic of the Organisational Review is to be followed.
Impact onMorale of DfES Staff
12. PCS notes the Committee’s concern expressed during its inquiry into public expenditure on education
and skills in 2004 about the potential impact of the Organisational Review and job cuts on the morale of
DfES staV. PCS regards staV morale an integral part of DfES’ capacity and capability. It is a matter of
concern that the morale and therefore the commitment of DfES staV has not been taken properly into
account as the Organisational Review has developed. Although the Permanent Secretary has referred to the
fact DfES has achieved Investors in People status and the outcomes of mini-staV surveys to support the view
that the Department is “a positive place to work”, PCS contends this does not accurately reﬂect the morale
of DfES staV.
13. Our views about staV morale are based on our ongoing contact with members and are informed by
independent professional research commissioned by the union in the later part of 2004. This research is the
most comprehensive attempt to gauge the impact of the Organisational Review on staVmorale undertaken
within DfES; its democratic evaluation methodology has allowed individuals to put across their views with
minimal input and direction from the researcher. The research was undertaken during 2004, and PCS
accepts some individuals’ views may have changed since the research was undertaken, but we believe the
situation within DfES has not changed to the extent of invalidating its ﬁndings.
14. The research revealed a bleak picture in terms of staV morale, with individuals indicating their view
that morale was low, and that faith in the Department was “at rock bottom”. These views are not surprising
given the widespread understanding, shared by PCS, that the Organisational Review has not been taken
forward without consideration of its impact on the motivation and commitment of staV, leading to a
situation in which staV believe “people do not matter in this reorganisation” and that “faith in the
Department is at rock bottom”. PCS is alarmed at this situation, and we believe it reﬂects how DfES staV
have reacted to a situation in which jobs have been cut while the Department’s overall work load has
increased.
15. PCS does not believe staV morale has genuinely improved within DfES and as the second round of
cuts, which we understand will not be underpinned by voluntary severance and retirement packages, we
expect to see growing problems with morale. An environment in which staV face constant and poorly
conceived change is not conducive to achieving high levels of service, and PCS warns that morale will be
further undermined as the second round of DfES job cuts aVect work loads and therefore individuals’
capacity to deliver the high quality services that Ministers, Parliament and the public have a right to expect
from the Department.
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The Effects of Accelerating DfES Job Cuts on Departmental Capacity
16. DfES is currently running well ahead of its target to cut 800 posts by April 2006, having cut some 750
posts across the Department. PCS has challenged this rush to cut posts on several occasions, calling on the
Secretary of State and the Permanent Secretary to suspend the cuts process. We note David Normington’s
position that the cuts are non-negotiable, but it must now be sensible to suspend the process of job cuts and
review in detail their impact onDfES’ future capacity jointly with theDfES TradeUnion Side. This position
is consistent with PCS’ calls to the Secretary of Sate and Permanent Secretary for amoratorium to be placed
on planned job cuts while it also reﬂects the fact that cuts made to-date are, in DfESManagement’s phrase,
the “easier” of the planned staV reductions.
17. The job cuts that have already taken place have signiﬁcantly reduced the Department’s productive
capacity as experienced staV in the Executive and higher grades have left the Department. PCS does not
believe it is concomitant with the notion ofmanagement as stewardship to allowDfES tomove into a second
and even more destabilising phase of job cuts without evaluating their eVects. While the Department’s rush
to cut jobs has had a negative impact on DfES, it at least oVers the time for a meaningful, detailed joint
review by DfES and its Trade Union Side of the eVects of the cuts made so far.
18. PCS calls for this review because we do not believe consideration has been given to the impact of
accelerating job cuts on theDepartment’s overall capacity. This situation is amatter of considerable concern
for PCS and its members working in DfESwho do not believe that the various strands of the Organisational
Review are eVectively joined up. There is no evidence to suggest that the Organisational Review has been
approached as a properly conceived and carefully managed overarching programme of change. We
therefore conclude that DfES’ ability to deliver its policy commitments has been put at risk because the
Department has accelerated its programme of job cuts while not delivering the reduction in its overall work
load that is the precondition for cutting posts and maintaining delivery capacity. PCS does not believe a
further round of job cuts undertaken without properly reviewing their impact will lead to anything other
than a worsening of the current situation.
19. In its memorandum of February 2005 to the Committee on Every Child Matters, PCS argued that
the conjunction of leading a major external reform programme while undertaking restructuring and cutting
posts with the Children, Young People and Families Directorate (CYPFD) posed a risk to its capacity to
deliver. PCS still holds the view that CYPFD’s ability to lead a major reform programme has been put at
risk by combining this with major internal change, and we believe this is now true for DfES as a whole. The
Department has put itself in the position of operating on two fronts as it attempts to reorganise radically
while delivering its policy and reform agenda. In his speech to the DfES SCS Conference already cited, Mr
Normington called for “further reshaping of DfES”. PCS is alarmed by this statement: we do not believe
that further radical reshaping ofDfES is a recipe for greatness but one for destabilisation, adding the stresses
of further intensive internal change to the delivery pressures faced by the Department. It further indicates
the need to review fully the impact of job cuts on DfES before the organisation ﬁnds itself struggling with
wide-ranging external and internal reform with a staYng resource base that has been further eroded.
20. In her letter of 7 June 2005 to the DfES Trade Union Side Chair, the Secretary of States stated that,
in earlier correspondence calling for a moratorium, the TU Side and PCS’ focus was “solely on the interests
of staV” when she was clear that the Department’s focus should be external, on “the interests of children
and learners”. PCS ﬁnds it diYcult to reconcile this with the radically internal focus of concentrating on
further structural and contractual revision, which we understand is likely to include proposals for a new
grading structure. PCS does not believe further resource intensive radical internal change is necessary or
desirable within DfES. There is no guarantee that any changes to the structure, grading and terms and
conditions of the Department will result in improved performance or better value for the tax payer. Indeed,
PCS believes the Permanent Secretary’s remarks indicate that the Department’s senior management is now
looking for ways to oVset a potentially crippling loss of capacity as result of failure to control overall
demands on DfES’ capacity as its programme of job cuts is implemented.
The Use andMisuse of ConsultantsWithin DfES
21. PCS have been concerned for some time about the use of consultants within DfES, and what we
regard as the unacceptable use of consultants in civil service roles in some parts of the Department.We have
received nothing from DfES to allay our concerns about the use of consultants as expensive substitutes for
DfES civil servants, and the Department’s refusal to provide the DfES Trade Union Side with sight of a
NationalAudit OYce report on its use of consultants has exacerbated our concerns. PCS has no quarrel with
the legitimate use of consultants, but wemust reﬂect our members’ concerns and sometimes anger about the
way in which the Organisational Review has led to the misuse of consultants and an unacceptable blurring
of the boundaries between the roles of civil servants and the roles of consultants.
22. PCS believes that the use of consultants as substitutes for civil servants is not appropriate, and leads
to inordinate expenditure on work performed by consultants that civil servants can undertake or could be
trained to undertake within a relatively short time. PCS members believe consultants are in some cases
undertaking very similar work to themselves while receiving substantial greater remuneration, and this has
had a negative eVect on the morale of those staV. More generally, we believe DfES has allowed an
organisational culture to develop in which consultants are seen as more valuable to the organisation than
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its own staV. This culture fosters dependency on consultants and leads to a situation in which consultants
have become entrenched in key policy areas, such as City Academies, to the extent that that DfES has
developed its own two-tier workforce, with consultants being seen as indispensable to the delivery of
programmes rather than a necessary but short-term supplement to the Department’s capacity.
23. While PCS does not wish to single out any particular area of the Department, we believe it is
appropriate to provide the Committee with an example of consultants being used in what should be civil
service roles. Within the Department’s Academies Division, we have found that consultants, secondees and
civil servants work alongside each other in similar and sometimes identical roles. It is our understanding
that the division contains two units headed by consultants, one of whom has staV management
responsibilities for civil servants in breach of the requirement that consultants “should have no direct control
over Departmental staV” while also providing brieﬁngs for ministers. The consultant headed New Policy
Unit contains 15 staV, some six of whom are consultants but who do not oVer services to the Department
that are diVerent in kind or quality to those provided by its civil servants.
24. The result in this instance of using consultants as substitutes for civil servants is to pay much more
for work that can be delivered more eYciently in-house. PCS’ understanding is that the remuneration for
the consultant heads of unit is at least three to four times that of a Grade 6 civil servant (the grade’s current
London pay band is £48,334–£59,383) who would normally and properly undertake such a role. In the
context of the Organisational Review’s eYciency strand, it cannot make any ﬁnancial sense to use
consultants to undertakework that can be done as well, farmore cheaply and as eVectively by a civil servant.
PCS has raised our concerns about the situation in Academies Division with the Department; we believe
that it is not acceptable for consultants to be used in this way when staV reductions are generating staV
surpluses across DfES. It is also, we contend, very poor management of public funds to ﬁll civil service posts
with expensive consultants when the Department is planning to reduce its staYng by a further 700 posts by
April 2008.
25. Having given this example, PCS stresses that we regard the misuse of consultants within the DfES as
corporate issue, and believe that DfES senior management as a whole, including the Accounting OYcer,
have a responsibility to ensure that consultants are used appropriately. In our view an organisational culture
that does not equate the substitution of consultants for civil servants with poor value for money is not one
that values the need to ensure that public funds are used eVectively. PCS believes such a culture exists within
DfES and the Organisational Review so far has been ineVectual in challenging a culture that is not prudent
about using public resources to engage the services of consultants. We can ﬁnd no evidence to show that the
Organisational Review has had any impact on the Department’s culture of dependency on consultants, but
has in some instances exacerbated that dependency.
26. This dependency culture has led to what we believe is an inappropriate use of consultants withinDfES
Directorates to mask the full impact of job cuts on their capacity to deliver. PCS has found 228 individuals
identiﬁed as consultants in DfES’ staV directory along with a further 61 individuals who are identiﬁed as
contractors. This equates to more than 5% of the Department’s staYng cadre, and indicates a heavy use of
consultants who are used for long periods or regularly enough to warrant inclusion in DfES’ staV directory.
Schools Directorate has 111 identiﬁed consultants and CYPFD has 66 identiﬁed consultants, which we
understand includes a team of about 12 consultants improperly undertaking day-to-day work on regional
programme support. PCS has identiﬁed these areas as the main users of consultants within the Department.
Our ﬁgures will certainly include consultants who are being used legitimately but it has been clearly stated
in a formalmeeting that Schools Directorate use consultants to “iron out peaks and troughs and plug gaps”,
which indicates consultants have been used in theDirectorate to undertake civil service functions at a higher
cost to the tax payer as DfES divests itself of a third of its workforce.
27. The level of dependency on consultants is also illustrated in the response to Austin Mitchell’s
Parliamentary Question (PQ) of 21 July 2005 about spending on management consultants, Mr Rammell as
Minister of State for Lifelong Learning, Further and Higher Education stated that DfES spent £4.0 million
in 2002–03, £4.7 million in 2003–04 and £3.9 million in 2004–05 from administration costs. This level of
expenditure is signiﬁcant in terms of administrative costs, and while PCS welcomes the reduction in
expenditure in 2004–05, we are not convinced that this expenditure represents good value for the tax payer,
having seen no evidence to suggest that paying for consultants from administrative costs are enhancing the
Department’s ability to deliver its agenda. On the contrary, we are concerned that as DfES administrative
costs are tight and will tighten further, deploying administrative resources on consultants means that scarce
resources are not being used to support DfES’ accommodation and ICT infrastructure as well as being
diverted away from the remuneration of the staV who actually undertake the Department’s work, and on
whom its overall eYciency and eVectiveness ultimately rests.
28. PCS is as concerned about expenditure from programme budgets, which Mr Rammell stated had
provided £4.4 million to meet costs for management consultants between November and March 2004–05 .
PCS is concerned this snapshot of spending on consultants over ﬁve months indicates the likelihood of
excessive use of consultants. DfES did not centrally record charges for all forms of consultancy work before
November 2004, and therefore will not provide historical information about the amount of programme
monies that it has diverted to consultancy costs. We contend that while amount of money spent from
programme budgets may be small in relation to the Department’s overall programme funds, it is not
acceptable for DfES to use consultants to oVset the impact of its self-imposed staV cuts at the expense of its
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programmes. It is also noticeable that the Department’s response to Mr Mitchell’s question and other PQs
indicate it has never sought to provide adequate monitoring of expenditure on consultants. This we believe
to be a signiﬁcant failing, which while having been rectiﬁed, has also encouraged DfES’ cavalier attitude to
the use of consultants.
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Memorandum submitted by the Association of University Teachers (AUT)
Introduction
1. The Association of University Teachers is a trade union and professional association representing
academic and academic-related staV in UK higher education. Most of our 48,000 members work in the
pre-1992 universities and colleges.
The Use of Top-Up Fee Income in Higher Education
2. We welcome the additional public spending on higher education in England to 2007–08, as set out in
the 2005 Departmental Report of the Department for Education and Skills, providing increases for the
sector over the period of the 2004 spending review at well above the rate of inﬂation. After years of steady
decline we also welcome the fact that the unit of funding for teaching in England is being held constant in
real terms over this period.3 Having turned the corner we hope this will become an increase in future years.
3. This submission is written a year before the introduction of variable top-up fees for full-time UK and
EU undergraduates at English higher education institutions. The opposition of AUT and many other
organisations to the principle of variable top-up fees during the passage of the Higher Education Bill
through Parliament is well-documented. However, with the re-election of the Labour government in May
we accept the reality of the situation, namely that top-up fees are here to stay over the lifetime of this
Parliament at least.
4. Therefore our concern now is to ensure that this additional income is used most eVectively. It is clear
that a proportion is required to fund a sustainable bursary system to promote access to HE. Furthermore,
once they are in HE, these fee-paying students will rightly demand high quality facilities—such as suYcient
library books, adequately sized lecture theatres and access to modern IT facilities—and it is therefore right
that a proportion is spent improving these. Finally, it is vital that this additional income is also used to ensure
suYcient numbers of well-qualiﬁed, highly motivated staV. We believe a primary means of achieving this is
through improving salaries for university staV.
5. We therefore echo the statement of the former higher education Minister Alan Johnson MP in the
House of Commons on 29 April 2004 that institutions use at least one third of that extra income on pay:
“ . . . the Prime Minister, in a speech late last year, said: “The shortfall of teaching funding has
badly hit the salaries of academic staV, which have shown practically no increase in real terms over
two decades.” That is one of the reasons why we are pursuing the controversial measures in the
Higher Education Bill.4 Not only are we putting in an extra £3 billion from the taxpayer, but an
extra £2 billion will come through existing fees and through the increase. University vice-
chancellors tell us that, in general, at least a third of that money will be put back into the salaries
and conditions of their staV. That will make an enormous contribution in tackling a very serious
and deep-seated problem.”5
6. Beyond providing bursaries in line with their access agreements with the OYce for Fair Access, HEIs
have not made public their detailed plans for the use of the additional income through top-up fees (total
income is likely to be in the region of £570 million in 2006–07, rising to £1,170 million in 2007–08). Given
the well-publicised and widely accepted fact of the shortfall in the salaries of academic staV, and the serious
implications of this loss of earnings for recruitment and retention, we would like to urge HEIs to carry out
their intention to allocate at least one-third of top-up income for salaries.
7. It is this commitment that we would like to see the Secretary of State for Education and Skills re-aYrm,
with the support of the Education and Skills Select Committee.
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3 Charles Clarke, Annual letter of guidance to HEFCE, 13.12.04, Annex A.
4 The Bill became an Act in July 2004.
5 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200304/cmhansrd/vo040429/debtext/40429-03.html40429-03—spnew1
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Further memorandum submitted by NATFHE
Introduction
NATFHE—TheUniversity&College Lecturers’ Union represents 68,000 lecturers, tutors,managers and
researchers in higher, further, adult and prison education. With the news that the discussion leading to the
next Comprehensive Spending Review is to be delayed a year following the retiming of the Economic Cycle,
NATFHE welcomes this opportunity to identify some current concerns about higher education funding.
Key Issues:
— The decline of academic salary levels relative to comparable professions’ and the impact on the
ability of institutions to recruit and retain academic staV.
— The lack of leverage to ensure that new funding intended to deliver higher academic pay and
greater equality is delivered as intended by Ministers as evidenced from the misuse of nearly
£1 billion of new funding through the HEFCE Rewarding and Developing StaV initiative since
2001.
— The need to hypothecate an adequate proportion of new Tuition Fee income to increase pay levels
in accordance with statements made by the Prime Minister and Minister of State for Education
during the debate on the introduction of Top Up Fees.
The decline of academic salaries
Public perceptions of the earnings of university academics are not matched by the reality within UK
universities which have overseen a decline in academic pay. The extent of that disparity in earnings was
estimated to be 30%by theBett Committee6, which recommended that academic salaries should be increased
by that amount in order to close the gap between academic pay and the pay of comparable professional
groups. Since the publication of the Bett report universities have done little to address the issue of pay,
recruitment and retention. Lecturers start their careers (on average at age 28 after a PhD), on £24,352 rising
to £30,304. After 14 years (having become senior lecturers) most earn £37,5137.
Equivalent professionals are provided with higher salary levels as follows8:
University Lecturers/Senior Lecturers £24,352–£37,513
General Practitioners: £46,455–£70,710
Teachers (advanced scales): £37,902–£47,469
Tax Inspectors: £44,520–£63,990
Pay increases for comparable groups between 1994–2003 clearly demonstrate that the pay diVerentials
between academic staV and comparable professional groups are widening. From 1994–2003 salaries of the
following professions have changed in real terms as follows9:
Higher education teaching professionals: !6.6%
Public sector average earnings: !12%
Personnel, training and industrial relations managers: !23%
Managers/senior oYcials in government (HEO to senior principal/grade 6): !31%
ICT professionals: !22%
Medical Practitioners: !27%
Secondary Education teaching professionals: !12%
Chartered and certiﬁed accountants: !12%
The widening gap in pay between academic staV and comparable professional groups is a source of
discontent amongst existing staV and acts as a barrier to recruitment. Academic staV can now command
signiﬁcantly higher salaries in other ﬁelds. The recently published DfES research commissioned from the
NIESR into recruitment and retention for academic staV10 found that “Academic pay is low relative to that
in other highly qualiﬁed jobs in the UK, which is likely to reduce entry to the sector”. The report
recommends that pay levels be increased to improve retention of experienced staV and to assist the
recruitment of high calibre graduates.
6 Independent Review of Higher Education Pay and Conditions Chaired by Sir Michael Bett published 1999.
7 Annual Salary £pa from 1 August 2005.
8 Professions indicated are all comparators used in the Bett Report on academic pay. Figures are current salary ranges 2004–05.
9Source: New Earnings Survey (series).
10 Recruitment and retention of Academic StaV in Higher Education, Metcalf, Rolfe, Stevens and Weale, National Institute of
Economic and Social Research 2005.
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The inability to deliver on academic pay and equality
In 2001 then Secretary of State for Education David Blunkett announced an ambitious new funding
initiative designed to increase pay in higher education. By August 2006 institutions in England will have
received nearly £850 million of public funding which should have been used to improve pay levels for HE
staV and improve equality. On 16 November 2000 Education and Employment Secretary David Blunkett
announced plans to increase publicly planned funding to improve pay levels and improve equality.
Mr Blunkett said:
“I recognise that staV recruitment and retention, equal opportunities and human resource
development are central to providing a world class higher education. There will be £50 million in
2001–02, rising to £110 million in 2002–03 and £170 million in 2003–04, to support increases in
academic and non-academic pay.
This will be a something for something reform, to help institutions to recruit and retain the key
staV they need to improve further the quality of teaching and learning, and help modernise
management and reward systems, on top of any pay increase which universities negotiate. These
plans will be scrutinised in detail by the Funding Council.”
The two important features of this announcement are ﬁrstly that the money was clearly intended to be
directed towards pay, and secondly that Government tasked HEFCE to oversee the distribution and use of
the new funding.
However straightaway the DfES and HEFCE began to retreat from the position set out by the Secretary
of State as reﬂected in the subsequent HEFCE consultation on how the money should be spent. HEFCE
decided with the agreement of the DfES that the new funding intended to increase pay levels should be used
for the following purposes:
— addressing recruitment and retention diYculties through the use of market supplements;
— meeting speciﬁc staV development and training objectives;
— developing equal opportunities targets, ensuring equal pay for work of equal value, using
institution-wide systems of job evaluation;
— conducting regular reviews of staYng needs;
— conducting annual performance reviews of all staV; and
— taking action to tackle poor performance.
It rapidly became clear that institutions had used the ﬁrst round of funding in 2001 for mainly non-pay
purposes. The AUT estimated that only 30% or £16 million of the £50 million funding for 2001 was spent
on pay. Evidence suggests that this money was not used to increase basic pay or to improve promotion
prospects, instead it was used to pay market supplements and to fund progression for chosen individuals.
Much of the funding was used to pay for private sector consultants, new managerial posts and on
development for Human Resources departments, which are now substantially larger than before. In
November 2002, an alarming report was published by Deloitte and Touche on the outcomes of rounds 1
and 2 of RDS. It stated that “some of the ﬁnding has ﬁnanced voluntary redundancy initiatives which has
facilitated much needed change” and contained a warning that “if all the funding for the initiative is made
core, then it might be diverted into other projects”.
Despite the requests from NATFHE, AUT and other stakeholders that RDS funding should be ring-
fenced, HEFCE announced in 2004 that in future the funding stream would be incorporated into the block
teaching grant( In eVect the RDSmoney was poured into the general funding delivered to each institution
making it more diYcult to ascertain where the money has gone and how an employer has spent their
allocation. The amounts of funding delivered to institutions as a result of this initiative will by the end of
2006 have exceeded £1 billion. The allocations to the English sector are set out below:
HEFCE allocations by year
Year HEFCE Allocations Cumulative total
2001 £50 million £50 million
2002 £110 million £160 million
2003 £170 million £330 million
2004 £225 million £555 million
2005 £297 million £852 million
2006 £224 million £1,076 million
Whilst many institutions plan to use their RDS funding to meet the costs of introducing the new pay
structure11, the amounts of funding provided to the sector far exceeds UUK’s estimate in 2003 that the total
11 The new higher education pay framework agreement—which must be implemented by August 2006. This new pay structure
will provide modest increases of 1.1% for most staV with the opportunity to be considered for promotion or re-grading for a
small proportion of employees. UUK estimates of the cost of implementation for the UK sector were £500 million.
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cost of pay modernisation would be £500 million. Institutions have enjoyed the beneﬁt of RDS funding for
the last four years, duringwhich time pay increases have averaged 3.3% for higher education staV. NATFHE
is concerned that the majority of this additional funding has not been spent onmeasures to directly improve
the pay or opportunities of higher education staV12.
We are concerned that having created this new funding stream the Government allowed institutions to
spend funds on initiatives which did not impact on staV in the way the Secretary of State intended with only
minimal scrutiny by HEFCE. We are also concerned that:
1. None of the RDS funding (which by the end of 2006 will amount to £1 billion of public money) was
ring fenced or hypothecated to ensure adequate resources were used to improve staV pay.
2. It appears that the Government’s public statements in 2001 on the purpose of the newRDS funding
stream did not match the reality. Having raised the expectations of staV that signiﬁcant new
funding would be available for pay and improving equality, the DfES then agreed a set of criteria
with HEFCE that in eVect ensured that the funding was used to increase management capacity
rather than fund pay increases.
3. Following the announcement by the Secretary of State in 2001, academic staV expected that
institutions would use the funding to address pay levels. The raised expectations of academic staV
have not been met, which in turn adds to the potential for lowmorale to increase amongst key staV
within the sector.
The case for hypothecation of Tuition Fee income from 2006 onwards
In England and Northern Ireland in 2006, and in Wales in 2007 (excluding Welsh domiciled students),
higher education institutions are introducing variable top-up fees payable by undergraduates—a change
which, as the Prime Minister has acknowledged, is intended to bring additional funding into the sector for
improvements to pay, as well as other items. In Scotland extra compensatory grant has been allocated to
make up for the extra income available elsewhere from Top Up fees.
We note the statement of the former higher education Minister Alan Johnson in the House of Commons
on 29 April 2004: “the PrimeMinister, in a speech late last year, said: ‘The shortfall of teaching funding has
badly hit the salaries of academic staV, which have shown practically no increase in real terms over two
decades.’ That is one of the reasons whywe are pursuing the controversial measures in theHigher Education
Bill.[1] Not only are we putting in an extra £3 billion from the taxpayer, but an extra £2 billion will come
through existing fees and through the increase. University vice-chancellors tell us that, in general, at least a
third of that money will be put back into the salaries and conditions of their staV. That will make an
enormous contribution in tackling a very serious and deep-seated problem.”
Despite those comments, university employers have now indicated that staV should not expect Top Up
Fee income to be used to increase pay levels. The Universities and Colleges Employers Association (UCEA)
which conducts annual pay negotiations on behalf of UK institutions has informed the trade unions that
they do not anticipate that any of the new tuition fee income will be used to improve pay.
An analysis of many of the declarations made by individual institutions to the new OYce of Fair Access
(OFFA) shows that in some cases only 25% of new top up fee income will be spent on the provision of
bursaries and grants for students. Whilst there is an undeniable need for many institutions to improve their
buildings and facilities, the new funding amounting to some £1 billion per year13 is suYcient to upgrade
facilities, provide generous student bursaries and also fundmuch needed increases in pay for academic staV.
We do not believe that once againGovernment can be allowed to raise staV expectations that new funding
will be used to increase pay whilst allowing the higher education sector to ignore the imperative need to
address the issue of low levels of academic pay.
To that end we believe that the DfES should as a matter of urgency ensure that the commitments given
by the Prime Minister and Minister of State are delivered to the sector by stipulating that at least 40% of
the new top up fee and other income is hypothecated for staV pay from September 2006 onwards. This we
believe to be the only way to ensure that unlike the previous spending pledges relating to Rewarding and
Developing StaV, government commitments on the use of a proportion of top up fee funding for staV pay
are delivered as intended.
September 2005
12 A NATFHE research project on the spending patterns of Post 1992 institutions in respect of RDS funding is underway.
Institutions report that some 68% of RDS funding has been spent as of March 2005 on diVerent items not restricted to pay
equality.
13 Estimate of the net increase in funding from September 2006 over and above existing fee income.
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1. Overall Trends in Education Expenditure
Compared to other areas of public expenditure
The real average annual rates at which the six main areas of public expenditure—including education—
have increased over time are shown in Table 1. Since Labour came to power in 1997, there have been large
real increases in education spending (4.8% a year); but perhaps surprisingly this has been only the fourth
fastest broad area of spending growth, after spending on the NHS (6.1% a year), Transport (5.1% a year)
andPublic order and Safety (4.9% a year). Education receivedmuch smaller average annual increases during
the 18 years of Conservative governments from 1979–1997 (1.5%).
Education spending, along with the other components shown in Table 1 (with the notable exception of
defence) has grown much more quickly over Labour’s second parliament than over its ﬁrst (largely due to
slow growth in the ﬁrst two years of the ﬁrst parliament, when the inherited spending plans were adhered
to, but also due to a signiﬁcant under-spend by government departments in 1999–2000).
Table 1 also shows the real increases in public spending implied by the plans set out in the Government’s
2004 Spending Review. Under these plans, spending on education would continue to grow as a share of
national income, but less quickly than the average increases seen since April 1997.
As a proportion of GDP
Since its lowest point for at least 20 years in 1999–2000 (at 4.4% of GDP), education spending has grown
rapidly as a share of national income, and in 2004–05 stood at 5.4%. This share is comparable to that last
seen in the early 1980s and well above the average between 1977–78 and 2004–05 of 4.95%. By 2007–08, the
share is projected to reach 5.6%. Training expenditure accounts for approximately a further 0.2% of GDP
(see Figure 1).
International comparisons
TheUK spent a higher share of national income on education than Japan, Italy andGermany, but a lower
share than theUSAandFrance in 2002. (Table 2). This ranking is similar if we just consider public education
spending as a proportion of GDP. UK private education spending as a proportion of GDP is lower than
the USA and Japan, but higher than that of France and Italy.
Table 1
INCREASES IN VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF PUBLIC SPENDING IN THE UK
Average annual real increase in spending over:
Labour years Labour 1st Labour 2nd Labour
Conservative to date April parliament parliament spending plans
years April 1979 1997 to March April 1997 to April 2001 to April 2005 to
Long-term trend to March 1997 2005 March 2001 March 2005 March 2008
Social security 3.7 3.5 2.3 1.1 3.5 1.0
NHS 3.7 3.1 6.1 5.0 7.1 7.2
Education 4.0 1.5 4.8 2.7 6.8 3.8
Defence –0.3 –0.3 1.0 1.7 0.4 1.3
Transport n/a 0.5 5.1 –4.9 16.2 2.5
Public order &
safety n/a 4.1 4.9 3.2 6.6 3.1
Total spending
(TME) 2.6 1.5 3.0 1.7 4.4 3.5
Current spending 2.8 1.7 2.8 1.7 3.8 2.9
Net investment –0.2 –4.6 13.4 –2.2 31.4 16.2
National income 2.5 2.1 2.8 3.2 2.4 2.6
Source: Education spending 1996–97 to 2007–08: Authors’ calculations based on Public Expenditure Statistical Analyses 2005
Tables 1.11 and 3.2, and GDP deﬂators from 30 June 2005.
All other ﬁgures on this table are derived fromC.Emmerson andC. Frayne, April 2005 “Public Spending”, IFSElection Brieﬁng
Note http://www.ifs.org.uk/bns/05ebn2.pdf, whose sources are HM Treasury, Budget 2005. HM Treasury, Public Expenditure
Statistical Analyses 2005 and previous PESAs; OYce for National Statistics, Blue Book; HM Treasury Public Spending
Statistics; Department of Health Annual Report; OYce of Health Economics; HM Treasury, 2004 Spending Review and
previous Spending Reviews.
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Note that the Department for Education and Skills Departmental Report 2005 cites planned real annual average growth in
education spending between 2004–05 and 2007–08 of 5.0%—this ﬁgure covers just England, rather than plans for the UK as
a whole.
Figure 1
HISTORICAL AND FORECAST EDUCATION SPENDING, 1978–79 TO 2007–08,





















Education and training Planned
Long Term Average for Education
Table 2
SPENDING ON EDUCATION IN SELECTED MAJOR ECONOMIES, 2002
Total Education spending, Public Education Spending, Private Education Spending,
% GDP % GDP % GDP
Japan 4.7 3.5 1.2
Italy 4.9 4.6 0.3
Germany 5.3 4.4 0.9
UK 5.9 5.0 0.9
France 6.1 5.7 0.4
USA 7.2 5.3 1.9
Source: OECD, Education at a Glance, Paris, 2005
2. Trends in Elements of Education Expenditure in England
Categories of education spending compared
Table 3 shows the real average annual growth rates of the diVerent components of education spending
between 1997 and 2005 in England, also decomposed by Labour’s two terms of oYce. The components that
saw the most rapid average growth over the entire period were theUnder 5’s (9%), Schools’ Capital (11.9%),
Schools’ Other (9.7%) andFurther Education (5.3%). Primary and Secondary current expenditure have seen
nearer to the average growth in education spending over the entire period (4.4% and 5.1% respectively). It
is noteworthy that Higher Education spending has grown by an average of only 1.2% between 1997 and
2005. Equally notable is the fact that real spending on Student Support has actually fallen by an average of
3.7% per year over the period.
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The relative priorities identiﬁed above are similar across both terms, but with signiﬁcant increases in most
components’ growth rates for the period 2001–05 compared to 1997–2001. The only exception is Further
Education, which saw very low growth in Labour’s ﬁrst term, but has seen substantial year on year growth
ofmore than 10% since 2001. The 10.8% average increase in administration and inspection since 2001 is also
quite striking and is probably largely due to an increase in inspection activity.
Plans going forward to 2008 are not provided on a consistent basis by spending category and so we do
not analyse them here.
Table 3
EDUCATION SPENDING GROWTH 1997"2005 BY COMPONENT IN ENGLAND
Average annual real increase in spending over:
Labour years to date April Labour 1st parliament Labour 2nd parliament
1997 to March 2005 April 1997 to March 2001 April 2001 to March 2005
Schools, current 5.7% 4.8% 6.7%
Of which:
Under 5s 9.0% 7.4% 10.7%
Primary 4.4% 3.2% 5.5%
Secondary 5.1% 3.3% 6.9%
Other 9.7% 14.3% 5.4%
Schools capital 11.9% 10.5% 13.3%
FE 5.3% 1.3% 9.5%
HE 1.2% "2.1% 4.6%
Student Support "3.7% "3.9% "3.4%
Admin & 1.4% "7.2% 10.8%
Inspection
Total 4.8% 2.8% 6.9%
Source: Authors’ calculations based on Departmental Report 2005, Department for Education and Skills,
Cm 6522, London:TSO, Table 12.3
From 1999–2000, a portion of local authority administration and inspection costs is delegated to schools
and is included within the school current expenditure lines. These ﬁgures in part reﬂect the transfer of
responsibilities for early years inspection from local authorities to Ofsted. This largely explains the apparent
large drop in administration and inspection expenditure between 1997 and 2001 and means that the true
annual average real growth rate between 1997 and 2005 is also artiﬁcially depressed.
3. The Balance of Spending Per Head Across Different Stages of Education
Figure 2 shows the revenue funding per student in England ﬁgures published by the DfES in its
departmental report. However, these only decompose education spending per student into Schools (ages
3–19), Further Education and Higher Education, making more detailed analysis of spending across the life-
cycle problematic. They do show that there has been steady growth in both Further Education and Schools
funding per student, with little growth, if any, in Higher Education spending per student—closing the gap
between Higher and Further Education spending per student. (Note that the ﬁgures DfES provide for
Higher Education spending per student include private as well as public contributions to tuition fees,
whereas the other categories cover only public expenditure).
Figure 3 shows current spending per head of the population in the Under 5’s, Primary and Secondary
sectors in England, as opposed to current spending per student, which would not capture the increased
coverage ofUnder 5’s provision. It shows that whenLabour came to power in 1997 spending per head sloped
upwards by age. However, the rapid growth in the under 5’s sector, as seen in Table 3, has led to the
development of a U-shaped spending pattern per head across school ages. Although the Further Education
and Higher Education spending per student shown in Figure 2 are not entirely comparable to the spending
per head ﬁgures in Figure 3, their values do give some further support to the idea of a U-shaped spending
pattern, with the most support provided at the earliest and then the later stages of the education system.
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Figure 2
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Schools Planned
FE Planned
HE (incl fees contributions)
(Source: Departmental Report 2005, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6522, London:TSO, Table
12.5,12.6,12.7). Figures presented in 2003–04 prices.
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Source: Authors’ calculations based on Departmental Report 2005, Department for Education and Skills,
Cm 6522, London:TSO, Table 12.3 for current education spending ﬁgures. Population ﬁgures are taken
from the 2001 census (from the ONS website). Figures are presented in 2003–04 prices. For example,
spending per head for the under 5’s was calculated by dividing expenditure on the under 5’s by the total
number of three and four-year-olds in the population.
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International comparisons
Table 3
SPENDING PER STUDENT ON EDUCATION BY CATEGORY
Spending per student, relative to the UK Spending per student per unit of average income,
relative to UK
Under 5’s Primary Secondary All tertiary Under 5’s Primary Secondary All tertiary
Japan 44 119 107 99 48 122 113 105
Italy 64 140 116 74 72 150 126 80
Germany 59 88 108 93 66 94 113 100
UK 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
France 53 98 130 78 55 100 135 83
USA 93 156 140 174 76 122 109 139
Notes: Indices for spending per student are taken from ﬁgures that were converted into US dollars using
purchasing power parities. Spending per student per unit of average income is calculated as spending per
student by sector as a proportion of GDP per capita. Italy’s ﬁgures only include spending on public
institutions and the USA’s ﬁgures only include spending on public and independent private institutions.
Source: OECD, Education at a Glance, Paris, 2005
Table 3 shows spending per student and spending per student as a proportion of GDP per capita, relative
to the UK, for selected OECD countries. It shows that the UK spends slightly more per student in the
primary sector than France and Germany, but quite a lot less than Japan, Italy and the USA. In the
secondary sector, the UK spends much less per student compared to other OECD countries. The UK does
spend more per student in the tertiary sector relative to other European countries, in absolute terms and
relative to average income. However, the biggest spender per head in the tertiary sector is the USA. The
most interesting result is that in comparison with other OECD countries, the UK spends substantially more
per student in the under 5’s category. Moreover, the under 5’s is the only category where the UK outspends
the USA.
The latest OECDdata on education spending also conﬁrms that the UKhas aU-shaped spending pattern
across the lifecycle. Moreover, they suggest that the UK is quite unique in its U-shaped spending pattern,
spending more per student than other countries in the tertiary and pre-primary sectors, but less in the
primary and secondary sectors.
4. Early Years’ Education
The Government launched its 10-year childcare strategy in December 2004. Implementing this strategy
will undoubtedly mean that the trend towards increasing expenditure on the under-5s will continue.
TheDepartment for Education and Skills estimates that total expenditure on education for 3- and 4-year-
olds is currently around £2.7 billion per year, of which approximately £1.1 billion goes towards providing
free part-time nursery places.14We have estimated that the 10-year strategy could approximately double the
annual cost of free nursery provision.
A major challenge in implementing the strategy will be in expanding the sector whilst maintaining and
improving the quality of provision. Here the development of the childcare sector workforce will be key.
Although a transformation fund has been set aside to help achieve this goal, it is not clear how this will
operate, nor how any incentives it puts in to place will be maintained once the transformation fund winds
down.
Another challenge will be ensuring that the new provision actually reaches the groups of children and
parents the Government is trying to target. Much of the expansion in early years’ services is being driven
by supply-led initiatives, where the Government provides subsidies to providers to start-up or further
expand their early years’ provision. The Neighbourhood Nurseries Initiative and Children’s Centres are
examples of these. Initiatives such as these are designed to ensure that provision is set up in areas where there
is perceived to be the greatest need; however a real concern is that it is still the better oV parents in these
areas who disproportionately gain access to these services. With demand- side initiatives such as the
childcare element of the WTC, it is much easier for government to better target the subsidy at the families
and children that they see as most in need, but if there are problems with take-up, or there is not suitable
or aVordable childcare available then again their policy objectives will not be met.
It will also be important tomonitor how the roll-out of the 10-year Childcare strategy impacts on children
as they move through the education system. We are concerned that simple and relatively inexpensive
mechanisms that will enable the DfES to monitor the impact of this strategy are not in place. For instance
the DfES keeps individual pupil level annual census data (PLASC) data on all children in state schools,
combined with data on attainment. However we feel that it is a matter of urgency that:
14 Data released in response to Freedom of Information request on 16 March 2005.
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— Every 3 and 4-year-old child receiving a component of free nursery provision should be included
in PLASC including children in the Private and Voluntary sectors (at present only those in free
nursery education places where these nurseries are attached to schools are included). Given that
all providers currently have to give LEAs information on children and hours in order to receive
the subsidy, we feel that the increased administrative burden would be minimal.
— Foundation proﬁle records should be collected centrally for all children starting school, not just
the 1 in 10 sample as currently used by DfES. Again, there should be minimal additional cost
arising from the inclusion of all children.
These measures would ensure that DfES can use administrative data to monitor the eVects of the early
education systemon children as theymove into school and beyond; this would be of huge beneﬁt to informed
policy-making in the future.
5. Schools
As seen from Table 3 the UK, relative to the other OECD countries highlighted, lags behind in terms of
Primary and Secondary school spending per student. FromFigure 3 we see that there has been a substantial
increase in spending per head in the Under 5’s sector; this combined with more modest increases in Primary
and Secondary schools has led to a U-shaped spending pattern across age groups. This is of particular
concern since there is strong evidence that early investment in education reaps the greatest long-termbeneﬁts
(Carneiro and Heckman, 200315). The Government seems to have acted upon this evidence with respect to
theUnder 5’s, but not with respect to primary schools. There is a risk that not enough investment in primary
school education will lead to an inability to sustain the gains that are intended to arise from the increase in
Under 5’s expenditure.
One thread of recent government policy is to encourage successful schools to expand to allow as many
children as possible to gain a place. However it is important to realise that while speciﬁc fundingmechanisms
exist to allow successful secondary schools to apply for funding to cover the capital costs of expansion, the
same is not the case for primary schools (for example, see Hansard 21 June 2005, Column 1023W).
6. FE and adult education
From Figure 2 we can see that the Further Education sector has enjoyed large real increases in funding
since 2001, along with other areas of education spending. However we have some serious concerns about
the policy emphasis on qualiﬁcations in this sector, embodied in the DfES PSA target to “reduce by at least
40% the number of adults in the workforce who lack NVQ 2, working towards this, one million adults in
the workforce to achieve level 2 between 2003 and 2006.”
Whilst there is clear evidence on the returns to qualiﬁcations obtained at school and at Higher Education
institutions, the current evidence suggests that many intermediate vocational qualiﬁcations, especially
NVQs at Level 1 and Level 2 do not confer any wage beneﬁts onmost recipients (see Dearden,McGranahan
and Sianesi, 200416).
The targeting of qualiﬁcations in this context seems in part to reﬂect a belief on the part of government
that policy-makers are well placed to predict the country’s skill needs, and that left to themselves, learners
and employers will pursue the wrong skills, or not learn or train “enough”. It is also, however, a
manifestation of themore general audit culture inwhich any form of public expenditure is tied tomeasurable
targets. Qualiﬁcations are far easier tomeasure than learning, but the current evidence on the lack of returns
to such qualiﬁcations suggests that despite best intentions, public expenditure in this area may not be
providing best value for money.
7. Higher Education Reforms
The reforms toHigher Education funding, which are due to be fully implemented by 2006–07, will require
considerable additional funds from the public sector, alongside the increase in graduate contributions
through top-up fees. Based on the latest DfES cost estimates, we calculate the additional annual taxpayer
costs associatedwith the reforms to be £1.2 billion per year.Most of this will pay for the extension to student
loans, which, it should be noted, are “oV balance sheet” expenditures, and will not score as spending when
assessing the Chancellor’s ﬁscal rules. The rest will pay for new student grants.
A major concern about this expenditure is the unnecessarily complicated design of the new system of
student support that it will pay for. As we set out in submission to DfES in April 200417, the new system will
involve a combination of ﬁve diVerent income tapers, with the maximum amount of maintenance loan of
£4,405 advertised by DfES available only to students with family income of exactly £33,560. There are two
main problems with this design:
15 Carneiro, P and Heckman, J (2003), Human Capital Policy, NBER Working Paper No 9495.
16 L McGranahan, B Sianesi and L Dearden, “The role of credit constraints in educational choices: evidence from the NCDS
and BCS70,” December 2004, CEE Discussion Paper No 48.
17 Dearden, L, Fitzsimons, E and Goodman, A (2004) Fine-tuning the HE reforms. http://www.ifs.org.uk/docs/ﬁne tuning.pdf
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— The unnecessary complexity of the new system is particularly concerning given how important it
is for young people to be able to understand the new funding system being put in place. There is
a real danger that the lack of transparency in determining eligibility to student support (in
particular the split between loans and grants for any individual) will mean that the extra money
being provided fails to have its desired eVect in encouraging young people to stay on at university.
— It is also extremely concerning that compared to the system it is replacing, it is students from
parental incomes between £22,100 and £26,000 who will expected to make the biggest additional
net contribution to the cost of their tuition and maintenance, taking into account both new fees
and student support (see Figure 4). Depending on the level of the top-up fee, and on their exact
circumstances after they graduate, students from this parental income rangewill have to contribute
around £750 more per year towards the cost of their education (compared to the “pre-White
Paper” system in place in 2003–04). By comparison, those from the poorest backgrounds will be
more than £1,000 better oV, and those from the wealthiest backgrounds will be around just £500
worse oV. This pattern arises simply because of the way that the maintenance loans and grants are
due to be tapered, and could easily be avoided if the systemwere re-designed in a cost-neutral way.
It should be noted that the £22,100–£26,000 income range is a particularly dense part of the income
distribution with parents largely in the 2nd and 3rd income deciles—arguably it is exactly students
from these families that the Government is trying to encourage rather than dissuade from
attending university.
Figure 4
THE CHANGE IN NET COST OF ATTENDING UNIVERSITY DUE TO SWITCH FROM



































2006–07 system "Example cost-neutral re-design"
Note illustration is for student in ﬁrst or second year living away from home outside of London.
Calculations available from authors.
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Memorandum submitted by Tony Travers, London School of Economics and Political Science
1. An Analysis of Education Spending Trends, 1998–99 to 2004–05
Education expenditure as a proportion of gross domestic product (GDP)
1.1 Public expenditure on education in the United Kingdom was equivalent to 5.6% of GDP in 2004–05,
a rise from 4.6% in 1998–99. Table 1 shows education spending as a proportion of GDP for each year since
1998–99. Spending has increased as a share of the economy during a period of economic expansion, so the
resources made available have increased signiﬁcantly in real terms. It is worth adding that public
expenditure on education and skills as a proportion of GDP was also well over ﬁve per cent in the early
1990s. There is now evidence that the increase in public expenditure on education (as a percentage of GDP)
is levelling oV. Health expenditure, on the other hand, continues to rise as a proportion of the economy.
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Table 1
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON EDUCATION AS A % OF GDP, 1998–99 TO 2004–05—UNITED
KINGDOM
1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05
Education as % of GDP 4.6 4.6 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.5 5.6
Health as % of GDP 5.4 5.4 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.7 7.0
(Source: Public Expenditure Statistical Analyses 2005, Cm 6521, London: TSO Table 3.4).
Education Expenditure, by Sub-sector, in Real Terms
1.2 Table 1 showed overall UK public education expenditure as a proportion of GDP. Another way of
analysing spending is to compare changes adjusted to take account of inﬂation (ie in real terms). Table 2
shows real terms spending on each phase of education in each year since 1998–99.
Table 2
EDUCATION EXPENDITURE, BY SUB-SECTOR, 1998–99 TO 2004–05—ENGLAND
£ million, in real terms
1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–06 Change
1998–99 to
2004–05
Schools current— 21,545 23,073 25,120 27,501 28,362 31,171 32,510 !50.0%
total
of which:
Under ﬁves 2,067 2,296 2,573 3,095 3,141 3,549 3,859 !86.7%
Primary 7,679 7,963 8,651 9,327 9,714 10,282 10,737 !39.8%
Secondary 9,692 10,114 10,883 11,942 12,409 13,651 14,199 !46.5%
Other 2,120 2,700 3,013 3,137 3,105 3,689 3,716 !75.3%
Schools capital 1,358 1,468 1,793 2,041 2,217 2,534 2,957 !117.7%
(total)
Further education 3,804 3,841 4,121 5,031 5,297 5,904 5,933 !56.0%
& adult
Higher education 5,160 5,477 5,091 5,335 5,480 5,728 6,097 !18.2%
Student support 1,578 1,383 1,419 1,211 1,219 1,210 1,236 "21.7%
Admin & 1,565 1,037 1,097 1,241 1,496 1,564 1,653 !5.6%
inspection
Total 35,010 36,279 38,640 42,358 44,077 48,112 50,386 !43.9%
(Source:Departmental Report 2004 andDepartmental Report 2005Department for Education and Skills,
Cm 6202 and Cm 6522, London:TSO, Table 2.3 (1998–99) and Table 12.3 (all other years)).
1.3 Spending on each phase of education (apart from student support) has increased in real terms in the
years since 1998–99. The ﬁnal column of the table shows overall spending changes over the full period.
Overall, schools’ current spending increased by 50%, compared with 56% in further education and only 18%
in higher education.
1.4 Table 3 summarises spending per pupil/student data for the schools, FE and HE sectors in each year
since 1998–99. Spending per pupil/student has increased fastest in schools, followed by further education.
By contrast, real terms higher education spending per student has remained little changed, suggesting a
continuingmajor relative shift of public resources away fromuniversities towards other phases of education.
Other university resources, of course, may have increased.
Table 3
REAL TERMS FUNDING PER STUDENT/PUPIL, 1998–99 to 2003–04
(1998–99% 100)
1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06
plans plans
Schools 96 100 107 111 115 119 124 130
FE 93 100 104 112 113 120 122 127
HE 101 100 100 100 101 104 105 105
(Source:Departmental Report 2005, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6522, London:TSO, Tables
12.5 (derived from ﬁgures given), 12.6 and 12.7. Figures for 1998–99 derived from Departmental Report
2004, Tables 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7).
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2. The DfES and the Schools’ Spending Issue: New Proposals
2.1 In its report on last year’s DfES expenditure plan, the previous Committee examined the schools
funding problems that had arisen during the spring of 2003 and which had led to moves towards a
“minimum funding guarantee” for schools. This guarantee meant that schools generally received about 4%
extra per pupil in 2004–05, with a similar arrangement for 2005–06. For those with rising pupil numbers,
the ﬁgure per pupil will be rather less than the headline one, while for schools with falling rolls, the amount
per pupil will be greater than the headline ﬁgure. The smallest schools simply receive a ﬁxed minimum
percentage year-on-year cash uplift.
2.2 The impact of the funding guarantee has been to move towards a national funding arrangement, if
not to a full DfES takeover of schools’ resource allocations. The Government has announced that, from
2006–07, each authority’s expenditure on schools will be set by the Department and fully funded from
central grant. This so-called “Dedicated Schools Grant” (DSG) will then become the basis for local
authorities to use their local funding formulae to allocate the overall total to individual schools. In 2006–07,
the DSG will be determined for each authority as an uplift of 5% in 2005–06 spending by schools within the
authority, though taking account of changing pupil numbers. A small margin of resources that the
Government will not have allocated in this way—roughly 1% of the total—will then potentially be available
for distribution to authorities, partly on the basis of changes in the Formula Spending Share. It is not
entirely clear how this further distribution will be achieved.
2.3 Thus, the determination of the money each school receives will be based ﬁrst on the Government’s
determination of the DSG for an authority and, second, on the local “fair funding” formula.
2.4 Once this allocation process has been completed, it will be necessary (presumably the local authority
will be required to do this) to ensure that every school has received at least the year-on-year addition in
resources implied by the “minimum funding guarantee”. If any institution has fallen below this minimum,
it will be given the guaranteed ﬁgure.
2.5 There may be an incentive for authorities to attempt to use their local distribution formula in such a
way as tomaximise school resources for their area. If the authority’s formula-driven distribution is relatively
uneven from year to year (for example, if the formula has been altered to achieve greater fairness), it is more
likely the minimum funding guarantee will come into eVect. Remember, the Government will grant-fund
all of the resources given to schools.
2.6 The 2006–07 arrangements will be re-used in broadly the same way in 2007–08. From 2008–09, the
DfES intends to introduce three-year schools funding arrangements, though this would require (amongst
other things) three-year settlements for teachers’ pay. Details of how three-year settlements would work are
still be determined.
2.7 It looks likely that the overall impact of the new schools’ funding arrangements will be rather more
conservative than the one previously operated through local Government. Because the Government wants
to bring funding certainty to schools, there has been—and will continue to be—a tendency for most schools
to have relatively ﬂat-rate spending increases from year to year. Pupil numbers will be the key determinant
of change. Thus, as the number of pupils rises faster in some areas than others, money will gradually move
around the country.
3. Gershon
TheGershon Reviewwas initiated by the Chancellor to achieve radical improvements in eYciency within
Whitehall and the public services. The eYciencies started at the beginning of 2005–06 and run for three
years. The DfES’s target savings and progress so far are outlined in the Department’s memorandum to the
Committee. Schools, as the largest part of the DfES budget, are expected to make the largest contribution
to Gershon-inspired eYciencies. At present, it appears that the Department is seeking to achieve the
improved use of resources within schools, though individual institutions are not being expected to respond
directly to Gershon.
The most important issue for schools, colleges and universities is the way in which eYciencies liberate
resources that can then be used for productive purposes. The DfES cannot yet point to such a redeployment
of money, though this is surely a subject the Committee will wish to keep under review.
Education will need to use its resources even more carefully in future years. The 2004 Spending Review
included the following plans for education and health for 2004–05 to 2007–08:
Table 4
EDUCATION AND HEALTH EXPENDITURE PLANS, 2004–05 TO 2007–08 (UK)
2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08
Education 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.6
Health 6.9 7.1 7.5 7.8
(Source 2004 Spending Review, Cm 6237, London: HM Treasury, Tables 7.2 and 8.2).
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These ﬁgures, though from diVerent sources (both within Government) from those in Table 1, broadly
continue the time-series included in the earlier table. It is clear that education expenditure will, over the next
three years, enjoy a broadly ﬂat share of GDP, while health will continue to grow. As a result of the slower
growth in education spending, pressures for eYciency will intensify.
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